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MIKE DONOVAN, EDITOR

INTRODUCTION 
Once again I am delighted to be involved 
with the production of this issue, Direct 
Driller #12. These pages are filled with 
facts and figures that have the power 
to direct arable farmers towards more 
profitable and long term goals which will 
stand the test of time. They very much fulfil 
the original purpose of the magazine which 
Clive, Chris and I discussed some four 
years ago. It was made in the recognition 
of the huge hole that existed in farmers’ 
knowledge of direct drilling techniques. 
The journal’s purpose was to look at every 
aspect of direct drilling irrespective of the 
contributor, be they farmers or suppliers. 
If you have a direct drilling experience, 
please let us know.  
Agricultural institutions in the UK and 
in many other countries have been slow 
to research and advise on direct drilling. 
Farmers have been largely left to fend for 
themselves. Direct Driller, as you will see in 
this and previous issues, (all available free 
of charge on-line) provides valuable info 
which, thanks to sponsors and advertisers, 
is provided for both in on-line and paper 
editions.
This issue neatly shows a wide breadth 

of opinion, from William Waterfield of 
Farm Consulting Group in his article 
‘Regenerative Agriculture - Another 
Passing Fad or a System Fit for the Future?’ 
which concludes by saying it is  ‘a system 
of agriculture that is truly sustainable 
with the potential benefits for consumers 
and the wider environment.  At the same 
time, it can allow farmers to diverse their 
systems adding value or new enterprises.’ 
In his article ‘Soil Cultivations: Ploughing, 
non-Inversion tillage and Soil Quality’  Mark 
Measures, a member of the Agricology 
Steering Group recognises the bad press 
gained by ploughers and confesses to be a 
long time supporter of the mouldboard, but 
not for turning down manure, ploughing in 
green manure, or turning over the topsoil 
to the depths set by regular ploughmen. 
He describes the work done by Friedrich 
Wenz in Switzerland with shallow 
cultivations just 5cm deep and occasional 
loosening at 15 cm.
In the article ‘Putting Covers into Context’ 
Steve Corbett, the trials manager of 
Agrii’s Stow Longa Technology Centre 
near Huntingdon, says that six years of 
field scale research has shown that, on 

their land, biology alone is not measuring 
up with the performance they get from 
cultivations. The data is taken from some 
600 sites and their conclusion is that,  
across the country, two-thirds of cover 
cropping “may be a waste of time and 
money.” They recommend caution and the 
need for clear objectives. 
All readers will be extremely interested 
in the article ‘Helping Us Buy’ from Chris 
Fellows, Direct Driller and TFF supremo. 
He describes a highly original farm input 
price comparison website which he and 
the AgriWebMedia team have developed 
which will provide significant savings for 
farmers. Anyone who buys agrichems 
will be fascinated by this consumerist 
development which allows users to check 
out prices paid for deliveries of a wide 
range of brands and 
products. 
Finally a big thanks 
to all readers. 
Please support our 
advertisers and 
mention Direct 
Driller when making 
enquiries to them. 

FARMING SOFTWARE 
WHAT DO YOU USE?

For years it was Gatekeeper – much 
maligned, but we were stuck with it.  
But in the last few years things have 
changed and we now live in a very 
congested software world.  Each year 
more software from round the world 
comes to market. Here are just a few 
of the entrants over the last 5 years: 
Xarvio from BASF, Rhiza from Agrii, 
Hutchinson have Omnia, Plantsystems 
from Agrovista,  Fieldmargin, John 
Deere and Claas have farm365. Fendt 
have launched Fendt One, John Deere 
have also just bought Harvest Profit, a 
provider of Farm Profitability Software. 
This list isn’t exhaustive by any means. 
Basically, everyone is developing 
software to help farmers.  What could 
go wrong?

Personally, I’m getting a bit of Deja 
vu.  A bit like in the VHS vs Betamax 
wars, there will always be a winner.  In 
this case there will be 2-3 winners, but 
they can’t all be winners. This is where 
we are going to have to get better at 
sharing data between systems.  Just 
like ISOBUS has been great to farmers 
on farm, we need a data version of 
ISOBUS so all our software can talk 
to each other and our data can be 
moved between them easily.  In fact, 
Farm 365 is an early example of this.  
It allows multiple different tractors to 
talk to the same system. It will happen.

Then there is the question of which 
software is the “best” and which one 
is the best for you?  This is where it  
 

really does get complicated.  They all 
do slightly different things and offer 
different things to the farmer.  They all 
cost different amounts too. We all like 
free, but free normally comes with a 
few catches somewhere along the line.

This is where we would like to hear 
from our readers, if you would like to 
write a farmer focus piece based on 
farm software, then please do get in 
touch, some farmer feedback would 
help bring to clarity to the market.

Maybe life wasn’t so bad with 
Gatekeeper after all.

Written by Chris Fellows
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FEATURED FARMER 
GEORGE YOUNG
FOBBING FARM As based on information found on Agricology (www.agricology.co.uk)

Farm Facts
FARM SIZE:  485 hectares (1,200 acres)
MANPOWER: 1 FTE. My time is spent 20% on the 
farm, 80% in the office. Dad is about 5% of an additional 
employee
FARM TYPE:  Mixed
TENURE:  Owner occupied
REGION:  South East England
RAINFALL:  590 mm
ALTITUDE:  0 - 20 m above sea level
SOIL:  Grade 3 and grade 4 heavy London clay
APPROACH:  Integrated Farming
KEY FARMING PRACTICES: 
No Till
Novel crops
Mixed farming
Agroforestry
Diverse leys
Cover crops
Direct drilling
Direct selling
Diversified rotation
Habitat creation
Homegrown feed
Leys

"My main goals in farming are two-fold: 
farming with nature as much as I possibly 
can, and achieving as diverse a range of 
nutritional diversity on the farm as possible"
The Farm: 
Fobbing Farm is a 1,200 acre (485 hectare) zero tillage and zero 
insecticide arable and livestock farm in south Essex. We are not 
on the highest quality land, so my farming approach works with 
that. When I came home to the family farm in 2013, we were 
reasonably conventional farmers, occasionally ploughing, with 
standard chemical inputs, growing milling wheat; 7.5 tonnes (t) 
/ hectare (ha), oilseed rape; 2 - 4 t / ha, and peas; 2.5 - 4.5 t / 
ha, with cattle primarily on permanent grass marshes and not 
integrated into the rotation.

In the intervening years, I have introduced linseed, 
beans, heritage cereals, buckwheat, lentils, hemp, and am 
experimenting with sunflowers, millet, heritage corn and tiger 
nuts. I have also established 20% of the farm into herbal leys, 
and am currently investigating what dual purpose beef and 
dairy herd I would like.

At the end of 2020, I am planting my first field of agroforestry, 

with approximately 7,000 trees to be planted. These trees 
include a large portion of fruit and nut trees (including one 
belt of exotic trees - banking on climate change - almonds, 
persimmon, olives), plus birch trees (to harvest the sap for 
sugar or birch sap champagne), willow for tree mulch, and 
some woodland / timber trees also.

I started working with Hodmedod in 2018, and have also 
been working on direct marketing my products, particularly 
to bakeries. I am about to take delivery of a flour stonemill, 
which will allow me to make flour of my heritage grains and 
buckwheat, and am hoping to be able to afford a decorticator 
for my buckwheat this year such that I can sell the groats.

I also developed my older farm buildings into commercial 
units.

Agroecology is what drives me in farming. It is what I 
understand to be a whole farm approach based around 
incorporating nature into a farming system, but extends also 
to the way that farm products are marketed. Watch the video 
below to find out more...

Agroecology 
Agroecology is a word which is rapidly entering the 
farming vernacular, yet risks being misunderstood and 
oversimplified. Agroecology is a whole farm approach based 
around incorporating nature into a farming system, but 
extends also to the way that farm products are marketed. 
The FAO actually has a superb ten point definition available 
on their website: www.fao.org/agroecology The key points 
on farm for me are: - plant diversity with reduced artificial 
inputs; - circular farming; and - provision of wildlife habitat 
close to my fields. 

Plant diversity is pretty simple. I now grow a plethora of 
crops with different establishment and harvest times, and 
have introduced perennial, diverse species leys. These leys 
are grazed by cattle, so plant carbon is converted to dung, 
ensuring that a huge wave of ecology and nature can exist 
and thrive. Aiming to farm in a circular fashion is the aim 
to remove waste from the system. This is something I am 
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working hard on currently. But the plan is to be taking 
all my food products through to a semifinished form (eg 
grinding wheat to make flour). 

This means that any of the waste produced in that process 
stays on farm, becoming a secondary product. An example 
here could be milk whey and wheat bran being used to 
feed pigs. The provision of nature habitat is relatively 
simple to achieve. Entomologists state that insects only 
move approximately 20m out from the field margin. So 
I am making my maximum field width 36m to ensure no 
dead spots in the middle of the occasional monoculture 
crops are sown. 

This is am achieving with agroforestry tree belts in my 
fields, as well as wild margins. On top of this, I am also 
establishing a wild seam to interconnect all the fields on my 

farm. All these actions will create a farm where between 
30-40% is in permanent organic cover. So that covers off 
the farm side of agroecology, but is only half the picture. 
Food sovereignty is of vital importance. This encompasses 
the idea of community involvement and engagement 
with the growing of their food, ensuring love & care with 
how that community prepares the food that ends up on 
their plate. It is the idea of social justice and the right for 
every person on this earth to have access to nutritious 
food, and knowledge of how to prepare it. Agroecology is 
what drives me in farming. It has ignited a passion in me 
to create not only a beautiful and thriving rural idyll, but 
one sparking with community involvement and enjoyment. 
Farms should be there to nourish the soul, not just the 
stomach. And that is what agroecology is to me.
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Sustainability in Practice: 
The video below explains what I am implementing; 
diversity of crops, micro fields, turning headlands, wild 
margins, areas for winter bird food, woodland and 
agroforestry belts, interconnecting habitats, permanent 
forage, and providing habitat and food for pollinators...

A Systems Approach To Agriculture 

The first field where I am implementing changes to 
my farming operation based around ecological and 
biodiversity principals is called Spratts. I tend to describe 
this as a systems approach to agriculture. Starting at the 
bottom of the field I have an area of winter bird food, 
currently in stewardship. I don’t particularly love this 
option, since it is so specific from a nature perspective, 
but it is a way in which I can receive some money for 
what I am attempting to do. 

This area actually maps the wild seam carving through the 
middle of my farm, which interconnects each field together. 
Once this current option ends, this area will be planted with 
sporadic trees and shrubs, and under-sown with local grasses 
from the Fobbing marshes. The aim will be to green hay this 
area to get the grasses growing. I have then drawn a rectangle 
into the middle of the field, to make farming operations simple, 
and yet still manageable with large machinery. 

The areas of the field outside of this rectangle are being 
planted this winter with native trees and fruit-bushes, which 
over a ten to fifteen year period should become more and 
more wild, and I will harvest less and less of the fruit (leaving 
more to nature). These wild margins obviously connect to the 
wild seam, ensuring permanent organic cover and plenty of 
permanent dense habitat for the animals on the farm. At the 
top of the field, against the reasonably busy high road, I am 
planting a stretch of woodland, around 80-90m deep. In order 
for arable farming, especially organic arable farming, to be 
successful, I know I need ruminants. 

However, with the top of the field open, I am concerned 
about visual, noise, and vehicular pollution and its effect on 
my livestock. So a permanent tree bank will be a fantastic 
buffer to this. Long term, it will also enable woodland pigs, and 
potentially provide building and furniture making timber for 
my grandchildren. A lovely term I heard recently to describe 
this approach is being ‘good ancestors’. Set up like this, the 
middle of the field would still be an ecological desert – despite 
all the amazing habitat creation around the field edges. 

Speaking to entomologists, I learnt that insects will only 
venture out around 20m from the margin of any field into the 
unknown. So I decided to slice my field up with agroforestry 
belts: 6m wide belts for trees, and 36m wide alleys for arable 
cropping, meaning a maximum journey of 18m into the 
unknown for any insects, and theoretically no dead spots 
in the middle of my fields. I chose 6m wide belts to enable 
me to have double and triple runs of trees growing up them. 
My issue with a single row of trees is that it gives you, as the 
farmer, too much opportunity to be tidy – mowing both sides 
of the trees. 

With double or triple rows, there will always be an area 
of wild, where nature can really feel at home. I decided not 
quite to call it done yet though… Conventionally, even with 
agroforestry, the field, including the headland, would all be 
cropped with one crop. But from an agronomic point of view, I 
have always loved the idea of what I am terming ‘micro-fields’. 
Ie, I am choosing to leave the headland purely as a forage crop, 
and to be able to turn machinery. In my instance, this is a 20m 
turning headland. 

The micro-fields have tonnes of great benefits. For one, 
when you grow lots of crops (like me!), it creates distinct, 
logistically useful areas of set size to grow those crops. And 
they also give you greater rotational flexibility to deal with 
injurious weeds. Ie, if just one or two microfields have an issue, 
you can extract those from any rotation, and deal with the 
issue in a timely fashion. From a mob grazing standpoint, these 
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pre-determined grazing cell sizes will work easily for managing 
livestock also. 

The turning headlands have lots of other logistical benefits. 
For me to farm agroecologically, animals are critical, so having 
permanent forage which can be cut is useful. But they also 
give a permanent site for water tanks to be placed. Whenever 
I have visited farms with rotational livestock, their arable fields 
invariably have a weedy area, always described of as the place 
where the water tank was. This eliminates that issue. Also, not 
having to sow the headland of the field, means that you get 
away from issues like double drilling, which can lead to lodging 
and disease in the crop. What’s more, these permanent 
turning headlands link my wild margins to the agroforestry 
belts, ensuring the belts are an interconnected part of the 
puzzle also – not just islands. 

There is one thing I know I have missed 
out here, and am scratching my head as to 
whether to include or not. I need a lot more 
water on my farm. Partly from an irrigation 
standpoint for when I introduce some level 
of market gardening, but also from a nature 
point of view. So there is a chance that one 
of the top alleys will be partly converted 
to a pond or reservoir… Watch this space! 
Hopefully that goes someway to explain this 
systems approach to agriculture that I am 
beginning to implement across my farm. 

This system is thoroughly designed to work for me 
converting to organic agriculture – this is habitat creation 
on a massive scale to ensure I have lots of beneficial insects 
at my disposal! But critically, this system would also work 
spectacularly well for large farming operations, still utilising all 
of the artificial inputs with big machinery. For example, I am 
currently not planting trees for the first 42m up my belts to 
ensure that a 36m sprayer has plenty of room to turn at the 
ends of the alleys. I am hoping to fill those 42m sections up 
with trees pretty soon though, when I feel confident I don’t 
need to be applying micronutrition or compost teas to my 
organic rotation.

 I know that I will have mistakes within this system. I am 
pretty certain that the mistake which will annoy me most is 
deciding to plant in straight lines rather than contour planting 
the tree belts. But I am not going to let small point like that 
stop me from pushing forward with this. I am also sure that not 
all of my trees are going to be perfect, but worst case scenario, 
some trees will come out and enter the fibre market in ten or 
so years, and I will plant some new ones in their place. But 
farming would be awfully boring without mistakes. And either 
way, I am certain that this field, and in time my entire farm, 
will look spectacularly gorgeous and be abundantly productive 
in a truly diverse range of nutritional groups, with beautiful, 
bountiful biodiversity.

MOTIVATIONS: 
My main goals in farming are two-fold: farming with nature 
as much as I possibly can, and achieving as diverse a range of 
nutritional diversity on the farm as possible.

When it comes to farming with nature, I often take a few 
moments to just sit out and about on the farm and contemplate 
what is going on; be that lying in an herbal ley watching the 
clouds pass and listening to the creatures buzzing about, or 
taking a moment on a tree stump by the pond watching the 
dragonflies do battle.

Each farming operation I interrogate as to its necessity, 
seeing if there is a way that I could utilise a natural system 
to accomplish the same result. The simplest example of this 
is rotating cattle over my arable land (which I am only just 
beginning to do), rather than having to specifically spread 
muck on the arable to increase the soil ecology. That being 
said, given our soil types, we are rarely able to outwinter stock, 
so consequently there will always be an amount of manure to 
deal with.

In terms of nutritional diversity, I have always had an issue 
with not knowing what happens to a product once it leaves 
the farm gate. This has begun more of a direct sales approach, 
which is only becoming more fervent. A lot of my cereal crops 
now go direct to bakers (and will soon begin being milled on 
farm too). This way I know that these bakers will be doing 
their best to extract the nutrition from that grain by making it 
bioavailable (usually via long fermentation).

However, I also strive to produce a lot more than just beef 
and cereals. Historically my farm (under my grandfather and 
great uncle’s management) grew a lot of picking peas and veg 
for the London markets. We might not have the best land for 
market gardening, but it is something I am looking into and 
trying to find a business partner to work with me on that. The 
fruit and nut trees are also another fantastic source of diverse 
nutrition.

Besides that, I am also keen to ensure that we are catering 
for an ever-increasing vegan market, and so consequently 
looking at crops with decent protein levels. Lentils, peas and 
beans obviously fit the bill, but a lot of our land is pulse sick, 
and so I am looking at hemp and some other high protein 
crops to fill the void.

Compostable clothing is also very high up my agenda, so I 
am working on a flax project with a young costume designer 
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for next year, and am hoping to begin using the fibre from my 
hemp also.
I am a passionate agroecological farmer, trying my utmost to 
farm in harmony with nature as much as I possibly can. My 
biggest driver in all this is real food. Food, prepared well, with 
lots of bioavailable nutrition has the chance to really positively 
change how we manage our landscape in its entirety. This 
point about food is one of the key tenets of agroecology – 
thinking about the market and knowing where my produce is 
going. 

A simple example of this is milling wheat. If 
you wash your hands of the processing of 
that wheat as soon as it exits by the farm 
gate, you don’t know whether it is destined 
for nutritious sourdough, or Chorley-Wood 
supermarket bread. One is great for human 
health, the other is mostly just calories… But 
if we target only that nutritious market, we 
need much less land with which to grow our 
food. Leaving space for nature to do its thing. 

My primary obsession comes about from trying to ensure 
that nature has access to every single part of my farm, such 
that its benefits can be truly felt, and biodiversity can really 
begin to sing. I am tackling this issue by implementing a wild 
seam and wild margins in my fields, which can act as nature 
superhighways. I am also aiming to maximise my edge effect – 
the place where all the cool nature happens. 

This I am doing by planning a number of ponds and water 
features strategically across the farm, as well as dividing my 
fields up into 36m wide micro-fields, divided by belts of trees 
and wild grasses & flowers. I genuinely cannot wait for my plans 
to be totally implemented over the next five or so years. What 

I have already done has had tremendous ecological benefits. 
And that is just a drop in the ocean for what is to come!

Farmer Tips
•  If you think of something cool you want to try, 

then just give it a go, and give it time. Try it in a 
small way somewhere on the farm for a start, but 
don’t expect it to be perfect first time. Nature 
takes time to rejuvenate.

•  Stop and think how nature does something, and 
try your best to emulate it in the way you farm.

•  Don’t be afraid to trust your senses and gut. 
Scientific analysis is a useful addition, but don’t 
denigrate how fantastic touch, smell, sight and 
hearing can be to understanding your farm.

•  Accept that you will make a tonne of mistakes. 
Tell others about them, write them down, 
embrace them, and learn from them. Then make 
a load more.

All images courtesy of George Young. All Rights Reserved.

Visit www.agricology.co.uk to view this profile in full. Agricology is 
an independent collaboration of over 40 of the UK’s leading farming 
organisations sharing ideas on sustainable farming practices. We feature 
farmers working with natural processes to enhance their farming system, 
and have a wide range of farmer videos on our YouTube page. We also share 
the latest scientific learnings on agroecology with the farming community 
from our network of researchers. Our website hosts over 400 articles on 
different agroecological practices. In response to social distancing we are 
hosting a series of online virtual field days on a range of agroecological 
practices in collaboration with our partners. Subscribe to the newsletter or 
follow us on social media @agricology to keep up to date and share your 
questions and experiences with the Agricology community 
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If you spend some time reading on-
line into conservation agriculture, you 
might notice some subtle inconsisten-
cies in the terminologies used when 
discussing the permanent soil cover 
principle. Often the principle is framed 
as ‘keep the soil covered with residue 
or living plants’ and sometimes it will 
be listed as ‘keep the soil covered with 
residue and living plants’. You might 
think I’m splitting hairs regarding the 
use of ‘or’ vs ‘and’, but the emerging 
evidence is highlighting how very im-
portant living roots and their associ-
ated root exudates are for soil func-
tion and SOM formation. Living roots 
should not be an option, they are com-
pulsory. It’s not to detract from stubble 
conservation or to suggest the prac-
tice should be abandoned; perhaps 
the suggestion is simply that stubbles 
are only half the job. This aboveground 
strategy must be equally matched with 
an intentional belowground strategy. 
Strive to implement both practices, not 
one or the other. Let’s explore some of 
the nuance why...

#RootsNotShoots
Rightly so, we have traditionally placed 
significant focus on stubble retention and 
maintaining shoot litter on the surface of 
the soil for a host of important reasons 
– protecting the soil from erosion, 
conserving soil moisture, providing 
habitat for soil dwellers and to build 
SOM. However, there are numerous 
studies that highlight that although 
surface shoots do help to build SOM 
[mainly indirectly], there is a much more 
efficient pathway, but we must shift our 
attention to belowground residues – 
roots not shoots1–6. 
One particular study reviewed a selection 
of other studies that have explored this 
relationship between roots vs shoots. 
Table 1 summarises their findings and 
highlights what percentage of above- or 
below- ground carbon [C] was captured 
into SOM. Overall, they suggest that 
root inputs are approximately five times 
more likely than shoot inputs to become 

integrated into SOM6.
There are a few nuanced factors involved 

but overall, there is no magic secret as 
to why roots have a disproportionate 
influence rather than shoots – the primary 
driver is simply the fact that roots reside 
in the soil and that’s where the bulk of 
the living organisms are also found. So 
the spatial accessibility and point of 
entry of roots and exudates5 to the soil 
biology means they are more effectively 
processed into microbial biomass as 
compared to surface shoot-C which is 
far more prone to being oxidised off into 
the atmosphere as CO2. Additionally, 
the constant drip feed of root exudates 
stimulates more steady assimilation and 
lower microbial respiration as compared 
to larger but infrequent C additions 
which can induce greater respiration 
losses5. Down in the soil, root litter C is 
also far more likely to be entangled and 
embedded within aggregates where it is 
physically protected from oxidation and 
occluded from microbial degradation7. 
What about Root Exudates?
So if root litter plays a more important 
role than shoot litter, the next logical 
question would lead us to – what 

about root exudates? How much of a 
contribution do root exudates make 

toward building SOM? It appears that 
root exudates may have historically 
been rather overlooked in many studies 
exploring SOM dynamics – and there 
are two key reasons for this. Firstly, the 
sampling of root exudates ‘in situ’ is 
incredibly difficult hence making them 
extremely hard to study8; and secondly, 
previous thinking was that root exudates 
were unlikely to ever be stabilised into 
SOM as they were too labile [structurally 
simple] and not recalcitrant [structurally 
complex] enough – the thought being 
that small, simple substrates would 
rapidly oxidise off as CO2, while 
complex substrates would slowly decay 
and hence remain in the soil as SOM. 
However, this paradigm that only 
complex forms of carbon are more 
important for soil carbon sequestration 
has been displaced by a growing body 
of evidence that recalcitrance is not 
solely the most important factor for 
carbon stabilisation in soils7,9–11. These 
recalcitrant carbon compounds [such as 
plant structural residues] have a lower 
carbon use efficiency [CUE] than root 
exudates12–14. In other words, what 

Permanent soil cover! One of the three pillars of conservation agriculture and rightly so. There are numerous benefits to soil 
health and crop production that stem from this foundational soil protective principle. However, in recent years there has been 
an expanding body of research into soil ecology and soil organic matter [SOM] formation and this emerging evidence warrants 

and important rethinking and clarification regarding the use of residue cover vs living roots.

RETHINKING PERMANENT SOIL 
COVER – JOEL WILLIAMS

Table 1: Proportion of aboveground and belowground biomass contributing to SOM formation in agricultural field 
studies performed in situ using primarily isotopic approaches6
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that means is that it is easier and less 
metabolically expensive for microbes to 
consume root exudate carbon than it is 
plant litter carbon. Exudates are easier 
to digest, they can be readily assimilated 
and this more efficiently increases the 
overall microbial biomass production. 
Degrading plant litter on the other hand, 
comes at an energetic cost as microbes 
cannot assimilate it ‘as is’. They have 
to synthesise and excrete extracellular 
enzymes first, which externally process 
and digest the complex litter into smaller 
components, which only then can be 
assimilated. Consequently, the synthesis 
of these extracellular enzymes wastes 
or costs microbial energy and overall, 
microbes grow less biomass per unit of C 
when feeding on litter vs exudates12–14. 
How more or less efficiently different 
C inputs grow microbial biomass is a 
critical factor because as recent studies 
suggest, it is dead microbial bodies 
[microbial necromass] that contributes so 
significantly to the genesis of SOM15,16 

and root exudates are estimated to 
fuel more than 50% of belowground 
foodweb activity17–19. Roughly put, the 
more efficiently we can grow microbial 
biomass, the more potential to ultimately 
sequester SOM – and root exudates 
have a higher CUE than litter inputs12. 
Again, I must stress that litter inputs still 
play a role and are still important overall 
to create the microclimate for the soil, 
but here I am focussing on ‘efficiencies’ 
and in this context, gains are to be had 
by shifting thinking belowground.
Going Belowground
What does all this mean from a practical 
application point of view? How do we 
interpret the science into applied and 
actionable strategies for soil health? 
Does the new evidence supersede 
previous paradigms of soil carbon 
sequestration or do we need to integrate 
them together into a consolidated view? 
Stubbles may well be the less ‘efficient’ 
way to build SOM but they sure bring 
hugely significant benefits to overall 
soil function by protecting the soil and 
creating an ideal microenvironment 
for the belowground interactions to 
work more efficiently. Not to mention 
their importance for birds of course. 
Residues for moisture conservation may 
also become more and more essential 
[particularly in east], but perhaps what 
we need is an additional focus on root 
biomass and maintaining a living root in 
the soil as well. How the principle will 

be applied should be interpreted and 
translated into the field conditions on a 
farm by farm and case by case scenario. 
But for example, some strategies to 
maximise the performance of living roots 
might be:
1.  Cover crops – help to extend the 

growing season outside of the main 
cash crop season and hence help to 
maintain a living root for more months 
of the year. Cover crops are also an 
ideal means to select some deep-
rooted species to encourage greater 
root biomass production. 

2.  Intercropping – intercropping and 
companion cropping hold great 
potential as the companion plant 
could be selected for its belowground 
rooting behaviours – for example 
grow the cash crop for its shoots 
[yield] and the companion for its 
roots and exudates [SOM]. Legumes 
are a particularly good choice as a 
companion due to the higher quality 
residues they input into the soil. Relay 
intercropping with cash crops can also 
extend the number of days with living 
roots in the soil and that means more 
highly efficient exudates leaking into 
the soil.

3.  Integrate Perennials – perennials 
allocate more C belowground than 
annuals and being perennial, of course 
they maintain a living root in the soil 
for longer. The use of rotational leys 
integrated with livestock can also help 
across an arable rotation.

4.  Increase the root:shoot ratio – select 
varieties of both cash crops and 
cover crops with more root biomass 
and better root traits – deeper roots, 
more branching roots and more fine 
roots are particularly ideal. Traditional 
varieties hold particular potential but 
even modern varieties have much 
variability in rooting biomass.

5.  Increase plant species diversity – 
different plant species have different 
rooting architectures, root depths, 
root C:N ratios and root exudates. 

In Summary
There is no doubt that covering up 
and protecting the soil surface is of 
fundamental importance for optimising 
soil quality and crop productivity. With 
the recent interest in building soil carbon 
levels, it is clear a greater focus on 
strategies to also encourage belowground 
carbon allocation is required. Traditional 

efforts focussing solely on maximizing 
the amount of residues on soils and 
minimizing physical disturbances such 
as tillage, may need to be rethought to 
ensure that the performance of living 
plants within the system is integrated 
for both yield and soil functioning. 
Consequently, coupling together both 
the use of stubble residues and living 
roots should be a key priority moving 
forward; along with selecting species or 
varieties of cash and cover crops with 
greater root biomass and designing with 
more plant species diversity.
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Open just about any agricultural journal 
and one is bombarded by stories about 
regenerative agriculture but why all this 
interest? The confusion surrounding the 
subject is compounded by terms such as 
holistic management circular systems, 
closed production cycles, conservation 
agriculture, agroecological systems, 
enterprise stacking, agroforestry, mob 
grazing, herbal leys or new business 
models and that is before one starts 
to consider terms such as mycorrhizal 
fungi, liquid carbon pathways, rooting 
zones and the plethora of techy geek 
speak that surrounds just about any 
subject these days.

So, what is Regenerative Agriculture? 
two definitions sum up the situation. 
The first from Robert Rodale the son 
of the founder of the Rodale Institute 
in the United States defines it as “A 
holistic approach to farming that 
encourages continuous innovation 
and improvement in environmental, 
social and economic measures.” The 
second from Gabe Brown a US farmer 
from North Dakota who defines it 
“regenerative agriculture is a renewal 
of the food and farming systems 
which aims to regenerate the topsoil, 
increase biodiversity, improve the 
mineral carbon and water cycles whilst 
improving profitability throughout the 
supply chain.”

These two definitions clearly show 
that regenerative agriculture can be 
more than just about the farming 
practises that are being carried out. It 
is a systems approach to agriculture 
and the food supply, encompasses the 
whole food system highlighting the 
broken and linear nature of the current 
supply system. One which is dominated 
by a few multinational players and loses 
any connection back to the farm and 
the impact that the current system is 
having on the whole eco system that 
we depend on.

At the heart of regenerative 

agriculture is the understanding that we 
are all dependent on the top few inches 
or centimetres of soil on this planet. That 
we have failed to grasp how important 
it is to look after this finite resource, 
ensuring that the whole production 
cycle uses less finite resources and 
becomes more efficient whilst ensuring 
that the benefits from this are better 
shared by all the stakeholders including 
consumers.

As Robert Rodale put it it’s a 
continuous learning process, one that 
is based on the fact that the only free 
source of energy is sunlight and that 
plants alone can harvest it. When we 
focus on this it becomes obvious that 
we need to understand the role that 
plants above and below ground play in 
this process and how we as farmers can 
help to maximise this biological process.

Approximately half a plant’s dry matter 
is below ground and until recently out 
of mind, however without the roots and 
their connections the system clearly 
falls down. Understanding what goes 
on below ground and how this drives 
the whole above ground system is key 
to agriculture. The below ground eco 
system is hugely complex and only 
recently becoming understood, in that 
there is greater species diversity in a 
teaspoon of soil than there is in a rain 
forest. To put it simply, plants exchange 
some of their photosynthetic gains 
(sugars and carbohydrates) with the eco 

system below ground in return for the 
essential nutrients that the plant needs 
to grow and survive and in so doing 
build organic matter.

Why is Soil Organic Matter 
Important?
Increasing soil organic matter has four 
major benefits some of which may 
sound contradictory:

• Improved water holding capacity

• Improved cation exchange capacity 
(nutrient holding)

• Better soil structure (drainage)

• Carbon sequestration

The farmer’s role therefore starts with 
the aim of ensuring that the below 
ground eco system is happy, healthy 
and productive. This is the core of 
Regenerative Agriculture and upon 
this the whole system can be built. 
The critical components required by 
productive below ground communities 
are that they are not disturbed (reduce 
cultivation), they have a continuous 
source of food (continuous above 
ground plants cover), that they perform 
best when they are very diverse and are 
not upset by large dollops of inorganic 
material. Sounds simple doesn’t it, but 
does regenerative agriculture work? 
Let’s start by looking at some of the 
claims for organic matter.

One of the major claims for organic 

Written by William Waterfield from The Farm Consultancy Group

REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE 
ANOTHER PASSING FAD OR A 
SYSTEM FIT FOR THE FUTURE?

Table 1 Organic Matter and Available Water
 

Percent
SOM

Sand
In of 
Water /      % 
foot           Increase

Silt Loam
In of 
Water /      % 
foot           Increase

Silty Clay Loan
In of 
Water /      % 
foot           Increase

1 1 1.9 1.4

2 1.4 40% 2.4 26% 1.8 29%

3 1.7 70% 2.9 53% 2.2 57%

4 2.1 110% 3.5 84% 2.6 86%

5 2.5 150% 4 111% 3 114%
Berman Hudson Journal of Soil & Water conservation 49 (2) 189-194 March -April 1994
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matter is that the more you have the 
more drought tolerant your soils. Table 1 
below from way back yonder shows that 
simply increasing soil organic matter by 
1% increases its water holding capacity 
by 30 – 40%

One of the fundamental tenants of 
regenerative farming is that it’s the 
farming practices that influence the 
level of organic matter in the soil. Table 2 
show the results from four neighbouring 
farms in North Dakota US which we can 
assume have broadly similar soil types 
but different farming system.  We can 
see that Farm 4 is the only one who has 
significantly higher level of soil organic 
matter but combines all the elements as 
well as livestock.

That’s great but it doesn’t confirm 
that the organic matter has any effect 
on the availability of nutrients. Table 3 
is from the same four farms and shows 
the level of the three major nutrients 
plus the level of water extractable 
organic carbon which is an important 
component in the soil food web.

Here again the high organic matter soil 
has higher levels of available nutrients.

Carbon Sequestration
It’s widely claimed that the soil can help 
to lock up carbon and that agriculture 
and forestry can be part of the solution 
to global warming.  Looking at the level 
of carbon in the soil after a number of 
years we see that the farming system 
has a major influence and after just 5 
years the level of carbon is significantly 

higher than on the traditionally managed 
farms.

At this point the question that is usually 
asked is does it work – economically 
and productively?  To fairly assess the 
full impact of  regenerative practices 
we need to consider the effect that 
the alternative (conventional system) 

is having, be it on the environment or 
water quality and whilst this data is 
available it’s beyond the scope of this 
article.

The Economics of Regenerative 
Agriculture
A systems approach such as regenerative 
agriculture demands that we should 
start looking at the whole system or 
at least all the component parts of the 
system.  Approaches that only counts 
the £ of income or the gross margins are 
no longer any good.  Many would argue 
that we let ourselves down if we do not 
consider the true costs.  We as farmers 
impose costs on those down stream 
from us be that water companies or the 
natural environment.

In accounting for our activities, we 
have to start somewhere and accepting 

that you can’t be green when your 
accounts are in the red and therefore 
counting the pennies is probably a good 
place to start.

Many arable farmers who have 
moved into regenerative agriculture 
via direct drilling route will have seen 
a release of capital from machinery no 

longer required to be replaced by a very 
expensive direct drill. At the same time 
substantial savings in overhead costs 
with lower labour, machinery repairs 
and reduced fuel bills.  For livestock 
farmers, a move towards a more grazing 
based system results in a reduction in 
feed costs and when accompanied with 
outwintering substantial reduction in 
capital as well as lower running costs.

With improving soil organic matter 
and the associated increase in available 
nutrients, a reduction in fertiliser costs 
in nitrogen where annual reduction of at 
least 10% are achieved on many arable 
units.

Looking at the specific performance 
data from some of the trials it is clear 
that the expected benefits in terms 
of additional dry matter are achieved 
as illustrated by both the work at 
University of Dublin and the University 
of Reading.

Graph 1 Defoliation and yield of 
5 sward types

In terms of production one can 
consider the yield of dry matter.  Work 
at the University of Dublin has shown 
that diverse leys with seed mixtures 
consisting of 40% Grass 30% Legumes 

Farm Cultivation Crop 
Diversity

Synthetic 
Inputs

Livestock OM

1 Tillage Medium Zero 1.7

2 No Till Low High 1.7

3 No Till Medium High 1.5

4 No Till High Zero Livestock 6.9

Table 2  Organic Matter and Farm System

Source Gabe Brown tested by Dr Rick Hanay, Temple TX

Farm N P K WEOC OM

1 2 156 95 233 1.7

2 27 244 136 239 1.7

3 37 217 199 262 1.5

4 281 1006 1749 1095 6.9

Table 3  The Effect of Soil Organic Matter on Available Nutrients

Source Gabe Brown tested by Dr Rick Hanay, Temple TX

Farm Description Carbon 
(Kg/M2)

Carbon  
 (t/ac)

Carbon 
(t CO2 Equiv)

Adaptive (5yrs regenerative) 12.69 51.41 188.13

Rotational grazing (50+ yrs.) 7.09 28.71 105.07

Continuous Grazing (30+ yrs.) 5.47 22.16 81.09

Table 4 Farming System and Soil Sequestration of Carbon 
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and 30% Herbs with no artificial 
nitrogen out yielded ryegrass only 
swards receiving 250 Kg of Nitrogen by 
500kg per hectare.

Graph 2 Biomass Yields from 4 
sward types over three years

Closer to home, work at the University 
of Reading over a three year period has 
shown that the greater the diversity in 
the mixture resulted in increased yield.  
As years progress in a challenging dry 
season the effect of drought on PRG 
only sward was dramatic.

Graph 3 The effect of sward type 
on Lamb growth

A second experiment at UC Dublin 
compared five swards with actual or 
simulated grazing. Again, this showed 
that the two diverse swards out yielded 
mono cultures.

In terms of animal performance lambs 
of diverse swards were shown to be 
2.4 kg heavier over the trial period 
compared to perennial ryegrass only 
swards. At the same time the lambs on 
diverse swards needed less anthelmintic 
treatments.

Graph 4 Animal performance 
across a range of sward types
Proving the economic benefits under 
trial circumstances is more of a problem.  

The preliminary results from Reading 
with a group of Friesian steers showed 
that the sward diversity was converted 
into increased liveweight gain.

So, to answer the question in the title 
of this blog: No regenerative agriculture 
is not a passing fad but a system of 
agriculture that is truly sustainable with 
the potential benefits for consumers 
and the wider environment.  At the 
same time, it can allow farmers to 
diverse their systems adding value or 
new enterprises.

Source Humphries University of Reading

Source UCD Smart Grass

Source Humphries University of Reading
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Soil health and flood management: 
New research1 led by Soil Health Expert 
Prof Jenni Dungait and scientists in 
the UK and the USA shows clear links 
between the last time a field was tilled, 
the amount of carbon in the soil, and 
the potential for soil to slake when wet. 

In a unique collaboration, the science 
team worked with farmers around the 
Tamar Valley in southwest England who 
belong to the Tamar Valley Organic 
Group and received funding from the 
Westcountry Rivers Trust.

Abstract from the paper and link to it 
are included below.
Climate change is causing a 
wetter and warmer climate in 
the UK
October 2020 was the 5th wettest 
since 18622. Farmers across the UK are 
looking for solutions to prevent their 
fields from flooding during another 
winter as climate change causes 
warmer and wetter weather across 
the country. Apart from the obvious 
problems caused by flooding when 
crops die sitting under water, other 
pests such as slugs like wet soils, and 
black grass and other weeds need a 
good drink before they can germinate.

Good soil drainage is essential to 
avoid flooding, especially in fields 
with heavy soils that are at risk 
of compaction caused by vehicle 
wheeling and livestock. Installing and 
maintaining field drains is vital to deal 
with increasing rainfall, and mechanical 
soil loosening may be necessary if there 
is compaction deeper in the soil profile, 
but farmers can also help by improving 
soil structure so that it drains more 
quickly by increasing soil carbon.
Soil carbon can be measured 
on farms
Farmers are often told that it is too 
difficult to measure soil carbon on 
farms although soil scientists have 
been doing it for decades. For example, 

the national Soil Surveys of England 
and Wales, and Scotland have reported 
soil carbon values for different habitats 
about every 10 years since the 1990s. 
In this project, we also successfully 
measured soil carbon in the fields 
belonging to farmers. 
Soils under permanent pasture 
and woodland contain more 
carbon than soils under 
arable and ley-arable rotation 
management
Our measurements showed that long 
term permanent pasture can hold 
as much carbon in the topsoil as 
woodlands, but that any sort of tillage 
stops carbon building up even if there 
were ley-periods of up to 3 years 
between cultivations. 
The amount of soil carbon is 
directly related to the last time 
a field was tilled
Farmers want to know how long it 
takes to build up soil carbon to its 
maximum amount. Our study showed 
that disturbing the soil by ploughing 
or other types of tillage causes large 
losses of topsoil carbon, and that the 
carbon starts to build up again when 
the tillage stops. 

Because we looked at fields managed 
in different ways on each farm in the 

project and the farmers knew when 
the fields were last ploughed, we could 
estimate that it takes about 30 years 
to reach maximum soil carbon after a 
field that was used for intensive arable 
production is converted to permanent 
pasture or woodland.

The slake test can be used as a 
good soil health indicator
In this project, the ‘soil slake test’ was 
developed by Dr Sarah Collier who is a 
soil scientist who works with farmers in 
the USA. She used an established test 
used regularly by farmers across the 
USA and adapted it for the heavy clay 
soils of Devon and Cornwall. 

This is how the aggregate slaking 
was measured and scored: air-dried 
aggregates are placed on a sieve 
and put into cold water (simulating a 
flooded soil). Their behaviour is scored 
from 0-8 depending on whether the 
aggregates stay intact, and how much 
soil remains on the sieve:

Our work found that the soil slake 
test score is directly related to the 
amount of soil carbon in the topsoil, 
and therefore also to the length of time 
since a field was tilled. This makes this 
test a great way to measure how soil 
carbon is affected by soil management.

Written by Jenni Dungait

EFFECT OF FARM MANAGEMENT ON 
TOPSOIL ORGANIC CARBON AND 
AGGREGATE STABILITY IN WATER

Score Aggregate behaviour

0 Soil too unstable to isolate aggregates

1 50% structural integrity is lost within 5 seconds of immersion AND < 
10% remains after agitation

2 50% structural integrity is lost within 5 - 30 seconds of immersion AND 
< 10% remains after agitation

3 50% structural integrity is lost within 30 - 300 seconds of immersion 
OR < 10% remains after agitation

4 10 - 25% remains after agitation 

5 25 - 50% remains after sieving

6 50 - 75% remains after sieving

7 75 - 90% remains after sieving

8 > 90% remains after sieving
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How does this information help farmers cope 
with flooding?
Heavy soils can slump naturally if they are flooded with 
water. The water moving into the soil pushes out the air held 
in the soil structure allowing the soil to collapse in on itself, 
effectively sealing the soil. You can see this happening for 
yourself if you do the soil slake test using aggregates taken 
from the soil.
Soil slaking and soil carbon
Soil with a good structure crumbles easily in your hand into 
rounded peds or aggregates that maintain their shape in 
water. We found that the more carbon was in a soil, the 
more stable soil aggregates were in cold water. Soil carbon 
plays a major role in keeping soil structure in good shape to 
allow water to drain and move through the soil. 

Farmers can build soil carbon by avoiding unnecessary 
tillage, and particularly avoid having bare soil, by growing 
cover crops, retaining crop residues, and applying composts 
and animal manures. This is also food for beneficial soil 
biology like earthworms whose burrows act as vertical 
drainage channels.

Abstract 
There are few reliable data sets to inspire confidence 
in policymakers that soil organic carbon (SOC) can be 
measured on farms. We worked with farmers in the Tamar 
Valley region of southwest England to select sampling sites 
under similar conditions (soil type, aspect and slope) and 
management types. Topsoils (2–15 cm) were sampled in 
autumn 2015, and percentage soil organic matter (%SOM) 
was determined by loss on ignition and used to calculate 
%SOC. We also used the stability of macroaggregates 
in cold water (WSA) (‘soil slaking’) as a measure of ‘soil 
health’ and investigated its relationship with SOC in the 
clay‐rich soils. %SOM was significantly different between 
management types in the order woodland (11.1%) = 
permanent pasture (9.5%) > ley‐arable rotation (7.7%) = 
arable (7.3%). This related directly to SOC stocks that were 
larger in fields under permanent pasture and woodland 
compared with those under arable or ley‐arable rotation 
whether corrected for clay content (F = 8.500, p < .0001) 
or not (F = 8.516, p < .0001). WSA scores were strongly 
correlated with SOC content whether corrected for clay 
content (SOCadj R2 = .571, p < .0001) or not (SOCunadj 
R2 = 0.490, p = .002). Time since tillage controlled SOC 
stocks and WSA scores, accounting for 75.5% and 51.3% 
of the total variation, respectively. We conclude that 
(1) SOC can be reliably measured in farmed soils using 
accepted protocols and related to land management and 
(2) WSA scores can be rapidly measured in clay soils and 
related to SOC stocks and soil management

References
1 Collier, SM, Green, SM, Inman, A, et al. Effect of farm management 
on topsoil organic carbon and aggregate stability in water: A case 
study from Southwest England, UK. Soil Use Manage. 2020; 00: 1– 
14. https://doi.org/10.1111/sum.12658 
2 https://blog.metoffice.gov.uk/2020/11/03/uk-sees-fifth-wettest-
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As I sit down to write my latest article, I’m reminded that 
8 years ago today I was awarded a Nuffield Scholarship. 
I was selected as part of the #Nuffield13 year group 
to study “The long-term benefits of no-till farming”. 
I remember walking onto the stage at the Nuffield 
conference to be presented with my tie by two very 
high-profile farming personalities, one of whom said, “It 
won’t work in a wet year”! 

Interestingly, that was in November 2012 at a hotel in 
Stratford, surrounded by very wet and soggy fields!

Looking back over the past 8 years its 
incredible to think how much I have seen, 
heard and learnt in that time. We continue 
to make mistakes and frustratingly, we 
continue to make some of the same 
mistakes. These are usually cultivating 
lightly/shallow or subsoiling. We do these 
cultivations for very good reason, but I 
almost always regret doing so! 

This year has been no exception!
I have a quote on my workshop wall that says, “in 

the midst of difficulty lies opportunity”. Well this year 
has certainly been a challenge, but we have also had 
many opportunities to take on extra land both to rent 
and contract. These new pieces of land come in various 
shapes and sizes (normally small, rocky and with lots of 
corners!) and having been farmed in different ways by 

different people. Some of the new land is ex orchard 
so has needed to be levelled and subsoiled. Some bore 
the brunt of a horrific 2019 autumn and needed some 
care and attention, but other fields just needed the rocks 
picking up then straight in with the drill. 

This autumn we have planted 900 acres of wheat in 55 
fields between me and Dad using our 4.8m cross-slot and 
a 4m Horsch Sprinter. The option of a tine and hybrid-
disc drill has enabled us to drill wheat into a number of 
previous stubbles/crops. These include: wheat, barley, 
oilseed rape, lavender, pear & apple orchard, beans, 
grass, fallow, spring oats, grain maize and cover crops.

To be fair most of the wheat ranges from “pretty good” 
to “ok”. The bits that are struggling are where we had to 
level some lavender beds and the seedbed was very fine, 
and a late grubbed apple orchard that was then cultivated 
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and drilled in less than ideal conditions. Having said that, 
the purchase of a second-hand 4m Horsch sprinter in the 
spring allowed us to get some crops in where otherwise 
we would have struggled.

We took the opportunity to try out a number of 
different drill points on the Sprinter to assess their 
suitability on our ground. The drill planted 100ha of 
beans in November direct into spring barley stubbles. 
The drill was fitted with 1” Dutch points, 2 legs with 
Bourgault VOS 19mm points and 2 legs with Metcalfe 
12mm points. The difference in performance and wear 
rates was staggering and the conclusion was that the 
drill will be fitted with 19mm VOS points from now on! 
For the first time in 2 years we can now say that we 
have everything planted that we had planned! The drills 
are washed, oiled and away and thoughts turn to winter 
jobs. We are bringing in compost from a neighbouring 
soft fruit grower (strawberry & raspberry plants), 
grubbing another orchard and working on logistics for 
next harvest given that we are now farming for 14 

separate landowners!! It’s odd to think that there are no 
meetings, shows or farm walks to look forward to this 
winter. There’s not much spare cash floating about after 
one of the worst harvests on record either so a “make-do 
and mend” approach will see us spend plenty of time in 
the workshop this winter. Thankfully, it has a kettle and 
a wood burner!

When I think back to the couple of years of my Nuffield 
Scholarship travels and all that entailed the main four 
findings still ring true. These were……

1) Embrace low disturbance no-till seeding

2)  Retain residues on stubbles after harvest (or muck for 
straw)

3)  Use diverse rotations including spring breaks and 
legumes

4)  Grow cover crops between cash crops and keep a 
growing root in the soil

Looking back at these simple 4 principles I 
honestly think that they still ring true for us 
on our farm in South East England. It’s so 
easy to think that things must change and 
evolve but this year the main conclusion for 
me is “Less is more”!!

Even crops right up to the field edge

Our two drills this season
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Our best emerging wheats are where we have drilled 
direct into stubbles with the cross-slot. Anything 
cultivated, scratched, subsoiled or ploughed looks a 
very distant second to the No-till crops. Yes, we do 
have 2 fields that are following the plough!  They are 
ex pear orchards and were offered to us by a new 
landlord at 24hrs notice!! They had already been 
ploughed so we just levelled them with a Heva disc-
roller and drilled with the Sprinter. The consistency 
in emergence of crops where the field has been in 
a no-till system for over 5 years is really impressive 
with even crops right up to the hedge. The number 
of undisturbed worm channels and root fissures 
within the soil profile help drainage, aeration, root 
development and really don’t want tampering with!

Without a busy winter of meetings 
ahead it’s easy to lose contact with 
other farmers and miss out on those 
chats and catch ups at shows we 
always look forward to. Over the past 
couple of weeks, I’ve been able to 
chat to a number of farmer friends 
and it’s always good to hear what 
everyone’s up to! Do give a friend 
a call over the winter just to see 
how they are doing and catch up on 
what’s going on. 

I’m very fortunate to not only have completed 
a Nuffield Scholarship but also the Worshipful 
Company of Farmers ABM course and am currently 
on the Leadership Programme run by the Institute of 
Agricultural Management. The friends made on these 
courses have, in many cases, become friends for life 
and it’s great to catch up with them.

I do love to hear which farmer is buying what drill 
and how many horsepower they think they will need 
to pull it! From a number of conversations, it seems as 
though production lines will be very busy building drills 
for the UK market and that all the ‘Cool-kids’ will have 
red 12m drills to play with next year!  I look forward 
to watching with interest, whilst not forgetting that 
other favourite quote of mine “comparison is the thief 
of joy”!!!

Lastly can I wish you all a well-deserved rest over 
Christmas and the New Year. If 2020 has taught us 
anything it is to value those around us and get our 
priorities in order.

May 2021 be a normal year!  Whatever that is?!

approved 
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In part, soil health is determined 
by the inherent, effectively fixed, 
properties of underlying geology, 
topography and landscape processes. 
Of equal importance are the dynamic 
soil properties that are influenced by 
land use and soil management practices, 
each of which can induce incremental 
changes to the functional characteristics 
of soil. Defining those characteristics, 
and developing the associated metrics 
and measurements required to 
effectively monitor and manage them, 
is fundamental to achieving sustainable 
farming and food production.

Society’s foundation
Soil is often considered to be the 
foundation for agricultural productivity, 
food security and environmental 
integrity. The majority of our air, water, 
fibre and nutrition is derived from soil-
based eco-systems.

History illustrates the social, economic 
and political importance of soil, and the 
role that soil degradation has played in 
the downfall of many a civilisation, both 
ancient and modern. Right now, soil 
provides a cornerstone for the global 
response to climate change and occupies 
the centre-ground for strategies 
designed to reverse global warming.

UK strategies
In 2019 the UK became the first major 
economy to declare a “Net Zero Carbon” 
agenda, to be realised by 2050. Coupled 
with the promise of a “Green Brexit”, 
the requirements of the “25 year plan” 
and the clear intent to replace Common 
Agricultural Policy support mechanisms 
with an Environmental Land Management 
Scheme, that fully integrates the twin 
objectives of food production and 
environmental protection, soil health is 

now firmly in the political spotlight.

Yet despite all this, the wonderfully 
diverse, intricate and incredibly 
complex array of soil-based ecosystems 
that constitute the agricultural and 
environmental heart of the United 
Kingdom are in steady decline. On 
average, the total carbon reservoir in 
arable soils in England has been returning 
to the atmosphere at rate of around 
0.6% per annum since the introduction 
of artificial nitrogen fertiliser and the 
four-furrow reversible plough.

Global issue
The global situation is very similar, with 
some studies estimating that the carbon 
stocks of agricultural soils have reduced 
by half, releasing around 140 billion 
tonnes CO2e back into the atmosphere. 
As carbon is synonymous with life on this 
planet, the implications for this, in terms 
of soil life processes and the degradation 
of soil health, could be considerable.

 This loss of soil carbon presents a 
major threat, both directly, on farm 
performance, food quality and soil 
resilience. Indirectly it impacts bio-
diversity, natural capital and eco-system 
service provision and regulation. Land 
managers, strategists and policy-makers 
are becoming more aware of this, and 
a whole suite of regenerative soil and 
crop management practices, have 
been designed to move carbon from 
the atmosphere, where it is causing 
problems, and place it safely into the 
soil, where it belongs. However, their 
deployment is being delayed, frustrated 
and compromised by one overarching 
limitation – the measurement, evaluation 
and quantification of soil health.

Soil health

Essentially, health is a function of life 
processes. As such, associating the 
concept of health to soil, implies that 
this vital, but fragile, global resource is, 
in fact, alive. This is in stark contrast to 
the more mechanistic view that soil is 
basically a mix of weathered rock and 
plant residue; or the pragmatic belief 
that soil is primarily a growing media, the 
functionality of which depends on the 
need for soil to be cultivated, fertilised, 
tempered and conditioned.

Classifying soil as a living eco-system 
is a paradigm shift for many agronomists, 
farmers and land managers. And with 
this shift comes a knowledge gap, both 
in terms of quantifying appropriate soil 
life processes and in evaluating the 
incremental impact that discriminatory 
management practices may transfer 
onto those processes.

Classification
Traditionally, focus has been placed 
on inherent soil qualities; the content 
of sand, silt and clay; the effect of 
underlying geology on acidity, nutrient 
status and water movement; the impact 
of aspect, topography and climate on 
plant performance.

As a result, the success of land 
management practices was most often 
noted in terms of biomass production, 
soil nutrient status, alkalinity and 
conductivity. More recently, soil quality 
metrics have been introduced as part 
of the evaluation process, incorporating 
factors such as visual assessments of soil 
structure and earthworm populations; 
observational assessment of compaction 
and erosion risk; in-field measures for 
water infiltration, aggregate stability and 
soil bulk density.

Carbon measurement

Written by Neil Douglas Fuller of the Atlas Sustainable Soil Programme
Soil health is a product of interactions between plant roots and the living fraction of the soil, operating within the constraints of 

the physical, chemical and climatic parameters of the soil environment.

SOIL HEALTH - APPLICATIONS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CLIMATE-

SMART FARMING, FOOD SECURITY 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRITY
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One fundamental component, routinely 
omitted from soil analysis and quality 
metrics, is measurement of one of the 
building blocks of terrestrial life processes 
– carbon. Despite the requirement under 
Cross Compliance, routine soil testing 
in the UK continues to omit any direct 
or indirect measurement of this vital 
soil constituent. The situation is further 
compounded by the current lack of any 
standardised analytical procedure for the 
basic metric, soil organic matter content, 
as determined by the most commonly 
used method, Loss on Ignition (LOI).

With a large coefficient of variation, 
dependent on protocol, even the best 
laboratories may struggle to deliver 
suitably repeatable results using LOI. 
With the Action Plan of the Paris 
Agreement only seeking to achieve an 
annual increase in soil Carbon of 0.4% in 
order to halt climate change, it is possible 
that current soil analytics will be unable 
to detect positive, or negative, change 
sufficiently accurately to be able to 
inform, monitor, validated or reward the 
regenerative Carbon Farming practices 
that are now forming agriculture’s Net 
Zero Initiative.

If soil health is going to inform 
agricultural policy and influence farm 
management practices, decision-
makers need to have access to 
robust, reproducible, reliable systems 
of measurement that can detect 
the incremental changes that land 
management practices have on the 
dynamics and functionality of individual 
soil systems.

Defining the soil health space
A brief literature search will reveal a 
wide range of terms and definitions 
used to outline the working premise 
of “soil health” and “soil quality”. These 
two terms appear to be interchangeable, 
although they do convey different 
operational parameters. In simplest 
form, health equates to absence of 
illness, while quality equates to specific 
attributes, one of which could be health. 
While both terms relate to functionality, 
soil health implies that the physical, 
chemical and biological components of 
soil combine to create dynamic, living, 
processes.

The Journal of Environmental Quality 
(Meanings of Environmental Terms) 
describes soil quality as “… a measure 
of the condition of soil relative to the 

requirements of one or more biotic 
species and/or to any human need or 
purpose”. This is taken a stage further 
by Doran and Zeiss (2000), who define 
Soil health as, “the capacity of a specific 
kind of soil to function, within natural 
or managed ecosystem boundaries, to 
sustain plant and animal productivity, 
maintain or enhance water and air 
quality, and support human health and 
habitation”.

The concept of health is also central 
to the applied definition proposed 
by Kibblewhite et al. (2008) which 
determines that “… healthy agricultural 
soil is capable of supporting the 
production of food and fibre to a 
level, and with a quality, sufficient 
to meet human requirements, and 
deliver ecosystem services essential to 
maintain environmental quality, quality 
of life for humans, animals, plants and 
conservation of biodiversity”. However, 
Toth et al. (2007) defines soil quality 
in slightly different terms, being “… an 
account of the soil’s ability to provide 
ecosystem and social services through 
its capacities to perform its functions 
under changing conditions”.

The ability to define those 
functions, and effectively 
measure the impact of 
management practices 
on the outcomes of those 
functions, is fundamental to 
sustainable soil management 
and, by implication, 
the impact this has on 
future food security and 
environmental integrity.

Soil health is imbued with transferable 
performance-enhancing characteristics 
that influence plant, animal and human 
health. Not just in terms of the nutritional 
bio-chemistry that supports healthy 
growth, development and the expression 
of genetic traits; but also functional 
metabolite-related, elicitor-induced and 
microbe-mediated disease resistance, 
abiotic stress factor mitigation, and 
associative adaption. Each individual 
attribute has specific physical, chemical 
and biological frames of reference.

Physical soil health

The relative content of sand, silt and clay, 
traditionally referred to as the fine earth 
fraction, defines the texture, or “feel”, 
of a soil. However, it is the orientation, 
alignment and aggregation of these soil 
particles that define its structure, or 
function. Part of this definition relates to 
the size and distribution of pore space, 
which regulates:

•  water movement, retention and 
availability

• infiltration and drainage

•  air exchange and anaerobic-aerobic 
balance

• soluble nutrient retention

• root development and

•  primary root-microbe interactions.

In essence, physical soil health defines 
the abiotic parameters, or hard 
landscape, of the rhizosphere and its 
associative microbial habitat.

Health vs Structure
As physical soil health declines, structural 
integrity declines. As pore space 
distribution shifts from macro (large) 
to meso (small) dominated, the volume 
of soil occupied by hygroscopic water 
(which is inaccessible to most plant roots 
and soil microbes) increases. Such water  
tends to extend the plasticine limits of 
soil consistency, elevating the risk of 
erosion, compaction, impaired drainage, 
localised saturation and run-off.

This can result in the formation 
of anaerobic zones within the soil 
profile that influence carbon-nitrogen 
transformation and associated nitrous 
oxide emissions.

Changes in soil microbial population 
dynamics can also be induced, not 
just within the soil around the roots, 
but throughout the soil profile, often 
detected by changes in the relative ratios 
of protozoa and the balance between 
total and active, or live, biomass of 
indicator microbes.

Agriculturally, this can lead to:
•  significant changes in the ability 

of beneficial microbes to suppress 
pathogens

•  performance limitations related to 
water and nutrient availability and

•  reductions in the activity of 
rhizosphere microbes that both feed 
and protect plants.
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Delays in seed germination and plant emergence can occur, 
leading to reduced expression of genetic yield potential and 
impaired tolerance to abiotic stresses, particularly drought, 
temperature and photo-oxidative stress. This, in turn, can impact 
yield, quality and response to inputs. Declining physical soil health 
can also extended the dormancy, germination and population 
dynamics of grass weeds, affecting the efficacy and application of 
selective herbicides.

Sustainable improvements in physical soil health are most 
often associated with elevated activity in biological processes 
that transform carbon; mainly derived from the decomposition 
of complex plant residues, root exudates and microbial mucilage, 
which stabilise soil aggregates, maintain pore space, encourage 
root development and facilitate plant-microbe interactions.

Key performance indicators of this process, relative to particle 
size distribution, include:

•  water infiltration, retention and drainage rates

• soil bulk density and shear strength

• carbon flux and carbon to clay ratio

• carbon respiration and

• nitrous oxide evolution.

Additional metrics are being generated by advances in 
electromagnetic and hyper-spectral scanning; remote sensing of 
moisture, temperature and aerobic-anaerobic balance through the 
soil profile; and digital image analysis of soil structure to determine 
aggregate and pore space distribution.

Penetrometer measurements to determine shear strength and 
structural limitations to root development are also providing 
useful in-field data, particularly in determining the requirements 
for, and working depth of, primary cultivation practices. Although 
shear strength often increases as a result of the improved carbon 
dynamics associated with bio-pore formation, this is usually offset 
by decreases in soil bulk density, delivering a net positive gain to 
physical soil health.

Chemical soil health
Although chemistry has been the focus of soil husbandry 

guidelines for decades, much of the nutrient availability recognised 
as delivering agronomic benefit to the growing plant could not 
be achieved without appropriate physical and biological support. 
Traditionally, only soil pH and the “easily extractable”, or “readily 
available”, levels of phosphorous, potassium and magnesium have 
featured in the chemical soil health toolbox.

However, since the turn of the century, a steady increase in the 
complexity, cost and implied value of more detailed soil analysis 
has added depth and breadth to applied soil chemistry. The 
determination of soil particle size distribution and clay chemistry; 
the inclusion of anion-cation exchange and base saturation ratios; 
measurements for electro-conductivity, salinity, functional carbon 
dynamics and respiration-evolution rates; can all now be added to 
an array of major and micro-nutrient assessments.

Key nutrients
In that same time frame, focus has moved to two key nutrients, both 
of which have significant agronomic and environmental impact. The 
first of these is phosphorous; the nutrient that essentially drives 
root development and plant-microbe interactions. Phosphorous 
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is strongly anionic (negatively charged) 
and is readily adsorbed to the cationic 
(positive) charge associated with humic 
polymers, organic matter and dominant 
cations (calcium, magnesium). This 
gives it really low mobility and uptake 
characteristics. However, phosphorous 
associated with erodible or diffusible 
soil particulates can enter water courses, 
leading to eutrophication (nutrient 
enrichment) and oxygen depletion of 
aquatic eco-systems.

As chemical soil health declines, 
phosphorous movement from labile, 
organic and biological reservoirs within 
the rhizosphere can also decline. In 
response, plant root systems may be 
smaller, architecturally simpler and less 
adventurous. This can lead to decreased 
root exudate production and associated 
microbial activity. In addition there may 
be a decline in bio-pore formation and 
soil structural integrity and increased risk 
of erosion, compaction and aggregate 
destabilisation.

All of these can have a direct 
impact on photosynthetic 
efficiency, carbon 
partitioning, stress response 
and disease resistance. An 
extra interaction, specific only 
to legumes, is a reduction in 
biological nitrogen fixation; 
a process that is very 
phosphorous-dependent. An 
uplift in physical soil health 
can alleviate much of this.

The second nutrient to receive 
increased attention is nitrogen, which 
essentially drives protein production, 
plant growth and yield. The introduction 
of nitrogen fertiliser has generated an 
increase in global food production of 
around 45%. However, the manufacture 
and application of nitrogen fertiliser 
can account for up to 80% of the 
production emissions of arable crops. 
Routine application of nitrogen fertiliser 
also provides a selection pressure for 
soil microbial communities, which often 
shift population dynamics away from 
symbiotic and non-symbiotic nitrogen 
fixing organisms, placing greater reliance 
on fertiliser.

In addition, current nitrogen use 

efficiency is low, with significant levels 
of nitrogen entering the environment 
rather than being taken up by plants. 
Part of the issue relates to the rapid 
movement through the soil profile of 
nitrogen in the nitrate form. On its own, 
nitrate entering ground or surface water 
represents a significant threat to water 
quality. But once at depth in the soil, 
if it encounters anaerobic conditions, 
nitrate can be converted into the potent 
Greenhouse Gas nitrous oxide.

Selective ion sensor arrays, generating 
real-time data for nitrate movement, 
soil moisture deficit and carbon dioxide-
oxygen levels; coupled with weather 
data and hyperspectral determination of 
both soil and plant nutrient status; are 
advancing predictive nitrogen modelling 
and decision support tools. The result is 
not only seen in performance uplifts and 
operational savings but also in reduced 
global warming potential and enhanced 
levels of environmental protection.

Plants often deploy positive feedback 
mechanisms in response to a decline 
in chemical soil health, adjusting 
root exudate composition in order 
to stimulate the activity of specific 
rhizobacteria, promote nutrient uptake, 
combat abiotic stress factors and prime 
disease resistance mechanisms.
Biological soil health
Although often viewed as a new and 
emerging horizon in soil health, studies 
into the biological functionality of soil 
have a long history. However, unlike 
physical and chemical soil health metrics, 
the biological metrics currently under 
consideration have to contend with 
increased levels of spatial and temporal 
variability.

The introduction of a conceptual 
framework for the soil microbial 
food web and associated laboratory 
techniques for evaluating microbial 
population dynamics is providing 
a greater insight into biological soil 
health. Supported by more generic 
soil enzyme assays; functional carbon-
nitrogen determinations; the detection 
and evaluation of pathogen-mediated 
elicitor and signature molecules; and the 
deployment of rapid gene sequencing 
techniques; the biological soil health 
toolbox is progressively expanding. 
However, the inherent variability of both 
the composition and distribution of soil 
microbial communities continues to 
exert practical limitations on sampling 

and analytical protocols.
Specific analytical focus has been 

applied to the biological processes 
of atmospheric nitrogen fixation by 
symbiotic microbes that occupy the 
rhizosphere or the intracellular space 
of plant leaf tissue. The biochemistry 
of converting nitrogen gas into 
microbial protein and plant-available 
ammonium is reliant on phosphorous, 
magnesium, manganese and iron. 
The process is energy-intense, time-
consuming and often host-specific, but 
the commercialisation and application 
of nitrogen-fixing microbes would be 
transformative in terms of sustainability, 
food security and environmental impact. 
However, results to date clearly illustrate 
the importance of establishing physical, 
chemical and biological soil health prior 
to deploying this emerging technology.

One area of particular interest, 
outside the plant health sphere, is the 
role of biological soil health in carbon 
sequestration and transformation. 
Seen as instrumental to climate change 
mitigation, the ability for plants to move 
carbon from atmosphere to soil, and for 
soil processes to safeguard the storage 
of this carbon, has the potential to halt, 
and reverse, global warming. Realising 
this potential resides, at least in part, on 
our ability to evaluate, verify and monitor 
soil carbon dynamics.

Summary. 
Soil health is a prerequisite for the 
health-related characteristics expressed 
by plants, animals, humans and 
ultimately, the planet. Monitoring soil 
health is fundamental to the effective 
management of this globally significant 
resource. The processes involved in 
regulating, maintaining and enhancing 
soil health are complex. As a result, no 
one single metric has, as yet, proven to 
be the definitive soil health metric.

Technological advances in the realms 
of physical, chemical and biological 
analytics, coupled with innovations in 
sensor design and geo-bio-chemical 
data acquisition; evaluation of microbial 
population dynamics and target 
metabolite functionality; observational 
data sets generated by in-field soil 
assessments; determination of carbon 
sequestration and transformation rates; 
all provide valuable insight into the 
effective measurement, monitoring and 
management of soil health.
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What if you could 
simply create the 
perfect seed bed?

daledrills.com      info@daledrills.com      01652 653 326

At Dale Drills we’re as passionate about your 
soil as you are. As farmers we know just how 
vital good soil structure is to the health of 
your crop – locking in vital nutrients to create 
optimum conditions for sowing and growing.

Capable of drilling in direct, min-till and 
conventional seedbeds our versatile range

of lightweight seed drills have been made 
with exactly that in mind – promoting low 
impact cultivation that encourages minimal 
disturbance. Renowned for excellent contour 
following, accurate seed placement and a low 
power requirement, why not see how our drills 
can help your business ful� l its full potential?

THE FUTURE OF EFFICIENT CROP ESTABLISHMENT
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS
IN FOCUS...

As part of his series detailing the farming 
year on E. T. Claydon & Sons’ arable 
enterprise in Suffolk, Jeff Claydon, who 
invented the Opti-Till® direct strip 
seeding system, talks about establishing 
winter crops during the very challenging 
autumn and cover crop trials on the 
farm. The article was written in mid-
November. 

In the last issue of Direct Driller, I said 
that UK farmers would be glad to see the 
back of 2019/20 and be hoping for better 
weather to establish autumn-sown crops 
for 2020/21. Unfortunately, for many, 
those hopes were dashed. 

Remarkably, more rain fell in October 
than the same period in 2019. Who on 
earth would have expected that?  On 3 
October, Britain suffered its wettest day 
ever. An average 31.77mm of rain fell 
across the country, the highest since 
1891. In Suffolk, we got off relatively 
lightly, but even so by mid-October were 
within 10mm of our monthly average. 

Our weather station recorded 521.7mm 

from 1 January to 31 December 2019. 
By November this year, we were close to 
600mm, almost half that falling between 
harvest and now, with six weeks of the 
year to go. And Suffolk is one of driest 
parts of the UK!

Despite that, we completed all our 
planned winter sowings. Being able to 
drill at all has been the key this autumn, 
as last. That has depended totally on 
operating a flexible system with sufficient 
capacity to get the job done quickly and 
efficiently, whatever the weather.

The Claydon System has been designed 
to cope with these challenges. The Hybrid 
drill, for example, has masses of clearance 
between tines and can be easily tailored 
to provide optimum results across the 
widest range of crops, conditions, and soil 
types. To see how effective it is check out 
the videos of demonstrations we carried 
out this season at www.claydondrill.com/
video-gallery 

All Went To Plan
We have 46ha of oilseed rape this season. 
Of that, 40ha were drilled using 4.5kg/ha 
of farm-saved LG Aspire. The remaining 
6ha was divided into three 2ha blocks to 
trial new hybrid varieties.

No stubble management was carried 
out before drilling, which is unusual, but 
with daytime temperatures over 30°C 
we wanted to conserve moisture. The 
crop also went in early because in 2019 

we found that drilling on 10 August, 
compared with 10 days later, produced 
an additional 0.25t/ha. 

All the rape was drilled on 8 and 9 
August, directly into chopped wheat 
straw using our 6m Claydon Hybrid, with 
120kg/ha of Agristart granular fertiliser 
going down the back of the seeding tine 
and into the seeded bands to get the 
plants off to a quick start and maximise 
their root systems in the early stages. 
Then we double-rolled to promote good 
seed to soil contact. 

We had five days when temperatures 
peaked at a worrying 36°C, but after 
25mm of rain the following week the crop 
jumped out of the ground. It grew away 
rapidly and did not get hit by the dreaded 
flea beetle at the vulnerable cotyledon 
stage. 

The beetles came in late and by then 
the crop was at the four-leaf stage, so our 
early drilled rape was of little interest and 
has looked fantastic all season. That was 
not the case on the trial plots, which were 
drilled 10 days later and got clobbered, so 
early drilling paid off!

We applied 4kg/ha of slug pellets a 
week after drilling, then on 1 September 
a mix of Panarex, a systemic foliar applied 
graminicide, Balkar®, Corteva’s post-
emergence autumn applied herbicide, 
and Toil, a 95% methylated rapeseed 
adjuvant oil. 

AUTUMN DRILLING GOES TO PLAN ON THE CLAYDON 
FARM DESPITE THE WETTEST OCTOBER ON RECORD

This crop of wheat followed oilseed rape and was drilled 
during the third week of October. 

This field was given four passes with the Claydon Straw 
Harrow between harvesting wheat in August and 8 
September. When this photograph was taken on 18 
November, the land had been untouched for almost nine 
weeks, yet remained exceptionally clean.

There is high number of worm casts in that area and 
most of the chopped straw has been taken down by 
worms. Spring oats will be drilled directly as soon as 
conditions allow.
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On 7 November, Kerb (Corteva) was 
applied to control grass and broad-leave 
weeds, with Ultraline for Light Leaf Spot.

When I went around the farm today 
(18 November) the temperature was 
still 10°C and the crop canopy prolific. I 
suspect that regular pigeon patrols will be 
required once the weather turns cold!

Assessing Stubble Management
Once last season’s oilseed rape had been 
harvested, we started straw harrowing to 
distribute the chopped straw evenly and 
create a fine, level, 2cm-deep tilth with 
the high-humidity conditions required 
to get volunteers and weed seeds to 
germinate quickly. 

Four passes at 7 to 10-day intervals, 
the last on 10 September, substantially 
reduced volunteers and weeds. We 
left it two to three-weeks to give the 
plants time to develop and provide the 
maximum target area for the full-rate 
glyphosate which went on two days 
before winter wheat was drilled with our 
Claydon Hybrid.

Because harvest was so early, some 
fields were drilled with catch crops, but 
behind oilseed rape they became over-
thick with volunteers and had to be 
terminated sooner than planned. That 
also happened after the beans, where 
volunteers grew knee high.

Frequent rain meant that after 25 
September we had no ‘clean wheels’ 
on any equipment and held off drilling 
the 155ha of winter wheat anticipating 
drier weather. But we were out of luck 
and with no more than a day or two 
between heavy downpours had to press 
on regardless. 

Drilling started on 18 October, about 
10 days later than we had hoped for. 
The soil was wetter and stickier than we 
would have liked, and normally we would 
not drill in those conditions, but there was 
no alternative. That was a good decision, 

because had we waited the crop would 
have been even more difficult to drill. 

Almost all the winter wheat area is 
into LG Skyscraper. The seed was farm-
saved, cleaned by a mobile processor, 
and treated with Beret Gold (Syngenta). 
Because of the wet conditions and later 
drilling we decided to up the rate slightly 
to 350/m2, which has paid off because 
every field looks tremendous. 

A Challenging Season
Despite frequent rain, everything we 
planned to drill this autumn was drilled 
over a 10-day period by the end of 
October, along with 60ha of wheat and 
oilseed rape on a contract farm and 
300ha for neighbouring farms. 

We were able to do this due to the high 
output of our 6m Claydon Hybrid and its 
ability to work in adverse conditions. Its 
support wheels run on firm, undisturbed 
stubbles and do not touch moved soil, 
so it will operate when most other strip 
till, min till and non-disturbance drills are 
stood in the shed. 

Warm, wet weather throughout 
October and November saw our crops 
grow away unchecked and they look very 
acceptable going into the colder months.

We also managed to apply all our post-
emergence herbicides. Half the area was 
sprayed with Liberator (Bayer) and Crystal 
(BASF), the remainder with Pontos (BASF) 
and Flyflo (Gemini Agriculture). Our spray 
programme is up to date, a huge bonus in 
an extremely difficult season.

The key is that our 5000-litre, 24m self-
propelled sprayer can travel on the land 
without creating deep ruts. The Claydon 
Hybrid drill leave 40% to 60% of the 
soil unmoved, so even heavy following 
machinery leaves barely a mark.

Managing By Conditions
When it came to getting crops in the 

ground this autumn the winners were 
those who either did nothing in the way 
of cultivations or ploughed early and 
drilled up close behind before it turned 
into a soggy mess. However, working 
hard ground after harvest would have 
involved burning lots of diesel and tearing 
through wearing metal, as well as being 
harmful to soil structure and earthworm 
populations.

On farms where large areas of soil 
were moved to any depth, whether by 
ploughing or min-till, fields never had the 
chance to dry out because of the incessant 
rain and establishing crops became much 
more difficult, if not impossible. Those 
who min-tilled were probably hardest 
hit. Unfortunately, loose soil absorbed 
the water like a large sponge with no 
carrying capacity, and that is exactly what 
happened on many farms. 

Many crops drilled in less than ideal 
conditions will have suffered the soil 
slumping and lack of air, resulting in non-
existent or poor establishment. Similarly, 
where disc-type or no-till drills were 
used in wet conditions the results can be 
poor because compaction will not have 
been alleviated and water will not have 
been able to drain away, so the seed 
rots in the rows and its development is 
compromised. 

Look Ahead To Spring
This season we have 55ha allocated 
for spring sowing, all oats. They are 
inexpensive and easy to grow, often 
producing a margin on a par with winter 
wheat. 

Some of the area has been straw 
harrowed up to four times and then left. 
On some we have sown a cover crop. 
The idea is to see if, and by how much, 
cover crops improve yield and overall 
margin from the following crops, so we 
will measure the yield from each area at 
harvest. Obviously, if spending around 
£100/ha on seeds and establishment, 
then having to spray it off, we need to see 

Worm casts are a sign of healthy soil - the more the 
better. 

This is what a perfect cover crop should look like - just 
the right amount of canopy to suppress weeds but open 
enough to allow easy drilling of the following crop. This 
photograph was taken on 22 September

This was how the cover crop looked eight weeks later. 
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clear agronomic and financial benefits.

We chose Hutchinsons MaxiCover 
costing £35/ha, a general-purpose over-
winter mix containing linseed, buckwheat, 
phacelia, daikon radish, fodder radish, 
brown mustard, hairy vetch, and crimson 
clover. It was drilled at 12.5kg/ha on 9 
August using three seeding options on 
our 3m Claydon Hybrid test drill. 

In one area we used the standard 
Claydon Opti-Till® set-up comprising 
a patented leading tine which relieves 
compaction and aerates the soil, followed 
by a seeding tine with a 20cm A-share. In 
another we used the leading tine followed 
by our twin-tine kit. The third was drilled 
with the new lower-disturbance ‘LD’ twin-
tine kit preceded by double front cutting 
discs which reduce power requirement 
and minimise soil disturbance. 

Early on when the soil was dry the 
lower-disturbance option did a good job, 
so for some farms with healthy soils and 
in suitable conditions that might be the 
best choice. But this autumn, on this 
farm, the standard Claydon Opti-Till® 
set-up produced better results. The crop 
established faster and was more prolific. 
Later in this very wet season, the leading 
tine created more soil fissuring, so water 
drained away more quickly, and the crop 
developed a better rooting structure.

Ideally, we want the cover crop to be in 
the ground long enough to gain maximum 
advantage from the rooting structures, but 

not so long so that it generates excessive 
stick-like biomass. Some that we drilled 
early for demonstration purposes did just 
that, requiring extra work and cost to deal 
with it, so we will not be repeating that 
approach. 

We will also avoid any cover crop that 
contains too much mustard, which tends 
to become sticky when it dies off and 
makes drilling more difficult. The ideal 
approach seems to be a mix of plant 
types which degrade easily and are easily 
incorporated, like those in Hutchinsons 
MaxiCover.

Cover crops will be sprayed off at the 
end of November and those areas left 
until spring, when we will drill spring 
oats directly when conditions allow. The 
variety will be WPB Elyann (KWS).

The last two autumns have emphasised 
the importance of adapting stubble 
management and drilling operations to 
suit prevailing weather conditions. There 

is no one-size-fits-all ‘blueprint’ so it is 
critical to know your soils intimately and 
adapt accordingly. 

The  good news  for Claydon customers 
is that with a few simple, quick, low-cost 
modifications any new or existing Hybrid 
drill can now be used for conventional 

sowing, lower disturbance establishment 
and zero-till seeding, with or without 
fertiliser placement between or in the 
seeded rows, directly into stubbles, 
chopped straw, cover crops and grassland. 
This makes them a much more versatile, 
cost-effective solution compared with 
having to purchase a strip till drill and 
specialist low-disturbance drill.

Find out more about the Claydon 
Opti-Till® System from your local 
Claydon dealer, the Claydon office on 
01440 820327 or the website: www.
claydondrill.com

Roots from the cover crop have worked their way into 
the soil and helped to create drainage channels. 

Sheep were brought in during November to assess the 
effect of grazing the cover crop.

In the left half of this photograph you can see volunteer beans dying off in a catch crop which was drilled using 
the standard Claydon set up of leading tine and A share. Obviously, no stubble management could be carried out 
in this area and the catch crop allowed the volunteer beans to prosper. In complete contrast, the area to the right, 
which was drilled at the same time, with the same set-up, has very few volunteer beans due to the effectiveness of 
intensive stubble management using the Claydon Straw Harrow.

Wheat drilled within the catch crop area using the 
higher-disturbance set-up was much stronger and 
greener due to the improved drainage and much less 
affected by a post-emergence herbicide. 

This trial area shows where wheat was drilled directly 
into a catch crop of beans using a lower-disturbance 
option. The wheat established in this area was slower 
to develop because of poorer drainage and was more 
affected by a post-emergence herbicide, which scorched 
many of the leaves
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Samagri Ltd - Manor Court Store, Scratchface Lane, Herriard, Basingstoke, RG25 2TX - 01256 384208 - samagri@btconnect.com

* High quality, low disturbance no tillage system
* Tilled soil under the seed gives easy root establishment
* Modular design 4.5, 5, 6, and 7m
* 25cm and 19cm row spacing
* Easy maintenance and low running cost
* Each drilling element has up to 35cm of travel for following ground contours
* Available with either disc or disc and coulter 
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There is much evidence that climate change significantly 
impacts the abundance, diversity and activity of soil biota, 
but few consistent effects are reported in the literature, 
and effects vary strongly depending on environmental 
context. - Elevated atmospheric CO2 increases microbial 
biomass and the abundance of fungi (moderate 
confidence), the abundance and body size of most faunal 
groups (moderate confidence), and thus causes changes 
in the structure of the soil food web (high confidence). 
Elevated CO2 has limited impacts on bacterial diversity 
(moderate confidence) - Warming increases the 
abundance of bacteria and fungi (high confidence) and of 
most soil faunal groups (moderate confidence), resulting 
in changes in the structure of the soil food web (high 

confidence) - Drought increases the abundance of fungi 
relative to bacteria (high confidence), but decreases the 
biomass and abundance of most microbial and soil faunal 
groups (high confidence) - Very little is known on the 
effects of increased rainfall and flooding on soil biota, and 
reported effects are highly context dependent - Changes 
in the abundance of soil organisms and the structure of 
the soil food web resulting from climate change will have 
consequences for soil functioning and the delivery of soil-
based ecosystem services (high confidence). However, 
the relative importance of changes in soil biota compared 
to direct effects of climate change on soil functioning is 
unclear. Links between soil biota and soil functioning are 
context dependent, and specific processes and functional 
groups need further study. For example, the impact of 
climate change driven changes in soil biota on disease 
suppression, and the extent and consequences for soil 
functioning of invasive microbes, remain unexplored.

Written by Franciska T. de Vries and Richard D. Bardgett

CLIMATE CHANGE  
EFFECTS ON SOIL 
BIOTA IN THE UK

A simplified example of a soil food web, with detritus (a), fungi (b), fungal-feeding 
nematodes (c), ominvorous nematodes (i), oribatid mites (d), predatory mites (e), 
bacteria (f), protozoa (g), bacterial-feeding nematodes (h), and earthworms (j). 
Dashed arrows represent the fungal energy channel, solid lines represent the 
bacterial energy channel. Drawing by Franciska de Vries.

RESIDUE 
MANAGEMENT AND 

SLUG CONTROL

Office:	01684 311811
Nigel:	 07850825980
Ross:	 07815110529
email:	 info@bullocktillage.co.uk

7.5	metre	Mulch	Disc	
Harrow.	Prices	start	

at	£12,995

Bullock Tillage, 
Danemoor Farm, Malvern, 
Worcestershire WR13 6NL

See more details here 
via this link
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Well, I am sitting here thinking of how the last eight months 
have been since my debut article back in April and I do not 
think there is any way to sugar coat it, it’s just been bloody 
moderate (in fact probably less than moderate) with all that is 
going on in the world but the focus does lie at what is going 
on, on the farm and again faced with weather patterns that 
are not always conducive with farming above the snow line.

Let’s start with some positives: lock down, it did make me 
realise how lucky we are working in this industry. I cannot quite 
comprehend what it must have been like for those in large 
towns and cities as we all know there is a lot of advantages of 
being able to walk out your front door to your place of work.

The schools closed which for our family life was fantastic 
coming as it did into a busy spring following the awful autumn 
of 2019. We spent more time with each other, with my son 
working with us and teaching my daughter to drill, and there 
was plenty of that ahead of us in the coming weeks. It was time 
spent together that is not always possible.

With 80% of the farm to spring crops the weather was good 

initially, conditions improving all the time and cereals emerging 
well. The prolonged dry did start to affect soil conditions 
especially when we started to drill our spring o-s-r after our 
failed winter rape. The surface had capped from the autumn’s 
drilling and was unable to create a good enough environment 
for the spring rape. I thought we still had plenty of moisture 
below the surface so I pulled the old Xpress out from the 
nettles and used that just to create that improved environment 
ahead of the drill. The rape emerged well and evenly on the 
whole but still no rain! The cereals and beans did not seem to 
be taking any hurt but the rape just seemed to sit there not 

FARMER FOCUS 
EDWIN TAYLOR
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To find out more call 01670 789 020  
or visit www.woxagriservices.co.uk
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Take a closer look at the Prisma® 
roller system with a cultural twist on;
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cereal control

• Straw spreading and incorporation
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• A wide range of paddle, tined units 
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plough-based systems.
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contact

Magnum 1240
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doing a great lot. I was thinking ‘had I done the right thing by 
moving more soil than some would advocate’ and it felt like 
weeks. But the first true leaf appeared followed by the second 
and third and it just took off to our great relief. The power that 
plants have to survive and grow is quite amazing. Then came 
the rain probably in time for those above the snow line and 
crops seemed to flourish.

Calving started in the last week of April. Dry of course but 
cold, not exactly short sleeved weather. Calving 135 cows in 
three groups: one mob grazed; one strip grazed; and the others 
had been out wintered and calved on an area of permanent 
pasture. Also 35 heifers which had been out wintered that we 
brought inside for calving, normally we would have to assist 
some of the heifers but all calved without any help. But the 
cows for some strange reason were not as simple as we had 
to assist five - all with large calves and none ended well but 
that’s farming!

But with a great effort from all the team the 
spring calving and sowing went really well on 
the whole.

Of course when it starts to rain it soon feels like it forgets to 
stop. Hay and haylage making did seem a little tedious, crops 
were not as heavy due to the dry in early spring but there were 
windows of opportunities and just by good luck definitely not 
good management, we managed to make some good hay but 
the weather continued to feel more autumnal than summer. 
Harvest had started for many around us, but with us not having 
any winter barley it did feel a little frustrating. It was time to 
go on holiday but there wasn’t much appetite for that due to 
Covid, and not sure people and planes were going to do much 
for me.

So, harvest did eventually start between the showers cutting 
some less than average winter rape. It did not fill us with much 
confidence for the rest of harvest, but I have been known to 
be wrong once or twice before. The last few days of August 
saw us have a start with some wheat and considering the 
previous autumn and spring I was remarkably surprised with its 
yield but the weather was not settled and in those first few of 
weeks of harvest we lost at least 10 days due to rain - not large 
quantities just enough to be rather annoying, The weather did 

seem to settle and harvest continued with completion on the 
10th October [it has been later] and better than anticipated on 
the whole. 

Now for those less positive things. It often feels that there 
just is not enough time in a day or do you put it down to poor 
forward planning? I possibly plan for the ideal and not the 
average but then some things in farming are just out of your 
control and I am sure you don’t need me to tell you what they 
are. Winter rape and linseed have established relatively well 
considering wheat harvest was stop start and delayed. We 
have a proportion of wheat that looks ok, but for the wheat 
after the spring rape and spring oats, and winter beans after 
the spring barley that we got drilled I think we are looking at a 
total failure.  I am sitting here thinking of a way of sugar coating 
it and to look for some positives but I really am struggling. 
The reality is that in a normal year, if there is such a thing, 
you should be able to drill in the last ten days of September 
confident of success, but with constant rain from June not in 
large quantities and then the 22nd September we had 36mm 
and that turned our fragile soils to conditions that were just ok, 
so continuing to drill wheat and beans still with confidence but 
the weekend of the 3rd October we had 74mm over 36 hours 
and then another 48mm over the next two weeks. Surprisingly 
I think it was the last 48mm over that longer period that caused 
the real damage with no respite to allow ground to drain. It is 
rather frustrating to say the least.  You question the system 
and what could I have done differently if anything. We have a 
lot of questions but not many answers. All I do know is there is 
nothing I can do about it today and accept the fact that there is 
going to be another year with a larger area of spring crop than 
would normally been planned we just need to turn the page 
and move on.

All that has focused the mind a little. You do think what could 
you of done differently and I think even with our small window 
of opportunity there are certain things we can improve on. The 
main thing is the growing of cover crops. I think they are so 
important to Regen Ag and I feel we have let slip our focus on 
this for stabilizing our soil and retaining nutrients over winter. 
Today it could have opened up opportunities for us to alter the 
rotation and enable us to drill a winter crop if we had a good 
cover crop. I think conditions would have allowed us to do that 
today.

I am sure that I am not the only one that 
has failures and you do need to surround 
yourself with people that build confidence 
and support you in anything you do as it’s 
not easy if it’s not the normal. 

To end on a positive, on the back of Covid, my involvement 
as Chairman of BASE-UK and the great Committee and our 
administrator Rebecca who work so hard organizing webinars 
for our members this is what gives you the confidence to 
continue down the road of CA, Regen AG.

I look forward to the end of Covid and hopefully being able to 
be out on farm in the New Year.   
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The winter of 2019/20 has been 
challenging for farmers to say the least. 
Incessant rain meaning fields were not 
accessible, and winter crops were not 
sowed, large areas of flat or low lying 
country flooded (sometimes repeatedly) 
and otherwise generally redefining the 
concept of mud.

However, now that we're at the end 
of 2020, how's the ground shaped up 
over the year? Did the moisture seem 
to disappear, even after the wet winter 
of 2019-20?  When the ground across 
the farm (and the country), it seems, 
was saturated.

What if I said, that it’s the same root 
cause that produces both drought and 
flooding? That your farm, whether 
it be cropping or grazing, organic or 
conventional can be reworked to be both 
drought-proof and immune to extreme 
rain events. Sound too good to be true? 
Well read on.

If it’s not there when it’s wet, 
it’s not there when it’s dry
First we better rewind a few steps and 
show so how it is that a single causal 
factor is responsible for droughts and 
flooding.

This single causal factor means that on 
the one hand (in 2018) we were feeding-
out first-cut silage and achieving little or 
no grain-fill and this winter we ended-up 
with maize harvests that looking like the 

battle of the Somme (reparable but not 
good optics).

Management Dictates 
Infiltration
Above we see two spade sample of the 
same soil type on the same day, margin 
on the left and grazed pasture, recently 
reseeded.

Simply put the causal factor is a lack 
of infiltration (or low infiltration rates) in 
all but the lightest or stoniest of soils — 
and a lack of retention in these soils. The 
water that falls as rain has only one of 
two places to go it can either go into- 
(and through) the soil or away as runoff.

If your soil it’s very light or naturally 
free draining that water will go straight 
through, and in heavier soils that water 
will run-off. In both cases that water has 
left and has not been retained within in 
the soil profile.

But our soils were clearly saturated this 
winter, I hear you say! How can you be 
suggesting there’s a lack of infiltration?

Well, the experience is, that it’s 

the surface of these soils that was at 
capacity, the bulk soil was dry, often 
very dry. See soil pictured below for an 
illustration.

You’ve got one chance, and one chance 
only, to get the water into your soil and 
that’s when it rains, as infiltration.

Without infiltration that water will run 
off. It’s a simple choice where would we 
prefer to have are rainfall: in the soil 
where it can grow crops and forage, or in 
the valleys where it fills up like a bathtub: 
damaging property, and causing travel 
disruption and economic impact?

It seems counter-intuitive to say we 
want more water in our soils, given the 
experiences of winter we’ve just had. 
Surely, all that mud and saturation wants 
to be mitigated, by drainage or other 
means?

Well, no, in a word.

What we looking for is deep penetration 
into- and through the soil profile.

Structure
So what does this mean? What is this 
indicative of?

Simply that these soils lack pore 
space. They often are blocky and 

Written by Niels Corfield

WET ON TOP  
DRY UNDERNEATH

Time to Infiltrate 1″ of Water: 7 seconds (field margin, 
at left) — 20+mins

Soil Sample: well hydrated in top 2″, dry below. Standing 
water and loamy soils.
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consolidated and largely just structured 
in their “native”, mineral state (where 
all the soil particles are bonded to each 
other, in a tight crystalline state). These 
bonds are strong, but brittle, so when 
they fail, they may well “cleave” along 
fault lines, revealing: cracks, jagged 
edges and angular shapes.

At the landscape scale what features 
do we associate with these terms (and 
shapes)?

Generally: cliffs, rock faces, and 
mountains. And what is the study of 
these materials and these types of 
features? It’s geology.

Simply put, if your soil looks and 
behaves like geology: it shatters, cracks 
or cleaves, has the appearance of rocks 
or stone, it is geology.

Which makes sense because the sand, 
silt and clay is basically just ground up 
rock. However, when we refer to soil 
that’s just sand, silt and clay, it’s subsoil 
(in old money). Fundamentally, the 
difference between subsoil and topsoil 
is that topsoil is subsoil that has been 
acted upon by biology.

And what is biology’s influence on the 
soil structure? Primarily the creation of 
pore space. Converting the soil from its 
native, homogeneous state where the 
soil particles “pack” readily, into to a 
heterogeneous state, binding together 
disparate soil particles into crumbs or 
“aggregates” with a network of internal 
voids running between them.

Just as a biscuit maker converts base 
ingredients, flour and sugar, into crumbs 
with the addition of a binding agent, 
like butter. Where the flour and sugar 
particles are effectively the same size 
as one another but once the binding 
agent is added those crumbs that result 
now have a large variation in size, from 
something like a bowling ball down to a 
golf ball.

In the case of the soil, our sugar is 
analogous to sand (coarse, granular), 
while the clay is analogous to flour 
(since if you purchase dried clay it 
comes bagged, as a powder). In soil, 
the aggregates are bound together by 
sticky substances like polysaccharides 
(carbohydrates) that are secreted by 
organisms like bacteria. In the same way 
that if you’ve ever got slug trail on your 
clothing it goes on sticky, cannot easily 
be washed off and sets hard, in other 

words these compounds are glue-like in 
nature.

So, we can say that soil aggregates are 
literally glued together by the secretions 
of biology.

This is what gives boy soil it’s friable 
crumbly and easily workable texture.

Fundamentally it’s this crumb 
structure and the pore space that 
facilitates infiltration. Over and above 
what the native soil does alone.

Moreover, with light soils these 
crumbs increase the surface area and 
with-it water holding capacity making 
them more moisture retentive. Since 
these surfaces of the aggregates are 
places where water films form. And 
it’s these billions of tiny water films 
throughout the soil volume that gives it 
its water holding capacity.

In heavy soils the opposite is the 
case, it serves to make the soil more 
free-draining. By opening up the dense 
structure and introducing pore spaces. 
Spaces that are interconnected, through 
which rainfall can easily percolate whilst 
also collecting around the aggregates as 
water films.

In both cases this forms a water 
reserve that can be drawn upon by 
crops and forages in the sunny, warm 
periods that are optimal for growth and 
grain fill.

So, with the exception of a small 
number of self-aggregating soils, 
crumb structure is entirely a product of 
biological activity and an expression of 

the carbon cycle in action, as these are 
carbon-based compounds, derived from 
plants, often root exudates (sugars).

It’s these processes at play in the 
above example comparing margin with 
reseeded pasture

Management Determines 
Infiltration Rates
So, what you can do, how can you 
achieve this friable structure without 
necessarily going to grass? Simply put, 
apply the soil health principles at every 
stage of your cropping and management 
practices

Pasture vs Covered Arable vs Bare Arable 
(Photo: LSU AgCenter)

Simply put here in the UK we are not 
victims of either too much or too little 
rainfall, just inadequate infiltration or 
retention. In a cropping situation it’s 
not only the lack of pore space but also 
surface capping (from rainsplash etc) 

As Yoda says:

“Hmm, not how much rains it matters, 
how much we retain, it does.”

So in one fell swoop by fixing infiltration 
we not only do ourselves a favour: 
eliminating muddy conditions and 
poor field access options early and late 
season, we also optimise production 
through seasons like 2018.

Find out more on the 
courses that Niels 
offers, please follow 
the QR code.

Pasture vs Covered Arable vs Bare Arable (Photo: LSU AgCenter)
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS
IN FOCUS...

FOCUS TD OFFERS STRIP-TILL  
IN NEW 3M WORKING WIDTH

HORSCH has launched a 3m version 
of the proven Focus TD strip-till line to 
offer a solution for smaller operations 
to combine strip tillage and sowing.

Following customer requests for a 
smaller machine, the 3m model has a 
steel hopper with 

3500 litre capacity with a partition of 
60:40. In addition, a MiniDrill with an 
additional 400 litre capacity is available.

MiniDrill increases 
productivity
The MiniDrill offers a third component 
in the application process and increases 
the productivity of the machine. In the 
case of OSR seeding, the rape seed 
can be metered with the MiniDrill and 
the two main hoppers can be used for 
fertiliser, increasing the seeding output 
of the Focus by 40%. If the MiniDrill is 
used as an addition to the PPF system, 
the seed outlets are located in the seed 
bar area and can be used to apply slug 
pellets, for example.

The Focus TD has been designed 
to be an uncompromising solution for 
strip and conventional drilling in one 
machine. The TerraGrip tine system 
creates a deep loosened area and 

fertiliser can be placed shallow, deep 
or 50/50. The tine cultivation frame 
can be replaced with the DiscSystem 
to create a compact rotary disc harrow.  

Further options
As an additional choice to the well-
proven TurboDisc double disc coulter, 
the new TurboEdge tine coulter 
can be specified. It is suited to row 
spacings that are larger than 25cm 
for rape and beans. Especially suited 
to heavy soils or those with a lot of 
residues on the surface, the seed tine 
offers exact placement of the seed. 
Even if there is limited cultivation 
work, the TurboEdge coulter shows its 
advantages. In other conditions, the 
TurboDisc coulter continues to be the 
best choice for optimum precise seed 
placement.

A crumbling unit, instead of the 
levelling discs, in front of the packer 
provides a fine earth in the seed strip 
and is particularly effective on medium 
and heavy soils. Due to its open design 
and small diameter, coarse soil is easily 
crushed and the self-cleaning effect 
on sticky damp soils is excellent.
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Last month I got chatting to a driver delivering chemicals to the 
farm, and he got around to asking what I was doing that day.  I 
was in fact working on a new service we are developing called 
Farm Compare, which is designed to help farmers buy more 
efficiently.  I wasn’t sure how well this would go down, but his 
response was interesting.  

“Great” he said. “My next five deliveries are single drums of 
chemical to each farm. Maybe you’ll teach them to buy in more 
sensible quantities”.  

Farm deliveries are peculiarly wasteful. The delivery driver 
understands that dropping off a single drum is far from 
efficient; and the average housewife knows that buying a four 
pack of baked beans is more cost effective than buying singles 
as well.  But despite this knowledge this driver was going to 
drive 45 minutes to get to the five different farms.  That is not 
efficient, and the cost of that inefficiency is being paid for by 
farmers. In one way or another.  
What is the issue?
The fault here doesn’t totally lie with farmers who like to get 
the goods they need when they need them. They don’t know 
that they are paying a premium price for getting single drums, 
because they don’t know the quantity discount. And the 
distributors pride themselves in their ability to deliver products 
as an when needed, one at a time if required.  The scenario 
gets worse as the farmer only orders exactly what he needs for 
any job. In industry it is ‘Just-In-Time Procurement’. The supplier 
holds the stock and delivers little and often. It can be efficient 
for the farmer but is massively inefficient for the distributor. 
If so, why should the farmer be interested in making a change 
to this supply system? The reason is that every supplier has 
to load the distribution costs on to the price of the product.  
Everyone is a loser.  
Enter Farm Compare
Here is a free price comparison and product lookup tool 
for farmers for crop protection products.  It’s a simple idea 
which depends on the involvement of lots of farmers. If you 
contribute the prices which you have had to pay for product, 
you can then see the prices others have paid. It also shows the 
quantities in each order, revealing the quantity discount.  There 
is no cost to use it.  

The aim of Farm Compare is for you to see not just the 
price, but how was that price achieved. what quantities are 
ordered generally.  Where was the delivery location? Remote 
or central?  How many packs were ordered to achieve it? When 
was it? In high season to be used immediately or off-season? 
Was the product R&D, a generic or a parallel.  There are lots of 
questions and Farm Compare gives you the answers.  You can 
even compare prices from one equivalent product to another.  
That’s not to say they are exactly the same, just that they 
include the same chemistry.  

Knowing this information helps you buy better.  Buying 
all your requirements product once and early in the year (by 
guessing your need) could have been the way to get the best 

price.  But you also might have over-ordered and left with stock 
that could deteriorate. The buying risk is moving to the farmer, 
so the price paid should reflect that.  

For instance – most of us will use something like a Liberator.  
Did you know there have been 29 different products produced 
using the same chemistry in the last 18 months?  That’s right, 
29 equivalents for just one product.  And the price difference 
on all of them are different.  Here are just a few of them:

To see a price range is normal.  You would expect there to 
be a difference between buying 1 pack and 50 packs.  As the 
prices quoted also often include delivery, you might also expect 
a differential by location.  For that reason, we have included 
filters for location.  The above data is national, but you can also 
run a search for your region.  This table is for the East Midlands:

Obviously, the more filters you apply, the fewer number 
of overall prices there will be to compare with, but the more 
relevant those prices will be for you.  By the way, everything 

Written by Chris Fellows
THE BUYING GAME
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you are seen so far is available to all, even if you don’t want to 
see more detailed information.  If you just want to see what 
the equivalents are, then you can run those searches as often 
as you want.  During the testing phase I’ve used it a lot myself, 
so we hope it will be a really simple but useful tool in every 
farmer’s pocket.  

If you have submitted prices then you can move to the next 
page, which gives you even more detail.  This is what more 
detail looks like:

That however is just the prices for that product, and most 
of us are happy to use equivalents.  The equivalent prices are 
also really useful.  This is the graph Farm Compare produces 
to help you:

If you lived in the East Midlands, then the best prices 
were for Sharp XD, but there was also quite a range and 
that product.  Pincer and Ambush gave the best average 
prices, with very little deviation from these prices.  All prices 
are displayed per litre or Kg, this is so you can compare the 
prices where products are supplied in multiple pack sizes. 
Where you have bought that product or an equivalent, then 
your price also shows on this graph. 

As a farmer you can run this same search for every product 
you bought last year if you want to do some benchmarking 
on farm performance. You can also run a search for every 
product you want to buy.  Giving you a bit of market 
information to help you chose what products and where to 

buy them.  Did you even know there was a product called 
Regatta?  I didn’t before writing this and I feel I get to see a 
lot of crop protection products being involved in marketing 
them. Farm compare gives you all this information to help 
you with your buying decisions.   It also helps you learn 
product names!
Price Transparency
The aim of this system of course is to create price 
transparency.  This is the natural evolution of all markets. 
Let’s face it, if you were buying a TV you would be checking 
different sites, Google shopping for instance to see where 
the same product was for sale at different prices.  You might 
not even buy the cheapest.  You might buy the one that can 
deliver tomorrow.  You might buy the one from the company 
how give you a line of credit.  That’s normal in our lives.  
However, you can buy a 60 inch TV for the price of a couple 
of packs of Liberator, so why not take the same care when 
buying your crop protection products? Farm compare is a bit 
like Google Shopping for crop protection products, with a bit 
more information thrown in and just like all Google services it 
is all available for free.  In fact, you can find quite a few crop 
protection products on Google Shopping already.
What next?
While you can now find out the best places and times to 
buy every product, the optimum buying year cannot really 
be achieved. For a start, we may not have accounts with all 
the suppliers, then we probably don’t need products in the 
volume to get the optimum price.  But we have a guide for 
every product.  But what would be useful is to know more 
macro decisions, such as:
•  How much in total am I buying above or below the group 

average?
•  If I was to buy from one supplier, who would be the best 

supplier for me?
• If I was to select two suppliers, who should I buy from?
•  If I am a supply customer paying £15/18/20 a hectare 

walking fee (insert your own figure), would I be better off 
as a serviced customer?

•  If I am a serviced customer, what could I afford to pay per 
hectare as a walking fee and move to supply only and be 
better off?
Strategy questions like this, will help farmers guide their 

businesses.  Dealing with one or two suppliers is practical, 
dealing with 10 isn’t.  Not impossible, just not practical. 
Being serviced also gives you more guarantees than being 
supply only, so that carries a price, even if it’s more like an 
insurance policy.  These are all decisions we need to make 
as farmers, all it requires is a transparent system like Farm 
Compare to allow us to make them.  Within a year, the 
system will also be able to answer these questions for you.  
All you need to do, is make some time to use it. 

Farm Compare will go live on TFF 
around the 15th January, you can use 
the QR code below to access the site 
using your TFF login details.
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EasyDrill
The most versatile drill on the market

sky-agriculture.co.uk

Profit from our knowledge

Distributed by

Designed for perfect seeding in 
no-till, min-till & conventional 
establishment systems making 
it a truly versatile drill.

• Up to 4 separately metered hoppers 

• Unique tandem seeding line

• Separate air circuit for grain and fertilser

• Blockage sensors for both air circuits

• Up to 250kg coulter pressure to ensure 
correct seed placement in any system

• Fully adjustable coulter and press wheel 
pressure to suit soil / weather conditions

• Low hp requirement (from 35hp/m)

• ISOBUS ready

1
2

3
4

Versatile 4 hoppers / 2 depths

2 separate air circuits Tandem coulter system

LOW DISTURBANCE ESTABLISHMENT
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Fake news? 
Harvest 2020 was never going to be great,  the perfect storm 
of a wet autumn and winter followed by a spring drought 
was always going to end in disappointment. When it came to 
yields any usual excitement and anticipation was replaced by 
simple desire to clear ground of such uninspiring crops and 
start again in the hope of a better season next year, an endless 
instinct of optimism that seems bred into all farmers.

As combines started rolling our fears were confirmed and 
average yields were the lowest I have ever been responsible 
for.   We consoled ourselves that weather had placed 
the outcome beyond our control and at least the right 
management decisions had been made to reduce spend in 
attempt to maintain margin.    Prices are good but almost 
theoretical when you have so much less to sell, solace only 
found in a decision made to carry over harvest 2019 milling 
wheat taken during the spring drought once it became clear 
that yields were surely going to be lower and storage space 
un-stretched at harvest. 

As a business that farms mostly land belonging to others 
under contract farming agreements there is always a day of 
reckoning post-harvest when the results are announced.  We 
work closely with our landowning clients to keep them well 
informed about crop prospects and management decisions 
throughout the growing season, they were under no illusion 
as we entered harvest that this year those results would not 
be great.  They had been consulted when we decided to cut 
back on input spend and agreed it was a wise strategy given 
the circumstance of the season,  aspirations had been firmly 
aligned with likely reality…………… that is until they read the 
wider farming press and listen to the “pub yield” chatter of 
other farmers.   Little regard is given to how such miracles 
have been achieved, their different  locations, soil types, input 
use, irrigation, and dare I say even honesty, instead they are 
simply held up as evidence of failure of their own farm or 
contractor to perform. 

It really isn’t helpful,  in fact the lack of honesty or disclosure 
of all the facts is damaging not only to contractor / farmer 
relationships but also in the bigger picture of leading land 
agents, suppliers and even policy makers to conclude farmers 
can afford the ever inflating prices we are subjected to.   In a 
year where I believe my management was better than it has 
ever been, and my team worked harder than ever to achieve 
their goals, it’s saddening that success is judged as failure 
because of a boastful few.

So, are farmers dishonest?  Does agricultural media print 
fake news? I like to think not, it is more a case of selective 
reporting and agenda surely? In the case of a farmer maybe 
an genetic ability to “forget”  after a few pints or a sloe gin too 
many about the 100ac of OSR that was ripped up and replaced 
with spring barley whilst boasting how they  “averaged” 5t/ha 

of OSR  this year ?  or maybe recounting the cost of irrigating 
that 15t/ha wheat crop is best forgotten along with the 
myriad of snake oil products and top of the line fungicides 
his agronomist talked him into using to achieve that headline 
number seen momentarily as it flashed up on the uncalibrated 
yield monitor when the Lexion’s hydrostatic stick was jerked 
backwards?  On occasion the reason for yield dishonesty can 
be a little more calculated however,  in a competitive land 
rental and contract farming market would the land owner be 
better off if they farmed the estate for them and got them 
these better yield they boast of?   Fake news, it seems, is not 
only reserved for American presidents with an agenda. 

Sadly, I am a little more sceptical about just why these tales 
of success proliferate so much in farming media.  Put simply, 
success sells, it attracts advertisers who flock to be associated 
with or highlighted in the aspirational success story, and they 
pay the bills.  It runs much deeper than just “pub yield” stories 
however and over the last decade or so we have witnessed 
the death of any independence in farming media replaced 
by seemingly endless paid editorial, the value of which 
really is questionable to our industry.  Rather ironically (as 
founder of www.thefarmingforum.co.uk) from me I blame the 
internet which has all but taken over as the primary source of 
information for most of us, squeezing those existing publishers 
harder to sell their souls and integrity.  Maybe I should accept 
some personal blame here!  It’s all harmless though, right ?  
No one really takes all this to seriously?  Well it’s certainly 
does not feel that way when sat down with contact farming 
customers in year-end meetings that much is for sure. 

It is not just yields that get exaggerated though and as 
regenerative agriculture gains in popularity it will inevitably 
attract its own fair share of fake news.  As farmers move away 
from more conventional inputs, we can be sure that an array 
of “soil friendly” products and machinery will compete for the 
same cash. Products are increasingly discounted to “influencer” 
farmers in exchange for good reviews and recommendations, 
cheap and powerful marketing for those that know how to 
use it.  Never has it been more important to have access to 
independent facts and value our integrity. 

FARMER FOCUS 
CLIVE BAILYE
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2021 hope, Winter Barley emerged
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It now seems clear that DEFRA’s ELMs will accelerate 
uptake of conservation agriculture and this will be where the 
money is in the future. I have just listened to George Eustice’s 
speech that mostly seemed to announce that there would be 
a series of announcements to follow but did make reference 
and commitment to capital grants. I have never been a fan of 
grants, probably because I have never yet managed to meet 
any criteria to get one  (I’m not bitter, honestly !).  Mostly 
because they tend to penalise innovators, and encourage 
those that would not otherwise have adopted change to 
spend for no better reason than acquisition of something 
new and shiny at a discounted price.   This fills me with fear 
in the context of conservation agriculture where those with 
experience understand that mechanisation changes are only 
really a small part of what is required in a successful system,  I 
hope these proposed grants are smarter in their targeting used 
to invest in knowledge exchange and re-education and do not 
simply serve to further line the pockets of our suppliers.

As no-till farmers we must also be careful 
to not over exaggerate  the benefits of it 
brings,  we all know the cost savings and 
environmental advantages it can deliver, but 
we must remain conscious of conformation 
bias and look to back up what we do with 
good solid data wherever possible.  We 
must be realistic about size of markets for 
some of the niches on the fringes.  I love 
the idea of agroforestry and incorporating 
more tress into our farm and have looked 
at various ways to derive income from 
them,  harvesting nuts and quince etc was 
suggested as a possible solution to me but 
seriously just how big is the UK market for 
quince?  There are maybe niche opportunities 
out there, but the markets are small and 
would fail quickly if we all jump in at scale.

I hope that policy makers are not blinded by the impressive, 
extreme case examples of enviable success some have 
achieved on the fringes.   Agroforestry, rewilding and clever 
value added direct marketing should not be seen as some kind 
of blueprint for ELMs;  instead the creation of a scheme more 
achievable by the majority of us trying to produce commodities 
competitively for global markets alongside our management 
and regeneration of the countryside and environment will 
hopefully result.  Over the years we have been farming under 
conservation agriculture principles, we have without doubt 
added benefit to wildlife, environment and climate, with cheap 
food the only output we sell though there has never been 
any direct reward or premium attached to the natural capital  
provided and I look forward to ELMs  putting that right. 

The relief of clearing the uninspiring crops of 2020 came 
with a hangover, later drilling and replacement of winter rape 

with spring linseed  led to a later harvest which reduced 
opportunity for cover cropping and forced later drilling dates, 
but surely we would not get another wet autumn?   

Ironically and without planning to do so our first fields of 
wheat were established on 22nd of September, the same date 
as they were a year previously, and then equally as coincidently 
it started raining again.  A couple of weeks passed without a 
wheel turning and thoughts of 2021 becoming a repeat of the 
nightmare that was 2020 were hard to ignore.  Unlike some 
parts of the country, however, luck was with us and in mid-
October the rain stopped and gave us the 10 days we needed 
to get wheat, barley and rye drilled into reasonable conditions,  
the sense of relief was strong,  the thought of another year like 
the last just too horrible to imagine for all involved.

I know our memories can sometimes be short and the last 
12 months serve an extreme example, but it really does feel 
like the windows of opportunity to establish, treat, and harvest 
crops are getting tighter.   Without the extra capacity gained 
moving from a 6 to a 12 m drill has bought us we would 
once again find ourselves missing targets and compromising 
cropping because of weather.  If climate change is real, we 
as farmers are very much on the front line and will quickly 
become its first victims if significant steps to put things right 
are not taken. 

I’m conscious this is an unusually negative article for me, but 
the last 12 months have been tough.  No farmer that cares, 
likes to grow a crop they are not proud of,  throw in a global 
pandemic and looming economic armageddon and positivity is 
a hard attribute to maintain.   Yet again however my fantastic, 
committed team have turned things round and today we are 
back on track, set up well with a good-looking set of autumn 
crops ready to perform next harvest.    I may even start talking 
pictures of them and positing on social media again ………  
what was it I was saying about selective reporting and farmer 
honesty? 

Putting harvest 2020 behind us
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It seems as though we are due to loose solid urea fertilisers 
very soon, or at least that is the conclusion I take from reading 
the current ‘Consultation on reducing ammonia emissions 
from solid urea fertilisers’.  Out of the four options given, the 
stated preferred option is an outright ban on solid urea use.   
It appears the way forward has already been decided and this 
consultation is just an exercise.   Does this meant that for 
those farmers using solid urea you will be forced to move to 
the only real alternative – ammonium nitrate (AN)?   It seems 
to me that urea is being target not only as an easy victory 
but we are also chucking the baby out with the bath water. 
I suggest that urea brings some benefits over and above 
ammonium nitrate not only for the farmers but also in a  wider 
environmental context over AN.

Ammonia emissions from agriculture fell by 21% between 
1993 and 2013, but has risen subsequently by around 11%.  
Agriculture accounts for 87% of total ammonia emissions 
in the UK. Of this around 20% is attributable to inorganic 
fertilisers, the largest contributor of agricultural ammonia 
emissions are animal manures, particularly whilst in storage 
and spreading.  

‘The British survey of fertiliser practice’ 2019 shows that 
total Nitrogen fertiliser use, averaged across grassland and 
cropping, is declining slowly and has been for several years.    
This seems to correlate to AIC data showing that fertiliser N 
consumption has been steady for the last decade at around 
1030 kilotonnes (Kt) N per annum, which is well down on its 
peak of 1674 Kt N in 1987.   While N use in cropping systems 
has remained steady, N fertiliser use on grassland has been 
slowly declining.  If we analysis the data it is clear that since 
2000 solid urea use in the UK has seen a significant rise (see 
the chart below) but has been dropping for the last few years.   
If urea were the cause of the increase in ammonia emissions 
within the last decade why were ammonia emissions 
decreasing in the first decade of the 21st century when there 
was a significant rise in urea use?

The UK has a legally binding commitment to reduce 
ammonia emissions to 8% below 2005 levels by 2020 and 

16% below 2005 levels by 2030.   Currently UK emissions 
stand just below the 2005 level, but projections indicate that 
the UK will overstep the 2020 target.

While there is little doubt that urea does 
contribute to net ammonia emissions its 
small fry compared to animal manures for 
instance, but it also brings some benefits 
too, not least where soil and plant health are 
considered.   To understand this further let us 
take a closer look at the interaction of urea in 
the soil and plant.

Once urea hits the soil if there is moisture and biological 
activity, hydrolysis (breakdown of urea into ammonium and 
carbonate), controlled by the urease enzyme, will begin.  
This is where the main loss of ammonia gas can come from.  
Ammonium and ammonia will sit in equilibrium with each 
other, dependent upon the pH of the solution.   See the chart 
below.

The amount of nitrogen lost as ammonia volatilisation 
depends upon a range of other factors such as, soil & air 
temperature, air movement, soil CEC, crop canopy and a 
wetting or drying soil.  

The biggest opportunity for loss is likely to come from 
spreading urea onto a drying high pH soil. In order to minimise 
this loss urea should not be spread onto damp high pH (>pH 
7.0) soils unless significant rainfall is predicted soon after 
spreading.   Application to bare soil in direct sunlight without 
incorporation can increase volatilisation significantly.  Similarly 
application into a crop with a good canopy followed by rainfall 

James Warne from Soil First Farming defends urea and shows it may well be an easy scapegoat for the rise in atmospheric 
ammonia levels 

THE FUTURE OF SOLID UREA 
FERTILISERS IS ON TRIAL.
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will mitigate losses considerably.   So if we are applying solid 
urea to crops with a reasonable canopy typically from mid-Feb 
through to mid-April what is the likelihood of their being the 
conditions for significant ammonia loss through volatilisation?

The urease enzyme which activates hydrolysis 
is freely available in the soil, around 30% of 
the soil microbiome produces urease.   When 
urea fertilisers are combined with a urease 
inhibitor it is this reaction that is controlled 
which can be seem as worthwhile when 
taken in isolation.    If however your desire 
is to build a biologically active soil, there is 
some conjecture as to how much damage 
these urease inhibitors may do to the soil 
microbiome.
Ammonium within the soil is then nitrified to nitrite and 
nitrate principally by Nitrosommonas and Nitrobacter 
bacteria.   This is an aerobic process that will slow down 
considerably in the absence of oxygen and/or low soil pH.   
This process happens very quickly in soils which have excess 
air in them, e.g. cultivated soils, but more recent work has 
shown that where the soil is less disturbed more ammonium 
tends to exist.   Plants can take up and utilise nitrogen as 
nitrate or ammonium.   Ammonium being a positively charged 
cation can be adsorbed onto the cation exchange sites and 
it therefore less vulnerable to leaching and the crop can take 
it up selectively and utilise it more efficiently than nitrate.    
Nitrate on the other hand being negatively charged is very 
prone to leaching and whilst soluble in the soil solution 
is taken up uncontrollably as the plant respires.   The crop 
therefore has little control over the amount of nitrogen is 
it taking up.    This is evident in the differing growth habits 
of similar crops grown on cultivated and non-cultivated 
soils.   Those grown on cultivated soils tend towards nitrate 
nutrition and consequently are much darker green (almost 
blue) and lush.   This tends to make the straw weaker and 
more vulnerable to lodging; more susceptible to disease, 
particularly mildew.  Whilst crops grown on no-till situations 
tend towards more ammonium nutrition which gives them a 
shorter more prostrate growth habit and gentler, more natural 
green.     The plant it is able to assimilate ammonium into 
proteins and amino acids with relative ease, while it has to 
convert nitrate to ammonium before it can be utilised, this 
‘costs’ the plant energy approximately 16% more energy than 
utilising ammonium.
So we believe that urea can be an effective fertiliser if 
applied correctly that can offer advantages over AN in 
terms of soil and plant health together with similar or better 
environmental attributes such as lower energy requirement 
for manufacturing per unit N, less bulk requiring less transport 
and lower spreading costs, easier storage for the farmer. To 
name but a few.   It’s also clear that urea came contribute to 
lower nitrous oxide emissions from the soil compared to AN. 
Research published from five grassland trials sites across the 

UK in 2019 shows that nitrous oxide (a potent greenhouse 
gas) emissions from grassland (and presumably cropland 
too) are higher when using ammonium nitrate and CAN as 
opposed to urea.  Nitrous oxide emissions from urea use were 
further reduced by using a stabilised urea with DCD.   
So where could the increase ammonia emission come 
from?   We know that animal manures contribute the largest 
percentage of agricultural emissions, but sheep numbers 
have been steady, while cattle numbers have been in slow 
decline for a few years now in the UK.   So what else could be 
contributing to the increase in ammonia emissions?  Could it 
be that green energy production is a significant contributing 
factor?  In 2013 there were less than 100 AD plants 
operating in the UK, that figure now stands at around 600 
producing around 300 MWe.   AD plants produce digestate. 
Approximately 18,000 m3 of digestate per MWe per annum. 
Or 5.5 million cubic metres of digestate total per annum.   
The available nitrogen within digestate is predominantly in 
the ammonium form. Some recent digestate analysis from a 
crop fed digester showed it had ~ 2.5kg ammonium (readily 
available N) per cubic metre.  The current RB209 suggest 
that ‘around 40% of the readily available nitrogen content of 
organic materials can be lost following surface application’ 
but this can be reduced by 30-70% depending upon timing 
and form of application. 
So if emissions from fertilisers only account for 20% of 
agricultural emissions, within that 20% urea only accounts for 
half, why is urea being targeted?    Could it be that solid urea 
is the lowest hanging fruit?

Agricultural Contractors & No-Tillage Specialists

®

CONTACT US:

Tel: 01608 664513
Mobile: 07779149466
info@primewest.co.uk
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With every major agronomy company now having expanding 
soils programs and Government, post Brexit, replacing the 
common agricultural policy subsidises with payments in part 
based on environmental empathy, what is the strategy that 
underpins this?

In the spirit of minimum tillage let us not dig too deeply into 
our current predicament in relation to soils. That said, it is worthy 
of reminding ourselves of some of the basic facts. Only a very 
small proportion of applied fertilisers is ever used by our crops. 
Our current farming practices in relation to rotation selection 
and chemical usage have acted to reduce the biodiversity of 
essential microbes in our soils; soil organic matter is reducing at 
an alarming rate; and we have a worryingly short period of time 
to reverse this trend. 

Amidst the many scientific terms used to describe the 
complexity of soil science the one theme that is becoming 
ever more prominent is the concept of ‘plant efficiency’. Put 
simply it is a recognition that a plant, when it has an appropriate 
biological community of microbes at its roots, is better able to 
use both native and applied nutrition. This is a fundamental 
concept that once comprehended begins to lead our thinking 
about contemporary farming, for if a plant is more efficient it 
will be healthier, its systemic defence systems will be stronger, 
it will yield more and in relation to the soils, year on year things 
will get better.

All things considered and hopefully understood, what can 
we do as an industry to redress them? Well, the ‘long game’ 

in this story is being supported by the major soils programmes 
offered by agronomy companies that seek to offer to measure 
of current soil status on farms, and put plans in place to change 
practices and planting programmes to increase the biological 
function of soils. 

So it could be argued, we have the terminology, we have 
direction, but what can we do this coming spring? Recent data 
from NIAB TAG research and other industrial sources on the 
use of biofertilisers shine light on the first real practical soil 
interventions for use by UK farmers.

The UK has actually been working on the use of biofertilisers 
for many years. For the sake of clarity, we are not talking 
biostimulants, although they are often mentioned in the same 
breath, but rather biofertilisers comprised of living beneficial 
soil bacteria or fungi. Many companies are involved in this 
research and product development globally, leading this in the 
UK is PlantWorks Ltd, a spin out from a university some twenty 
years ago. Its science team have been refining soil bacteria and 
trialling them in UK soils for many years.

The company’s SMART ROTATIONS range includes both 
mycorrhizal fungi products and plant growth promoting 
rhizobacteria (PGPR) all produced at its production facilities 
at the Kent Science Park using controlled growing rooms and 
bioreactors. The company has spent years running laboratory 
trials to further understand the functioning of these beneficial 
organisms, both alone and in consortia, and have developed 
and tuned a number of products for use for crops grown in UK 
climate.

Initially the company focussed on quantifying how its liquid 
bacteria products, sprayed to ground post emergence, could 
increase yield of crops by solubilising phosphorus, fixing and 
capturing nitrogen and making plants more efficient in up taking 
those nutrients. More recently, in collaboration with all major 
agronomy companies, and using its own monitor partner farms, 
it posed the question ‘with the biology of the soils increased 
how much applied nitrogen can be reduced in wheat production 
and what is the profit achieved?’.

For those not familiar with the SMART ROTATIONS SR3 
products, they are a range of tuned consortia of beneficial soil 
bacteria selected and tested for their ability to fix nitrogen and 
solubilise phosphorous. PlantWorks supplies these bacteria 
in sterile infusion bags taking the bacteria directly from their 
controlled laboratory bioreactors. The company are at pains 
to point out that these are not compost ’teas’, but rather 
pure pharmaceutical grade bacteria grown in a very stringent 
conditions to an extremely high efficacy point, for those 

Let’s get straight to it and ask a simple question: ‘Is there a monetary return to be had from managing the biology of your soil?’

BIOLOGY UP, COSTS  
DOWN THE VALUE OF 

MANAGING SOILS
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interested in such things the measure of potency is referred 
to as Colony Forming Units (CFUs). The products are supplied 
typically in 5 hectare units with 1 litre of biostimulant used as 
a feed source for the bacteria during establishment. SMART 
ROTATION SR3 liquid bacteria is applied to the crop post 
germination, for winter wheat planted in 2020 the ideal time to 
treat will be in early spring 2021 (GS25-GS31). 

There has been a considerable body of work in the UK on 
the use of bacteria on wheat over recent years, both winter 
and spring, looking at the increment in yield alone without 
modulation of inputs. From a number of trials, across the UK 
using differing wheat varieties the average increase has been in 
the region of 6.0%, again attributed to improved plant efficiency.

The results freshly in though are probably more resonant 
to a market where there is an increasing focus on farming for 
maximum profit, not yield and where there is an increasing 
sensitivity to the sympathetic management of the soil. These 
results are particularly interesting as the trends from three 
different sites are very similar.

Studying the results on winter wheat KWS Zyatt the 
application of the beneficial bacteria shows an obvious direct 
effect on yield at the 100% nitrogen rate which is applied here 
at 260Kg/ha. Interestingly, as the nitrogen rate is reduced, the 
yield is actually maintained. 

Comparing the percentage increase in yield to that the yield 

from the 100% nitrogen rate without bacteria application from 
two sites, one conventional and one regenerative, again, we 
see very strong correlation, which is statistically significant for 
those with a mathematical leaning.

Data taken directly from the combine on both farms show 

a consistent increase in yield when the biology in the ground 
has been enhanced. In the conventional system the results 
range from between 10-11% increase with greater variation 
in the regenerative system albeit the average increase is very 
similar.

Taking into consideration the costs of the bacteria, typically 
at farm price of £20/ha and the extra spray run costs, 
reducing nitrogen inputs based on this data would achieve 
and incremental profit of £236/ha in the conventional system 
and £202/ha in the regenerative system, all whilst reducing 
the nitrogen loading on the soil.

An independent trial undertaken by NIAB TAG designed by 
Dr Syed Shah, concurrently aimed to quantify the interaction 
of N-rate x SR3 (SMART ROTATIONS bacteria) on grain yield 
of winter wheat KWS Zyatt at its East Malling Kent facility. 

Here a negative control is shown with wheat planted 
without any nitrogen input and not unsurprisingly the yields 
are considerably lower than those where nitrogen is applied. 
The data in relation to yield at different nitrogen rates is 
though fundamental and may cause many to reflect on their 
standard assumption when it comes to nitrogen best practise. 
Very little difference is shown in relation to yield, and indeed 
on wheat protein levels, when nitrogen is reduced from the 
standard 250kg/ha to 125Kg/ha. In all cases, where bacteria 
are applied, there is a clear uplift in yield, at approximately 5%.

Globally the market for bio fertilisers is reported to now 
exceed $1 billion a year. Not unsurprisingly industry is returning 
again to look at the natural biology in soils as a source of new 
products with the goal of enhancing ‘plant efficiency’.

Data from conventionally farmed land

Data from regeneratively farmed land
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SOIL CULTIVATIONS: 
PLOUGHING, NON-INVERSION 

TILLAGE AND SOIL QUALITY
Over many years I have remained a 
supporter of the plough but been actively 
involved in non-inversion tillage organic 
farming trials; the focus on minimising 
damage to soil life such as earthworms 
and mycorrhizae, avoiding disruption of 
the optimum stratification and depth of 
soil organisms, avoiding turning down 
manure, green manure, and the fertile 
topsoil too deep for maximising plant 
utilisation, all make shallow ploughing 
and / or minimal tillage a no-brainer. 
But it is not as straightforward as you 
might think! And don’t be taken in by 
the over-enthusiastic specialists who 
extrapolate successful practice in their 
own situation to universally applied 
dictates and dogma; site specific 
solutions are generally needed, even if 
we are working to common principles 
underlying a more sustainable farming.

Many farmers have discovered that 
they can do without the plough; 
experiences are reported in the IOTA 
Technical Leaflet Non Inversion Tillage 
in Organic Arable Cropping. This review 
features Richard Gantlett who has 
shown that with a combination of tined 
and duck foot cultivators, generally 
used in multiple passes it is practicable 
to operate a non-inversion tillage 
system on the well drained, relatively 

easily worked, calcareous clay loam 
soils of Wiltshire. This avoids inversion 
but still involves working at 15 - 25 
cms.

More radical is the work of Friedrich 
Wenz of southern Germany who has 
developed a stockless farming system 
based on a unique machine, the 
EcoDyn. This fixed tine tool bar allows 
very shallow cultivations and weed 
control by repeated skimming of annual 
and perennial weeds. While in some 
circumstances good results have been 
achieved, weed control has not been 
as good as with a plough and where 
multiple passes have been made in 
order to get better weed control crop 
yields have been substantially reduced 
due to poorer soil structure and aeration 
in winter crops on heavier clay loam 
soils in Gloucestershire. The results 
from our work at The Organic Research 
Centre are interesting. Perhaps Wenz 
also found that the fixed tine, tool bar 
technique does not always work as well 
as he claimed as I see that he is now 
also using powered cultivators.

Direct drilling cereals into a crimped 
green manure is currently much in 
vogue, enthusiastically advocated by 
the Rodale Institute in Pennsylvania. 

They make great claims for carbon 
sequestration using this technique; in 
my experience they are unlikely to be 
achieved in all soil and environmental 
conditions. Unfortunately the research 
is not fully written up. The technique 
has not proved consistently effective 
in the maritime climate of the UK or 
in the Argentine Pampas, where I am 
involved. It remains one of those good 
ideas which has a long way to go before 
commercial application in the UK.

I have been motivated to put these notes 
together by the very recent publication 
of results from the long term DOC trial 
at FiBL in Switzerland, which includes a 
15-year comparison of ploughing with 
reduced tillage.

Read the report for the full details but 
among key conclusions they found:

“Clay loam in temperate Switzerland: 
reduced tillage vs. ploughing, solid 
vs. liquid manures and biodynamic 
preparations.

 A synthesis of 15 years reveals an 
increase in topsoil organic carbon 
(SOC, +25%), microbial biomass 
(+32%) and activity (+34%) and a 
shift in microbial communities with 
conversion from ploughing to reduced 

Ploughing has received bad press in some organic farming circles due to the higher fuel requirements and the fact that it buries 
soil organisms and green material at too great a depth. The perennial questions are: should we plough and if so how deep?

Written by Mark Measures, Agricology Group Steering Member
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tillage. Soils under reduced tillage are more stratified in 
SOC and nutrients……………Both higher and lower yields 
were harvested in the reduced tillage system in relation 
to ploughing. The main yield determinants were N supply 
and higher weed infestation under reduced tillage. 
Continuously reduced tillage in organic farming has been 
proven to enhance soil quality at this site, while also 
presenting more challenges in management.”

In this trial there are some clear advantages for the 
reduced tillage system over ploughing, which are in part 
due to shallower cultivations (5 cm - with occasional 
loosening to 15 cm - compared to ploughing to 25 cm) 
avoidance of inversion, and less soil disturbance at depth. 
This trial shows some very significant advantages for many 
beneficial soil organisms including earthworms and fungi. 
Not surprisingly the trial found soil carbon was higher in 
the top 10 cm layer with reduced tillage. However, unlike 
many other cultivation trials results, which show lower soil 
carbon below 10 cm, in this trial soil carbon was similar in 
both systems, probably due to the soil type.

Lessons learnt
The lessons that can be learnt from these various 
experiences are many:

1.  Beneficial soil life is enhanced by shallower and 
reduced cultivations

2.  Shallow or reduced cultivations will raise total soil 
carbon in some but not all circumstances

3.  Increased cultivation frequency will oxidise organic 
matter, which may be to the benefit of crop yield but 
depletion of soil carbon

4.  Non‐inversion tillage will reduce topsoil water loss
5.  Reduced or non inversion tillage can be made to 

work successfully provided the right equipment is 
used in the correct way

6.  What ever machinery is used, beware of over 
cultivating soils, particularly poorly structured and 
clay soils

7.  If ploughing, then do so as shallow as possible. i.e. 
maximum 15 cm.

Ploughing is not all bad and it remains the most effective 
means of weed control, it is usually essential for crops 
such as potatoes and it is a predictable method of seed 
bed creation, particularly in difficult weather conditions. 
So ploughing is likely to remain an option for many if 
not most organic farmers, just ensure that you have the 
right plough bodies to allow you to plough as shallow as 
possible.

Look at all the relevant research, observe and learn 
from other farmers and advisers, and develop a system 
and practices that are appropriate to the soil and 
environmental conditions in which you are working.

 

Contact QLF Agronomy 
or your crop advisor 

L-CBF BOOST™ 5-0-4-2S 

Apply on its own or with liquid 

fertilisers, fungicides, foliar feeds, 

blights sprays, herbicides to improve 

their efficiency, reduce drift & scorch 

& also feed the microbes & fungi so 

increasing yields, health & quality of 

all crops.   
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS
IN FOCUS...

STRIP TILLAGE  
BEST PRACTICE

What a year it has been. 

Now that we are nearing the end of 
this unforgettable year it is a good 
chance to look back and reflect on 
what a year it has been and just how 
encouraging it has been for us growing 
the Virkar Brand in the UK. The Virkar 
brand is rapidly growing here in the UK 
and coming off the back off a highly 
successful autumn demonstrations 
programme where we had to deal with 
some particularly challenging autumn 
weather. 2021 looks to be even better. 
With more drills working on farms 
across the country, new Virkar products 
being launched, and the continued 
growth of Virkar in the UK. Next year 
looks to be very encouraging for us. 

2021 Changes to the Virkar 
Dynamic DC 
Having our own test farms allows 
us to constantly evaluate the drills 
performance and strive to always 
develop it further. Having our own 
farms means we can relate to our 
customers and understand exactly 
what they need in a machine. Knowing 
our product like we do and using it on 
our own farms gives our customers 
confidence in the machines and peace 
of mind that we will always be there to 
offer support. 

One of the changes has been the 
cooperation along with JJ Metcalfe to 
now be able to run their low disturbance 
seeding point on the Virkar Dynamic 
DC drill. Having run and evaluated this 
point on our demo drill this autumn 
it has performed incredibly well and 
moving forward it will now be an option 
to choose between the standard Virkar 
point or the JJ Metcalfe point. 

Other changes to the Dynamic 
DC for 2021 is a new inhouse built 
Virkar ECU for the drills electronic 
control of all major function, which 
has greatly reduced the amount of 
cabling on the machine. Combined 

with other updates that include the 
main hydraulic lines being upgraded 
to improve the machines longevity 
and general performance. The ethos of 
the Virkar Dynamic DC is to maximise 
performance and crop establishment, 
combined with low operational costs. 
Having machines including our own 
carrying out operations on some very 
stoney clay capped ground has allowed 

us to really get a sense of true running 
cost in terms of wearing parts.

Something else we are working 
on is the ability to use the drill as an 
inter row hoe. The factory is currently 
evaluating several point options and we 
are hoping to carry out field trials in the 
Spring. We are seeing a big increase in 
interest for inter row hoes as farmers 
are looking for ways to reduce their 
reliance on herbicides. With the way 
the Virkar Dynamic DC works and the 
coulter design with contour following 
and on the move pressure control as 
well as the steering rear axle which 
ensures the machine is always running 
true behind the tractor, makes the drill 

New JJ Metcalfe Point

Under frame clearance and coulter stagger are key 
features on this machine.

Establishment with JJ Metcalfe Point
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a good starting point  to try inter row 
hoeing in a direct drilling system. If 
testing goes well in the Spring then this 
feature enhances the drill even further 
to set it apart from the competition.

Wider Dynamic DC Drills 
coming 2021 

 Virkar have been working on and 
will be out testing in early 2021 a nine 
meter model of the Dynamic DC. The 
plan is that this new range of wider 
drills will be on a completely different 
chassis design and eventually they will 
be able to offer widths from 9-13.5 
meters in this configuration. Like 
everything Virkar do their philosophy is 
to build the highest quality machines. 
Virkar wishes to listen to farmers and 
at the same time provide a modern 
and technological outlook, thanks to its 
multidisciplinary team, to create high 
quality and reliable machines whilst 

keeping them easy to operate with a 
high degree of innovation.

New for 2021 is the direct disc 
coulter version of the drill. The Dynamic 
D has been thoroughly tested in tough 
Spanish conditions for 2 years. The 
coulter design means it can mount into 
the same frame as the Dynamic DC drill 
meaning you keep the modular design 
with all the benefits this provides, 
widths from 4.5-7 meters will be 
available with 19 or 25cm row spacings. 

The coulter arms are maintenance free, 
they have sealed bearings and bushed 
everywhere there is a pin. The coulter 
design means you get 35cm of travel 
for contour following, with on the 
move coulter pressure adjustment, and 
only one manual adjustment per coulter 
leading to quick set up time in the field. 
Again, the drill can be specified with 3 
hoppers and various other options. 

We already have a lot of interest 
in the Dynamic D mainly due to its 
contour following capabilities, and the 
simplicity and ease of use. This machine 
now allows us to offer both methods for 
direct drills, which Is only going to help 
us moving forward into 2021 growing 
the Virkar brand further. 

The plan for us is to have one on 
show at the Groundswell event in June 
as well as running a demonstration 
unit in the Spring to run alongside our 
demonstration Virkar Dynamic DC. 

This December marks two years 
since we first came across the Virkar 
brand. Who knew from watching a 
video of the drill online we would now 
have numerous drills running across the 
country, a demonstration book already 
nearly full for the Spring and that is 
before we have got our hands on the 
new Dynamic D drill to showcase to 
farmers/contractors.

 It is clear to see that the Virkar brand 
will go from strength to strength in the 
coming years, and 2021 is very much 
looking to be busy, but we would not 
have it any other way. 

Dynamic D- Disc Drill 

New Dynamic D Disc Element

The new digital buying group
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When I have something on my mind 
I tend to reach for a cup of tea and a 
biscuit. Those who have seen me will be 
able to verify this happens often. This 
is exactly where I had gravitated to one 
wet Saturday morning two years ago 
after paying another round of chemical 
and contracting bills and it was apparent 
there was going to be very little margin 
even if we did have a good year.

I sat at the table and opened the 
country section of certain Yorkshire 
paper. There was the article penned by 
Angus Gowthorpe in which he spoke 
of his farming method “conservation 
agriculture” and his association to BASE-
UK. That article has led to a great many 
things for me.

I originated from a small livestock farm 
near York and have found myself on an 
Arable farm in East Yorkshire.  I have 
no previous experience of Arable land 
management, cultivation or cropping.  
A recipe for disaster if there ever was 
one.  Possibly it is a blessing as I have no 
preconception of how things should be 
done, and ignorance is bliss.

The ethos of what Angus had written 
resonated with me, so I applied for my 
BASE membership and embarked on my 
voyage of discovery. 

A few farm visits ensued to people who 
were practicing regenerative agriculture 
methods, and these were a real insight 
into what they were encountering.  How 
the principle adopted translated into the 
practical.  Mostly I loitered at the back 
hoping not to trip myself up by saying 
something stupid but absorbing as much 
information as possible.  Everyone was 
very welcoming, and I felt confident to 
attend my first BASE AGM.

Two days of guest speakers.  I will 
admit it was with some trepidation that 
I took my seat on the first morning not 
knowing anyone or what to expect.  
Those two days were like a light bulb 
moment! I learnt about soil, soil health, 
physical, chemical, and biological 
indicators.  Financial costings, worm 
science and so much more.  The whole 
event was recorded for members who 

could not attend to access later. 

I returned to the farm with enthusiasm.  
Previously the only time I might have got 
close to making holes in the ground or 
sniffing soil was if I had fallen off a horse.  
Now here I was with my shovel counting 
worms, really looking at the soil, what the 
structure was like, getting soil samples, 
doing filtration tests.  I had begun to ask 
questions and look for the answers.

The photograph above shows our 
first attempt at direct drilling.... Spring 
Malting Barley.

It was very clean all year 
although drilled nearly 3 
weeks later than the more 
conventionally established 
only yielded slightly less. 
The lower chemical and 
cultivation cost made up for 
any yield deficit.

The first time I asked my contractor to 
put a molasses like substance through 
his expensive sprayer with the liquid 
fertiliser there was a raised eyebrow.  To 
his credit he went along with it.  I am 
not completely sure who was the most 
relieved when it all went without a hitch.  
I may not know a lot but have been 
incredibly blessed to have a fantastic 
agronomist and great contractors 
supporting me throughout.

From the AGM I learnt about 

Groundswell and that is where I headed 
next.  BASE has opened the door to 
a great many things.  Recommended 
reading lists have provided a wealth 
of information, Farming Forum, 
Agroecology, and pod casts.

This year’s AGM was held at York 
pre pandemic.  Speakers included Dr 
Sam Cook from Rothamsted Research, 
Dr Lea Harold from the PGRO, Edward 
Dickin on plant breeding, BASE-UK 

Member farmers, and scientists but 
for me Dr Anna Krzywoszynska was 
a standout.  She spoke of “geosmin”; a 
chemical released from dead microbes 
in soil and how the human body can 
detect this smell in minuscule quantities, 
an evolutionary hangover that has the 
ability to lowers the heart rate – amazing!  
We need to trust our instinct.  She spoke 
of the communities of practice, how we 
learn, seeking information, motivation, 
experimenting and how psychologically 
hard it is to make a change on your own.  
BASE has given me that community of 
support.

Especially welcome through the 
COVID-19 pandemic BASE has held 
webinar meetings, again, all recorded 
with BASIS and NRoSo points available.  
The quality of speakers throughout 
has been inspiring, diverse and 
educational.  From mob grazing systems 
to the Lamport research trials to Fredric 
Thomas to name a few.  BASE manages 
to cater for the novice like me to the very 
experienced.  

James Warne from Soil First Farming defends urea and shows it may well be an easy scapegoat for the rise in 
atmospheric ammonia levels 

IT’S IN OUR NATURE…
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The photograph above is of some of 
the expanding sheep flock as we start to 
get some livestock incorporated into the 
arable system.

The pandemic has highlighted how 
important conversation and a sense 

of belonging are.  Normally I would 
play badminton, go swimming, attend 
a competition with the horse or 
head off to the livestock market and 
all that social interaction has gone 
or is seriously restricted. The Zoom 
meetings have been fab and best of all, 
if I look a bit of a mess, I can keep my 
camera off. 

I have had many a night in the last 
two years laid awake worrying about if 
I could manage the task ahead of me.  
Was I making the right decisions?  Will 
the cost of cover cropping be worth it?  
The intake of breath through gritted 
teeth from people who have farmed this 
type of land when they hear of my next 

step.  It does really make you doubt if 
this moral path is right, after all “the road 
to hell is paved with good intentions” 
they say.

No doubt there will be some failures 
along the way.  From John Wooden the 
quote, “Failure is not fatal but failure to 
change might be”.  

Male, female, young or old, the 
demographic is irrelevant.  If you have 
an enquiring mind, then BASE-UK 
membership has something to offer you 
even if it is just to have a support network 
of likeminded people working towards a 
common goal to make agriculture more 
sustainable for future generations.

LOCKDOWN OR LOCK IN?
BASE-UK is a knowledge exchange organisation led by farmers 
for farmers and individuals passionate about the regenerative 
agricultural system increasing the sustainability and health of 
our soil, crops, livestock and therefore our industry. 
Since Covid-19 took charge of our lives, the BASE-UK 
Committee decided to leap into the world of online meetings.
This was started as a bit of a trial in July when we had Kelly 
Jowett from Rothamsted Research speak to our members 
about Carabid Beetles.  This was followed with presentations 
by James Warne and Robert Brewster which proved to be 
extremely popular.
The Committee decided to commit to holding weekly meetings 
for members and so since September there has been an 
ongoing programme, mostly on a Thursday evening where 
attendance has grown rapidly – for obvious reasons there is 
little else to do on a dark, mostly wet autumn/winter evening!

We have a full programme coming up, with a couple of weeks 
off from mid-December (to allow for some Christmas cheer) 
and then getting back into the swing of it in January.  Below is 
a list of dates for our Member Meetings (subject to change).
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our members 
for their support over what has proved to be a strange and 
difficult year for many and for sticking with us as we evolve to 
suit the situation.  We hope you will continue to enjoy your 
membership in 2021!
We have partnered up with our friends at BASE Ireland, from 
time to time sharing some of our meetings with them, and 
they have let us know about their events.
If you would like to know more about us, or how to join, please 
visit our website: www.base-uk.co.uk or email  
Rebecca@base-uk.co.uk 

SAVE THE DATES – BASE-UK MEMBER MEETING PROGRAMME:
•  7.00 pm – 3rd December 2020 – Professor Jane Rickson - Improving soil health: applying soil management research  

into practice.
•  1.00 pm – 11th December 2020 – Frederic Thomas – completing questions from his previous meeting and continuing  

with - CA and cover-crops: fertility development and fertilisation management.
•  BREAK FOR CHRISTMAS – HAVE A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING  

YOU IN THE NEW YEAR!  
•  7.00 pm – 7th January 2021 – Becky Wilson from FCCT and Jake Freestone - Soil Farmer of the Year 2020.
•  7.00 pm – 14th January 2021 – Chris Martin – Key Soil Health Indicators.
•  7.00 pm – 21st January 2021 - Edwin Taylor and Stephen Goodwin.
•  1.00 pm – 26th January 2021 – Frederic Thomas – the journey continues.
•  7.00 pm – 4th February 2021 – Becky Wilson – FCCT – Research and results.
• 7.00 pm - 10th February – AGM.
• 4.00 pm – 12th February 2021 - Dr Elaine Ingham.
• 7.00 pm – Chris Martin – Spray Applications.
Other speakers with dates still to be confirmed include – Joel Williams  
on Integrated Nitrogen Management, John Miles on DD vs till trial results;  
Tom Chapman on integrating livestock into the arable system.
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Harvest now seems like a distant memory; thank goodness 
you say! We seemed to get away reasonably light here in S.E. 
Scotland compared to many others around the UK. I still run 
two systems on some crops, and I can compare the results 
rather than wonder what if?
It started with the poorest crop this year, winter barley. The 
direct drilled and plough/ combi drilled crops were equally 
poor, at best 2/3 of an average crop but easy to cut and dry. 
I have struggled to get my strip tilled winter barley to match 
my plough/combi yield and although close this year it was 
again below. It was obviously much cheaper to establish but 
I think the fact my winter barley is at the end of my rotation 
may be causing a delay in the improvements shown by the 
other crops. My Mzuri sown Diablo spring barley matched my 
plough combi drilled yield this year and that was all above my 
5-year average. The TGW of the barley was greater on the 
Mzuri sown ground, which was as I had hoped, the wider rows 
allowing light inception and a fuller grain. The Mzuri sown 
Canyon spring oats, for Quaker out yielded my plough/Combi 
drilled oats by over 1t/Ha and cost 1/4 of the establishment 
cost. The oats sown after the plough struggled in the dry 
spring (as I show on YouTube) and never caught up. The wheat 
was all sown with the Mzuri and like most in the area was very 
bold but mostly below average. The spring beans sown directly 
into overwintered stubble were the highlight at the end of my 
harvest, they yielded well above average and were a first-class 
sample. The beans went in well and the lack of soil disturbance 
retained the moisture, that gave them the great start shown 
on YouTube and Instagram as I love walking in them. I continue 
to look for answers regarding the winter barley and there is 
a lot of advice out there. As well as reading this magazine, I 
follow lots people and businesses on Instagram and online. 
The Soil_doctor is one which provides lots of information 
which stimulates thought, although not always easy to apply in 
my situation. They recently had a periodic table of cover crops 
which was very cleverly laid out and worth a look. My version 
of cover cropping this year also incorporates my favourite 
form of muck spreading, it is on around half my spring oat 
stubble which will be over-wintered, spread with calcium lime 
and then drilled with Diablo spring barley. The stubble had a 
good cover of volunteer oats growing in it and a small flush of 
weeds which developed late due to the dry spring.  I called a 
neighbour whose sheep graze my TGRS, he provided another 

batch which have now had a month on the stubble tidying 
it up and adding some manure without the compaction. The 
benefit of the grazing and muck may be minimal, but the lack 
of traffic involved can only be a good thing for my soils.

According to a recent BBC news article England 
uses only 0.41% of its environmental monitoring 
budget monitoring soils! This seems mind blowing 
considering we know how important a healthy 
soil is and as farmers we have been testing soils 
for a considerable time now realising what we do 
has a big influence on them.

Scoring your soil using VESS scoring system is something 
SAC promote and while I am not necessarily using this system 
I do frequently walk, dig and examine the soil as this is a simple 
guide to its condition. Trust your eyes and nose, I read recently 
that we have in our DNA the ability to recognise healthy soil 
by its smell, this check is cost free. In September, having held 
off last year due to the wet conditions, I spread the ash from 
my biomass boiler on some of the less favourable heavy clay 
patches in some fields. While this is a very blunt instrument 
this has helped soil condition and achieve more tilth and a 
more even crop emergence. I am using Solvita burst soil testing 
and while the results were relatively good to start with, I have 
noticed a great improvement in my soils in the relatively short 
time I have been direct drilling/strip tilling. The structure of the 
soil has visually improved in this time and I am now beginning 
to re-test some of the fields direct drilled from the start in 
2015, they have been ploughed 1 or less times since then. I 
know that true direct drillers would maybe say my approach, 
still using a plough in rotation, is a bit like claiming your a vegan 
and having meat once a month but I can’t yet remove the 
plough completely from my rotation. The shame of it!!

Some of the soil damage is being caused by harvest 
machinery. I have written before about trying to look at cause 
rather than mechanical cure. This has been a costly exercise for 
me, my combine was overdue a change so putting my money 
when my mouth is I ticked the track and the power spreader 
options, two things I feel can play a big part in improving my 
soils. The tracks will reduce the compaction caused in the less 

FARMER FOCUS 
NEIL WHITE
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Wheat sown with the single coulter into 5 year grass ley

Companion crop buckwheat  in Ergo osr, late October
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than ideal conditions we, in Scotland, are often forced to cut 
in. This will allow me to raise the leading leg on my drill, and 
the spreader is a must as a good spread of chopped straw is 
essential for my system. 

Establishment of winter crops this year has been good with 
challenges similar, but much less extreme, compared to last 
years. Early sown crops have fared the best with record high 
rainfall in October compromising some later crops and calling 
an end to some farmers autumn campaign. Where we are in 
SE Scotland once the weather and soils turn wet, they can 
often stay wet until spring. I drilled wheat for a neighbour in 
October this year. A 5-year grass ley, sprayed off, then wheat 
sown directly with the single coulter. This was the first time 
I had done this and despite the front leg running around 6 
inches deep the single coulter left a narrow almost minimum 
disturbance finish, and the crop has emerged well.

 I have tried some companion cropping this year in my 
OSR. We do not have the severity of flea beetle problems 
experienced farther south but like a few farmers in this area I 
thought I would try some companion crops so I had experience 
of what may work up here. I have tried a block of Buckwheat 
and a block of Berseem clover in my OSR, each mixed with the 
slug pellets and spread out the pelleter on the drill at sowing. 
I was putting fertiliser down the leading leg on the drill, OSR 
seed at the coulter then pellets and companion crop down at 
the harrow rather than mixing the companion with the seed in 
case it settled in the hopper. The buckwheat has established 
well whereas the clover has not. The suspicion is that the pre-

em which was deemed ok for clover may have found its way 
to the seed and killed it off. My conclusion from the trial so 
far is, if your growing Buckwheat put in a sacrificial crop of 
OSR as buckwheat seems to grow well but the predator here 
is more often slugs which still prefer to eat OSR. It is good to 
know the buckwheat established well with this method and 
now the frost has killed it off maybe it will leave some fixed 
nitrogen, providing a benefit and an option for the future. 
Maybe something which slugs prefer to OSR would be a better 
companion!? I will have another go next year. I have mixed 
wheat varieties again this year in some fields, mixing seed 
in the drill, then treating the whole field as the lower input 
variety. I find this works well.

 I know I am not as brave as many other contributors to this 
magazine, I do have very low establishment costs and I am 
beginning to reduce fungicides and insecticides on my farm, 
and as my soils improve I hope I can go further each year.

Extase first wheat off to a strong start this year

FLEXIBLE TRIMBLE 
PRECISION AG TECHNOLOGY 

CHOOSE YOUR PERFECT SOLUTION

 + IMPROVE FARM PRODUCTIVITY

 + MAXIMISE YIELDS

 + GAIN GREATER CONTROL OVER INPUTS

Your Partner In Precision Agriculture

01480 861824 | www.vantage-ag.uk 
Vantage England & Wales | 4 Grovemere Court, 
Bicton Industrial Estate, Kimbolton, Cambs, PE28 0EY Authorised Distribution Partner
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As we come into the autumn time, it gives an opportunity 
to look back on the last harvest – yields, costs, margins 
and wider improvements to soils or biodiversity achieved 
over the previous year.  Whilst harvest 2020 will be a 
year to forget in so many ways, there are always lessons 
that can be learnt along the way.  Reflecting on the last 
season of results from our AHDB Strategic Cereal Farms 
in the East and the West, this is certainly the case for 
them too.

 The difficult conditions in autumn 2019 and spring 
2020 meant that establishing a crop was a real challenge 
for Rob Fox, Strategic Farm West host in Warwickshire. 
With much of the OSR area needing to be re-drilled and 
wheat not able to be drilled at all, alternative solutions 
were sought to take advantage of the situation.  This 
included the establishment of a summer catch crop area 
to look at the advantage of having cover in place vs the 
stubble for the following crop establishment, nutrient 
uptake and more. 

 Over in the East, Brian Barker, the farm host in Suffolk 
had patchy establishment in some areas, challenges 
to spray off cover crops with enough time to drill the 
following crop and making decisions on what to do with 
the opportunity to lower inputs in what resulted in a 
largely low disease pressure year.

The results from the findings of these trials and 
demonstrations and other longer running demonstrations 
on-farm, can be found summarised below.  Full details 
including the reports, graphs and costs are available to 
download from the links at: https://ahdb.org.uk/sfweek-
winter-2020. 

STRATEGIC CEREAL FARM EAST
How to manage lowering fungicide, trace element and 
biostimulant inputs and harnessing varietal resistance

This trial has been looking at how to use varietal 
resistance as a way of reducing fungicide inputs.  Five 
varieties were assessed (Siskin, Crispin, Santiago, Graham 
and Shabras) and four programmes of increasing cost 
were overlaid (untreated, low, medium and high).

As harvest 2020 was a low disease pressure season, 
the results showed that growing more resistant varieties 
with a low input regime gave the best net margin in this 
year.  There was a minimal yield response to increasing 
fungicide spend on the resistant varieties with the low 
inputs, showing the best net margins.

In this year, the highest percentage of septoria was 
seen on the most susceptible variety, Santiago.   The 
more resistant varieties (i.e. Graham and Siskin) tended to 
hold onto green leaf area for longer.

Varying programmes according to the season, looking 
at, knowing and harnessing the varietal resistance can 
certainly work in this kind of season.  

Boosting early crop biomass
This demonstration has been looking at whether using a 
starter fertiliser, either placed or broadcast, is effective at 
boosting biomass in the autumn.  Establishing crops later 
in the autumn, due to black-grass and BYDV pressure is 
balanced with the knowledge that crops that yield well 
have good biomass from the autumn.   This demonstration 
was looking at if it was possible to boost this further with 
later-drilled autumn crops.

The results from this year showed that there may be 
yield benefits from broadcasting kieserite and possibly 
TSP at planting where soil nutrient indices are low.  
However, established plant populations in both fields 
were fairly low and crop development was slow over 
winter, due to the season.  

On one of the fields, broadcast kieserite and TSP 
appeared to increase yield by up to 0.4t\ha, whilst 
polysulphate showed no yield benefit compared to 
standard farm practice.  The results from this work haven’t 
drawn large conclusions in terms of final yield results, but 
will be something to bear in mind as we go forward about 

Teresa Meadows, AHDB Knowledge Exchange Manager, East Anglia, takes a look through the season and findings from the Strategic 
Cereal Farm East and West demonstrations for harvest 2020.

SHARING THE STRATEGIC  
FARM RESULTS

Beans and barley summer catch crop at the Strategic Farm West
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using this option at drilling.

Cover crops and water quality
Cover crops are well known to have a positive effect on 
water quality and soil structure.  The results from this trial 
have reinforced those conclusions, demonstrating that a 
well-established cover crop is effective at improving water 
quality by bringing nitrate concentrations in drainage 
water below 50 mg/l.

Four different methods have been looked at this year, 
the second site that we have used the same principles 
– an area that was ploughed; an area that was ploughed 
and then a cover crop (rye, buckwheat, phacelia, oil 
radish, sunflowers) established; an area that was over-
winter stubble and then an area of over-winter stubble 
with a cover crop drilled using a strip till drill at 33cm row 
spacings. 

Soil structural assessments (completed on 14.02.20) 
using Visual Evaluation of Soil Structure (VESS) scores also 
indicated that the soil on the ploughed field, Appletree, 
was classed as being ‘firm’ with some angular non-porous 
aggregates (i.e. clods) present; whereas in the one-pass 
system on Blacksmiths, the soil structure was better (i.e. 
friable/intact) containing more porous aggregates and no 
clods. Bulk density within the cover crop-ploughed area 
was marginally higher at 1.57 g/cm3 compared to no 
cover crop-plough suggesting the soil was more compact 
which could have impeded root growth. 

  A good number of earthworms were also recorded 
across both of the trial fields (i.e. more than 8 per pit), 
mainly comprising juvenile and adult endogeic (topsoil) 
earthworms. Overall number of earthworms were greater 
on Blacksmiths, which was cultivated using a strip-tillage 
one-pass system (mean = 20) compared to Appletree 
which was ploughed (mean = 11), with no difference 
between areas with or without cover crops. Epigeic, (i.e. 
surface/ litter dwelling) earthworms were recorded on 
Blacksmiths but not Appletree fields; this corresponded 
to there being more surface trash following the one-pass 
system, compared to ploughed. The overall greater number 
of earthworms and presence of epigeic earthworms 
on Blacksmiths compared to Appletree, indicates that 
ploughing maybe having a detrimental impact on both 
overall earthworm numbers and community structure by 
reducing the availability of surface trash and disturbing 
burrows. 

On both fields, the mean yield measured within the 
cover crop area was c.1.7 - 2 t/ha lower (95% confidence 
interval = ± 0.24 t/ha) than the ploughed treatment at 8.1 
– 8.3 t/ha. Drilling the cover crop after autumn ploughing, 
caused some surface soil compaction and Brian Barker 
noted that it was harder to drill the spring crop; the 
slots did not close and pigeons ate the seed.  The cover 
crop area on the one pass system also led to wetter soil 
conditions at spring crop drilling, with more slug damage.  
Throughout the season, on the cover crop treatment the 
spring crop was consistently ‘behind’ compared to the 
overwinter stubble treatment. 

This final result was different to the result from harvest 
2019, which showed a positive yield effect after the cover 
cropped area.   This variation in yield (both positive and 
negative effects) has also been noted in the AHDB Maxi-
Cover Crop research and wider research.   It is learning 
this balance between the original aims for using cover 
cropping on-farm, which species to use, how to manage 
their establishment and destruction and release of the 
nutrients through the following crop that are questions 
to still be discussed and shared.Number of earthworms by functional group. Error bars represent the standard error of 

the mean number of total worms, calculated across the 3 sampling zones.

Modelled yield (t/ha) Appletree - ploughed (top), Blacksmiths – one pass system 
(bottom)
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Conclusions from this work do continue to show the 
many benefits of cover cropping to water quality and soils.  
Furthermore, in the spring if wet soil conditions are likely, 
allow soils to dry out by leaving a large enough ‘window’ 
between cover crop destruction and spring crop drilling.

Very low inputs – how low can you go?
A 3.1ha field was also used at the Strategic Farm East this 
year, where Brian went as low as he felt that he could go 
with inputs through the season.   During the harvest 2020 
season, this resulted in a total fungicide spend of £12/ha, a 
yield of 9.43t/ha and a cost of production of £67/t.

Given the low disease pressure season of harvest 2020, 
these results suggest that there is little benefit in increasing 
fungicide spend to improve gross margins.  Do we have 
the evidence, in-season monitoring and forecasting and 
information available to do this at scale going forwards?

STRATEGIC CEREAL FARM WEST
The impact of cultivation depth on soil properties, rooting 
and yield

The aim of this trial is to determine any differences in soil 
quality and health, crop rooting properties, yield and cost of 
production between cultivation systems. Starting in 2018, 
with three cultivation depths at 5, 15 and 30 cm depths 
before the addition of direct drilling in 2019, this trial will 
continue for the duration of the Strategic Cereal Farm West 
programme. 

OSR was established in this trial field for harvest 2020 and 
the results showed the importance of moisture at drilling for 
OSR. Minimal cultivations and direct drilling can both help 
to maintain moisture levels for better OSR establishment. 
Crops that are establishing slowly are at risk from CSFB 
attack.  

As a result, poor plant establishment and fewer plants 
were found in the deeper cultivation treatments (15 and 
30cm) than the shallow cultivation (5 cm) and direct drill 
treatments.  In general, more CSFB adult feeding damage 
(as % leaf loss area) was found in the treatments with 
deeper cultivations (15 and 30cm cultivations) than the 5 
cm cultivation of direct drill treatment.  Additionally, fewer 
larvae were found on the deeper cultivation treatments 
(15 and 30cm) compared to the shallow cultivation (5cm) 
and direct drill treatments, in both November and January 
(P<0.05).

The average measured yield for harvest 2020 for the 
30cm treatment was 2.22 t/ha with yield differences for the 
treatments showing: 15cm: -0.09 ± 0.51 t/ha 5cm: -0.70 ± 
0.50 t/ha Direct drill: -0.53 ± 0.58 t/ha.

The impact of summer catch crops on soil 
physical properties and performance of the 
following crop

This demonstration, which started in 2020, is looking at 
the effect of a summer catch crop on soil nitrogen supply, 
soil structure and the performance of the following crop in 
the rotation. In this trial we are comparing the impact of 
comparing summer catch crop mixes to leaving the land 
fallow. Three treatments were established in May 2020; a 

control where the field has been left in stubble, a phacelia 
and oil radish mix, and farm saved seed and barley. 

The catch crop was assessed in July 2020 and the results 
showed: 

The topsoil was also noted to be slightly drier where the 
catch crop treatments had been grown and the soil N supply 
higher where catch crops were grown.

Soil and crop characteristics across these three treatments 
will now be assessed through to harvest 2022.  

 So, lots of questions asked, assessments taken place 
and conclusions that can be drawn across some areas…and 
always more questions to ask as a result!  As with much of 
what we do in farming, the best place to learn and find what 
suits your system is to try this out on-farm.  The aspiration 
is that the demonstrations on the Strategic Farms put 
into practice the findings from the research and then the 
resources are created for you to be able to take this forward 
for your farm or business.  This can be from counting plants 
at establishment, 
disease scoring 
your crops through 
the season, looking 
at earthworm 
levels or calculating 
the costs.  The 
links to all of these 
resources are all 
available from: 
h t t p s : // a h d b .
org .uk/sfweek-
winter-2020.

Many of these results were also discussed through 
webinars held on these topics, along with wider areas such 
as weed management and boosting beneficials through the 
use of flowering strips, through the Strategic Farm Week 
held on 16-20 November.  Recordings of these, along with 
other videos can be found via the same link above or on 
the AHDB Cereals and Oilseeds channel on YouTube.

As we turn now to harvest 2021, some of the themes of 
cover cropping, weed management, cultivations, pest and 
natural enemy assessments are being taken forward, along 
with new areas of work.  We look forward to sharing these 
results as we go through the season.

As ever if you have questions, comments, suggestions 
or would like more information, please feel free to get in 
touch.

*Statistical differences (P<0.05) between treatments where means followed by 
different letters
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The true benefits of cattle were 
highlighted to me when I visited Jay 
Fuhrer at Menoken Farms in North 
Dakota several years ago. He spelled out 
the five key practices for soil health. The 
first four were: Keep the soil covered; 
keep a living root in the ground at all 
times; do not disrupt the soil, chemically 
or physically; and have lots of diversity, 
avoiding monocultures. When he came 
to the fifth, his eyes lit up: Bring cattle 
into the rotation. He became excited, 
animated as he spoke. He grabbed 
his spade and started digging into the 
strange, grey-coloured sand at Menoken. 
He grabbed two sods from different 
patches, triumphantly pointing out 
that one was much darker, much more 
enriched with carbon, than the other. 
“Three years!”, he exclaimed, “Only three 
years and we can already see a marked 
difference”

It was true, the cattle had been moved 
onto the arable fields only three years 
earlier, as part of a changed rotation 
and the differences were both stark 
and encouraging. It gives hope that we 
can restore our soils in a relatively short 
time, through careful and considered 
management practices which include all 
of those five principles Jay outlined to 
me back then.
Ways to get livestock on arable 
farms
The challenge is how we do it? How does 
the average arable farmer get into the 
livestock game when he or she may have 
no interest, no skills, no infrastructure, 
no capital and no support? What does it 
take to bring cattle back on to your farm?

If you are seriously considering 
reintroducing cattle or sheep, now is the 
time to start planning. The things you 
need to consider are:
•  What type of livestock would you 

prefer?
•  Who will own and manage the livestock? 

If a 3rd party is involved, then:
   o  What terms of tenure will the land be 

occupied under or would you prefer 

to enter into a partnership or joint 
venture?

   o  What fencing will be needed and who 
will be responsible for erecting and 
maintaining it?

• How will the livestock be watered?
•  Will the livestock be there all year round 

and, if so, what are the winter plans?
• What forage crops will be grown?
•  What are the income and cost 

implications of bringing back livestock?
•  What is your end goal regarding soil 

health and the regeneration of your 
land?

There isn’t space in this article to 
look at all the options and different 
permutations, so I will just touch on the 
main alternatives available to you. 

Most people think of either cattle or 
sheep, but don’t forget poultry and pigs 
as alternatives that could help improve 
your soils. Ideally you would find a way 
of combining two or more species, as the 
soil health rule of avoiding monocultures 
applies as much to livestock as it does 
to crops. Cattle and chickens work 
especially well together, with the latter 
spreading the cattle dung and eating a lot 
of the fly larvae, if they follow on behind 
the cattle in a mobile chicken run.

When it comes to ownership 
and management, there are a lot of 
alternatives. Simplest is some form of 
rental: Let the land to a neighbouring 
farmer on a licence agreement and he 
is responsible for erecting temporary 
fencing and grazing the land. Tack sheep 
is a good example of this in practice, 
used widely in the UK. Cattle can be 
slightly harder to control with temporary 
fencing though, with trained animals and 
a decent energiser (to power the electric 
fence), I and a number of farmers are 
doing just this.

It may be that you decide to enter into 
a partnership, share-farming agreement 
or joint venture with a livestock farmer. 
This can be a great way to give a young 
farmer a helping hand up the farming 
ladder. Often such people have bags 

of enthusiasm, a desire to work hard 
for long hours but a lack of access to 
land and capital. Or you may have a 
neighbour or nearby farmer who would 
benefit from the opportunity to expand 
too. If anyone is in the Hertfordshire / 
Bedfordshire area and would like to 
discuss this, I am always keen to expand 
my cattle operations and will be happy 
to meet with you to talk it through. If 
you’re further afield then I also provide 
a consultancy service, to guide you 
through the different options and pitfalls! 
Fencing and forage
Moving back to things you will need to 
consider, a properly fenced field, with 
running water should command a better 
rent than an unfenced block of land. 
However, many arable farmers won’t 
be able to justify the investment when 
the forage crop is only going to be in the 
ground for, typically, four or five years. 
You may prefer the tenant to sort out 
the fencing. I often use high tensile wire, 
insulators and removable fence posts as 
a semi-permanent barrier around the 
perimeter of a block of land. As already 
mentioned, if cattle are trained and you 
have a good (preferably mains) energiser, 
and you manage the grazing correctly, 
cattle are very unlikely to escape from 
such a set-up. The beauty of this is that, 
with a little work, everything is removable 
and reusable so, although the initial costs 
are high, I can spread this over many 
years and several blocks of land. 
A potentially more difficult issue to 
solve, on many arable farms, is that of 
providing water. Cattle in particular 
can drink large quantities every day, 
especially in hot weather, and some 
form of pressurised supply – mains or 
pumped – is preferable to a bowser, 
though the latter can suffice. There are 
some decent solar pumping systems on 
the market nowadays too, which will 
pump water for considerable distances 
(as well as powering an electric fence 
energiser), if you have a river or open 
water source nearby.  

Not all livestock need to be housed 

Written by Tom Chapman - Mob Grazing Specialist at EnviRumen Ltd
The value that grazing ruminants bring to soil is, once again, starting to be appreciated by farmers. The combination of their dung, 

urine, saliva and hoof action, plus the effect of the forage plants, all help to bring dramatic and welcome improvements in soil health.

BRING BACK THE COW!
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during winter, especially on lighter-
land farms. If you get the stocking rate 
right and manage the grazing carefully 
(typically under a mob grazing regime) 
then it is possible to keep both cattle and 
sheep outside all year round. However, 
there is a significant amount of skill 
required for this and I would always 
recommend it is undertaken by people 
with good experience of managing 
cattle under such systems. I have kept 
cattle outside all year round for the past 
six years, including through the “Beast 
from the East” and have found they are 
actually healthier, overall, when outside 
than when they are indoors.

To get the most from the system, a 
good diversity of forage crops should be 
grown. This is your opportunity to have 
deep-rooting perennial plants bringing 
minerals and nutrients up from deep 
into the soil profile. These deep roots will 
also add valuable organic matter to your 
soil and should help with reducing and 
removing blackgrass from your fields. 
However, you should consider a couple 
of things, particularly whether any of the 
chosen species could act as a disease 
bridge for the following arable crops 

(unlikely) and how easy they will be to 
terminate at the end of the forage period 
of the rotation, especially if they have set 
seed in the interim.
Figuring the finances
When it comes to the financial 
implication, there are easy calculations 
and much more complex ones! It is 
simple to calculate the cost of the seed 
and establishment, the cost of the crop 
income foregone and the cost of water 
and fencing, and to match it against 
rental income or from livestock sales. 
There will also be savings in future 
years compared to cropping it, as you 
don’t have to incur establishment costs 
annually. 

Less quantifiable is the long-term 
value of having livestock on the holding. 
We know the benefits – your organic-
matter-rich soils will hold more water so 
yields in a dry year will be better; your 
soils will be more fertile so will need less 
artificial fertiliser; a forage break should 
see a decrease in annual weeds such as 
blackgrass which will lead to savings in 
herbicides; crops are healthier following 
livestock so fungicide costs fall. These 
are all benefits we see through the re-

introduction of grazing herbivores, 
but quantifying it and building it into a 
budget is difficult. It does need a leap 
of faith, though I have yet to speak to a 
farmer who has brought back cattle and 
sheep who has any regrets on this score. 
Getting the right end goal
Tied into this is my last bullet point, above, 
namely what is your end goal regarding 
soil health and the regeneration of your 
land? If you have reached the point 
where you are seriously considering 
bringing livestock back onto your land 
then you are likely to be well down 
the road of regenerative farming. A 
friend summed it up to me a while ago 
when he said conventional farming is 
all about killing things (weeds, pests, 
fungal diseases) and is a constant, and 
ultimately fruitless endeavour. However, 
regenerative farming is all about helping 
things to survive, working hand-in-hand 
with nature, rather than battling it. I 
understand why Jay Fuhrer’s eyes lit up 
when he spoke about the power of the 
cow and the health of his soil. It’s a good 
place to be and I encourage you all to 
join Jay, and me, in introducing cattle 
back onto our arable fields. 
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The Good Soil Guide – a collaboration 
between Yorkshire Water, Yorkshire 
supply chain consultancy Future Food 
Solutions and expert soil scientist Neil 
Fuller – is a free-to-access, online 
encyclopaedia, specifically designed for 
use in the field.  

The huge database contains extensive 
information, empirical data and advice 
on how to improve soil health, increase 
soil organic matter (SOM), diagnose 
and treat problems with soil and crops, 
and help farmers to reduce carbon 
emissions. 

It is a live guide, enabling farmers, 
agronomists, and other industry 
professionals from around the world to 
share their knowledge by adding to the 
already extensive resource. 

The idea for the Good Soil Guide was 
born when Yorkshire Water Catchment 
Strategy Manager, Andrew Walker, met 
with Neil Fuller at an event held by 
Future Food Solutions. 

In 2014, Mr Walker helped initiate a 
project bringing together landowners 
and stakeholders in the English uplands 
to facilitate better environmental 
outcomes for blanket bog land and was 

keen to try a similar approach in the 
lowlands. 

He said: “The project in the 
uplands proved that by engaging with 
landowners and other stakeholders and 
taking a collaborative approach, you can 
create outcomes that deliver for all. 

“We wanted to take this model 
and apply it to the lowlands to solve 
issues around sediment, nutrients 
and pesticides leaching into the 
watercourses and having a detrimental 
effect on water quality. 

“We knew that working 
with farmers to address 
this would bring them huge 
benefits in terms of keeping 
soil and expensive fertilisers 
and pesticides where they 
should be – in the field. 

“For us, it was a case of improving 
water quality, so we got our heads 
together and created the Good Soil 
Guide to help achieve these aims.”

Mr Walker added the guide was 
the sum of Mr Fuller’s 40 years of 
experience in practical soil science 
compiled into a single resource, which 
was funded by Yorkshire Water. 

“Essentially, it focuses on improving 
soil health and increasing soil organic 
matter,” Mr Walker said.

“Doing this gives the soil a more 
robust structure, meaning far less is lost 
to sediment, nutrients and pesticides 
are held on the field, and as the soil 
can absorb more water, incidents of 
flooding are hugely reduced.”

Mr Fuller said the resource had been 
created to help farmers get the best out 
of their most valuable asset – soil.

He added that it was a holistic guide, 
looking at all aspects of soil health, and 
had been specifically designed for use 
in the field. 

He said: “The Good Soil Guide is full 
of soil data derived from cover crop 
trials, different tillage methods, practical 
experience and much more.

“By using it, farmers can compare soil 
samples from their fields with pictures 
in the guide and diagnose issues such 
as a lack of nutrients or depleted soil 
organic matter. They can then use the 
contents of the guide to put that right. 

“It is not written in an academic 
or scientific style. The information is 
presented simply and clearly and in a 
mobile-friendly format, so farmers and 
agronomists can access it whenever and 
wherever they need it.”

Mr Fuller added that the guide also 
included advice on carbon management, 
including sequestering carbon to reduce 
atmospheric C02, increase soil organic 
matter and help farmers move towards 
net zero. 

“The key to carbon net zero is good 
soil health,” he said.

“By managing soil in a way that 
increases its health, everyone wins. 
The farmer saves money, increases 
yields and reduces emissions; there are 
huge environmental benefits including 
removing CO2 from the atmosphere, 
and the consumer benefits from better 
quality food. 

“The Good Soil Guide is a powerful 
tool in enabling British agricultural to 
make these changes.” 

Food consultancy Future Food 
Solutions co-ordinated the creation of 
the Good Soil Guide. 

The guide is free to use and has no 

An online soil guide aiming to become the world’s most comprehensive resource to help farmers improve soil health 
and increase the efficiency and profitability of their businesses has been launched. 

‘WORLD’S MOST 
COMPREHENSIVE’ ONLINE SOIL 

HEALTH GUIDE LAUNCHED

Matt Parkin using the Good Soil Guide to assess the 
health of his soil on this farm at Bilton-in-Ainsty, North 
Yorkshire. 
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links to agribusiness, meaning all the 
information and advice contained 
within it is unbiased. 

Future Food Solutions is already 
running the world’s largest renewable 
agriculture project – the Sustainable 
Landscapes Humber Project – in East 
Yorkshire, in partnership with Yorkshire 
Water and frozen food specialists Birds 
Eye. 

The Good Soil Guide extends this 
work, opening up cutting edge soil 
management practices to farmers 

across the globe. 

Paul Rhodes, director of 
Future Food Solutions, said 
the guide was a huge leap 
forward in helping farmers 
to grow more sustainably.

He said: “Our understanding of soil 
has moved on dramatically in the past 
five years and what we’ve learned is 
that to get the most out of it, we must 
treat it as a living bio-system.

“The Good Soil Guide has been 
developed to help farmers do this and 
realise a dramatic increase in soil health. 

“Making that shift has huge, positive 
consequences in terms of reducing 
steel and diesel use, improved yields, 
better efficiency and better profitability.

“It will also help farmers reduce 
emissions, and with the target of 
net zero just 20 years away, that is 
something we all have to start taking 
seriously.”

Matt Parkin, who farms at Bilton-in-
Ainsty near Wetherby, North Yorkshire, 
is taking part in the trials to improve 
cover crop establishment.

He said: “I am currently participating 
in some interesting cover crop trials as 
I think soil management is becoming 
steadily more important to an integrated 
farming approach. 

“As a dedicated soil tool, the Good 
Soil Guide can only help with this.”

To access the Good Soil Guide, go to 
www.soilguide.co.uk and create a free 
account. 

www.agrovista.co.uk/soilhealth

@AgrovistaUK
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soil health 
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS
IN FOCUS...

DRILLING FLEXIBILITY UNDERPINS 
PROGRESS TOWARDS GREENER FARMING

Yorkshire arable farmers Julian and Scott 
Hopwood are taking important steps 
towards a more sustainable farming 
future.

With 500 acres of relatively light Vale of 
York land, growing a rotation including 
winter and spring cereals, oilseed rape 
and breaks such as spring beans and peas, 
they have started using cover crops and 
non-inversion establishment to improve 
the farm’s environmental credentials. 

Far from a radical change of direction, 
their approach is a steady evolution, and 
one that has avoided the need for any 
major investment in specialist machinery.

A key driver for change has been Julian 
and Scott’s active participation in the 
Sustainable Landscapes programme. This 
is an initiative that is being delivered by 
a range of supply chain partners with 
the aim of delivering innovative food 
production solutions for the benefit of 
the environment, consumers and farmers.

“Involvement in Sustainable Landscapes 
has encouraged us to take a fresh look 
at the way we farm and is introducing 
new ideas that we’re keen to adopt,” says 
Julian. “With the changes in farm support 
policy coming with ELMS, it’s very clear 
what direction we need to go. Factors 
such as carbon capture, water quality and 
soil health are going to be increasingly 
important and will impact on the way we 

farm in the future.”

In many ways Julian and 
Scott are ahead of the game, 
having been farming for some 
time at Grimston Grange with 
soil health in mind. 

“We’re farming land that’s typical of 
the Vale of York, ranging from blow-away 
sand to medium loams at the heaviest, 
so we’ve always been conscious of the 
need to incorporate fibre to maintain 
soil organic matter,” he explains. “We’ve 
always swapped straw for farmyard 
manure, spreading that as much as we 
can, and more recently we’ve been using 

sewage sludge as an additional way to 
import nutrients.

“Cover crops are another way to 
improve the soil but are still a relatively 
new venture for us. Nevertheless, we’re 
already seeing benefits and I can see 
them being a significant part of our future 
farming policy.”

It’s a future that Julian expects will 
also involve increasing amounts of non-
inversion establishment, something he’s 
been able to achieve using the same 
power harrow/drill combination that 
works so well after the plough.

“We have a Kuhn Venta 4030 
pneumatic drill mounted on a Kuhn HR 
power harrow and this combination has 
been a real game-changer when it comes 
to establishment flexibility,” he adds. “With 
the disc coulter system on the drill, we 
can operate in a wide range of conditions, 
from minimum tilled to ploughed ground, 
with great control of seeding depth 
from the tractor cab. The quality of the 
establishment is very visible, with crop 
covers being complete and very even.

“We always use it in conjunction with 
the power harrow, which has a tine spacing 
design that helps to avoid jamming and a 
rubber packer roller. The power harrow 
has additional benefits such as quick-fit 
tines and is also fully controlled from the 

Whilst the plough continues to play a significant part in cultivations at Grimston Grange, the combination drill that 
works so effectively on ploughed ground is now also performing well in minimum tillage conditions. 

Julian (right) and Scott Hopwood have introduced cover crops to improve carbon capture, soil health and water 
quality. 
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touch-screen in the cab.

“The combination has transformed 
our drilling capabilities and allowed us to 
introduce non-inversion establishment 
without having to invest in different 
machinery.”

To date, non-inversion techniques have 
been used to establish winter wheat 
following oilseed rape and have also been 
used in establishing rape when conditions 
allow. Where rape is following wheat, the 
usual practice is to apply sewage sludge, 
with being disced in with stubble before 
sub-soiling and then going straight in with 
the Venta drill/power harrow combination. 

Cover crops
Cover crops have been introduced with 
carbon capture, soil health and water 
quality very much in mind, with some 
varied mixtures now being grown ahead 
of spring cropping. Typical mixes include 
species such as fodder radish, vetches, 
black oats, clover and phacealia, offering 
a range of rooting depths and leaf 

architecture to maximise the benefits 
for soil health. Julian is also growing oil 
radish, which has additional benefits in 
reducing the impact of harmful free-living 
nematodes.

All cover crops are flailed 
before being ploughed in 
ahead of spring crops, adding 
substantial organic matter 
and nutrients to the soil.

“It’s still early days for us with cover 
crops, but we followed them with spring 
peas and spring beans last year and did 
see benefits,” says Julian. “Most notable 
was the way these crops came through 
the drought conditions so much better 
than we’d normally expect.”

Incorporating cover crop residues is just 
one of the jobs for the plough at Grimston 
Grange, which remains the primary tool 
for cultivation despite the increasing use 
of non-inversion techniques. As with the 

power harrow/drill combination, Julian 
and Scott have opted for strength and 
good structural design with a Kuhn Multi-
Master 183. 

“The plough is still an important part 
of our cultivations and we’ve chosen 
this machine for its build quality and its 
balance,” adds Julian. “We use it with a 
16 inch furrow width and usually with a 
packer roller, and can switch between 
using it on-land or in-furrow depending 
upon conditions. If we’re going to plough, 
as we plan to continue doing where 
required, it’s important we do as good a 
job as possible, so a machine that is well 
designed and adaptable is critical.”

Winter wheat at Grimston Grange 
typically achieves around 3.5 tonnes/acre, 
mostly grown for the feed market though 
some does go for milling. Winter barley 
also yields well, averaging in the region 
of 3 tonnes/acre, though this can be 
lower in a poor season and higher when 
everything comes right. Oilseed rape can 
be a challenge, with the threat of flea 
beetle ever-present, so the strategy is to 
drill early, and never later than the end of 
August. Spring cropping is generally aimed 
at the premium markets, with barley 
usually achieving malting grade and peas 
and beans grown for seed. 

Flexible drilling capability
Key to drilling flexibility at Grimston 

Grange is the Kuhn Venta pneumatic 
drill with its Seedflex coulter system.

The Seedflex coulter bar ensures 
precision seed placement, with 
widely offset double discs mounted 
on a parallelogram to enable fast and 
accurate seeding.  These maintenance 
free coulters perform well in all soil 
conditions, from ploughed to min-
tilled land.  Following press wheels 
control seeding depth and ensure good 
soil-to-seed contact for consistent 
germination.

With the Venta drill in combination 
with Kuhn’s HR power harrow, tillage and 
seeding are carried out independently 
thanks to a roller frame design which 
effectively separates the two functions.  
This patented design allows for a 
more compact unit and enables the 
two elements to be uncoupled in less 
than 10 minutes, though at Grimston 
Grange the machine is always operated 
in combination.

The Venta drill uses Kuhn’s Seedflex double disc coulter system, which operates with a downward pressure of 
35-40kg. This feature, together with the reduced soil contact resulting from the coulter design, is key to the 
drills ground penetration capability. Consistent sowing depth is achieved as each unit is mounted on its own 
independently moving parallelogram system.

The Hopwood’s power harrow/drill combination offers the versatility needed to introduce a minimum tillage approach 
to their farm in the Vale of York. The Kuhn Venta can also be used in combination with the CD 3020 disc cultivator. 
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Déjà Vu?
Another fun drilling season….I am pleased to say we are 
drilled up bar about 50 hectares on some poorly drained 
blackgrassy land which was always on the list to do last. This 
will now be better off as spring barley.

Last season was very difficult, we did not get enough 
drilled and were always waiting for the promised week of 
good weather which never materialised. However, the silver 
lining is that we learnt a huge amount on how to deal with a 
wet autumn, no tilling on clay. In the long run I think this is 
a blessing in disguise and which offer more value down the 
line compared to one harvest with not enough wheat in the 
ground.

We started drilling on 19th September, getting in about 
300ha of winter barley and wheat before the weather broke, 
on the 23rd the same day as last year. This was all drilled 
with the sprinter on 2 inch dutch points after spring barley an 
spring oats. After the rain broke, we had 260ha of cover crop 
land to get in, as well as 130ha of cultivated land. The cover 
crop land, after OSR and first wheat consisted of linseed, 
buckwheat and sunflowers. We managed to chip away in 
small breaks in the weather for the next month. The cover 
crop kept the drill running clean and crops look reasonably 
well now. There was a lot of slugs to deal with however I 
hope as we get deeper into this style of farming they will 
diminish with better soil structure and more beneficials. It 
was really a revelation being able to drill into nice soil whilst 
anyone who had cultivated were doing their best to maul 
crops in, probably causing more soil damage to add on to 

what was caused last year. The fields now walk beautifully 
(apart from the odd hammered tramline and headland 
corner). Water is percolating through the soil profile and the 
number of worms is staggering. One thing that has become 
noticeable in the last few days is that any winter barley crops 
in the area established direct or with a shallow cultivator 
pass are generally looking green and well, whereas those 
established with deeper tillage and ploughing are beginning 
to show up yellow areas and multiple wheeling’s. More proof 
that aggressive tillage can often be counterproductive. Our 
area of cultivated land all ended up being broadcast and 
harrowed in. It is actually emerging well however the lack 
of structure in the soil is noticeable when walking, and there 
is more blackgrass pressure. Not ideal and hopefully the 
majority of our crops established with no till are proof that 
this cultivating was recreational.

The rape is generally looking okay, there is about 25ha we 
will right off and put spring oats in. It has been noticeable 
the OSR has been much harder to establish after spring 
barley, compared to early winter wheat and winter barley. 
Our low risk approach to OSR means the only cost lost on 
the poor couple of fields is a dose of slug pellets and a £5/
ha graminicide. As all OSR was sown with a companion 
crop I feel the 30kg/ha N applied at drilling will have been 
utilised by these, even if the rape itself did not get going.

Regenerative agriculture is reaching an interesting point in 
its development in the UK. It is becoming more mainstream. 
This is bringing to the fore some notable issues. What 
was once a farmer led movement is becoming increasingly 
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Extase winter wheat avatar drilled post cover crop of osr 
volunteers buckwheat sunflowers and linseed

Soil structure coming along Winter malting barley sprinter 2 inch Dutch points
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saturated with various companies offering “regen” solutions. 
Unfortunately, these solutions often take the form of various 
products. I am not saying none of these products don’t 
ever have a use. However, as this type of farming becomes 
more mainstream, there is an increasing number of farmers 
wanting to do it with a large gap in their knowledge. This 
leaves opportunity for companies to find a gap in the market 
to offer advice and products. The issue is if farmers have 
not gained the full understanding of the 5 basic principles 
of regen ag they are essentially sitting ducks for companies 
offering X service or product Y. As the money transfers from 
conventional to regenerative agriculture we have to be very 
alert to whom we trust. Many companies offering advice 
also sell all manner of products so due diligence is needed 
when choosing who to take advice from. The other worrying 
aspect of all this is what do these so called “biological/
biostimulant” products do? They are unregulated and high 
margin. At least with pesticides (although we don’t want to 
use them) we know what they can achieve and we also know 
the detrimental affect the have on the biology we are trying 
to nurture. I guess as farmers we are always trying to fiddle 
and improve things however, I am not convinced spending 
loads of money on gear we don’t really understand is the way 
to go, despite what the salesmen say. We are however trying 
a bio-stim, it is cheap and has had good results in numerous 
independent trials. Far beyond anything else I have seen (in 
fact many of them seem to have a detrimental affect on yield 
and do not produce positive MOIC).

As said earlier, some of these things may well have a 
place. But let us remember the key points for regenerative 
agriculture. The foundations of the system and most 
importantly soil. I would strongly urge anyone to understand 
the basics and get comfortable with them first, that is where 
the real gains are made. I fear if you simply “outsource” your 
decision making to vested interests it could end up with 
disappointment, a bamboozlement of big words and simply 
replacing a chemical bill with biologicals and high mark-
up trace elements (especially some of the more obscure 
examples I’ve seen recommended for baffling reasons). The 
regen movement is supposed to be an alternative to the 
status quo of high inputs and expensive costs, keep in mind 
any of these companies offering advice on regenerative 
farming and selling various products on the back of that is 
“serviced agronomy mark 2”. 

The best investment you can make into making a switch 
to regenerative farming is in yourself. Read as many books 
on the subjects as possible, trawl the forums, watch twitter, 
listen to podcasts, speak to the farmers doing it, download 
webinars. Find truly independent advisors or at least be 
clued up when using ones that may have an ulterior angle 
and get advice from more than one. Use your own mind 
and trust yourself. If you do not put the effort in you will 
simply carry on filling up other people’s coffers. Always be 
wary that the majority of people in this industries job is to 
make money from you. Get the basics right and the rest 
will follow.
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Measuring performance
Amidst the explosion in interest in how 
farmers can achieve environmental best 
practice without negatively impacting 
food production, an increasing 
number of schemes, labels and tools 
for measuring performance and 
recognising best practice are starting to 
emerge as well as a ballooning offering 
of ways to measure what is happening 
on farm.

Right now, it feels pretty confusing 
for many farmers to know how best 
to interact with the options becoming 
available and indeed to know whether 
the propositions which they may be 
faced with are the most rewarding. 
What is clear is that never have so 
many people been so interested in 
what farmers are doing on their farms.  
This is down to the heightened concern 
over how we are going to reverse the 
climate, nature and health crises we 
face and the vital role which farmers 
can play in this through how they farm. 
In addition, many of the businesses 
who buy from farmers want to be 
able to tell their customers about the 
positive environmental performance 
of their suppliers. To do this they need 
ways to measure that performance and 
to know what good likes.

 ’You can’t have a target without a 
baseline’ and ‘you can’t improve it if you 
don’t measure it’ are two stock phrases 
from the advisor’s handbook,  which 
can be used to justify lengthy data 
collection and comparison exercises. 
The pledge for net zero carbon farming, 
carbon sequestration targets and 
even increased productivity to reduce 
emissions are all being discussed 
but in order to achieve an outcome 
we need to know where we are 
starting from and what improvements 
are being made over time. There 
are now a range of tools and excel 
spreadsheet-based systems available 
such as AHDB benchmarking,  three 
industry recognised carbon calculators 
(Farmer Carbon Calculator, Agrecalc 
and the Cool Farm Tool) and ORC’s 
Public Goods Tool, all of which can be 

useful and are aimed at farmers rather 
than other industries. All can help to 
determine the farm baseline and if 
used regularly can provide information 
on change and improvement. 

Carbon footprint figures are 
increasingly being asked for, and 
there are good tools available, with 
slight differences between them. It is 
now possible to measure the benefits 
hedges and trees on farms bring, 
which historically may have been 
seen to have little economic value. 
One consequence of these carbon 
footprinting tools is that farmers can 
now say they have proof of carbon 
sequestration which could lead to 
the ability to receive payments for 
the carbon sequestered. What is still 
preventing this market from taking off 
fully in the UK are agreed metrics on 
the measurements although the FAO 
has now come up with a protocol for 
measuring soil carbon.

Biodiversity and environmental 
measurements can also be assessed 
by tools like the Public Goods (PG) 
tool with many others in development. 
The PG tool analyses stock numbers, 
yield and inputs information, as well 
as questions about on- farm practices, 

wildlife and environmental actions to 
produce a graphical interpretation on 
your farm.  The impact of changing 
farming practice can also be assessed 
using the tool. The Soil Association has 
been trialling a version to assess public 
good provision in a Defra test and trial 
in the Clun and River Exe catchments. 
We will all perhaps have to start getting 
used to seeing diagrams like the one 
below to present farm performance:

New terms, new farming 
systems
Alongside our rapidly expanding 
ability to measure and benchmark 
environmental performance a number 
of new terms are coming into common 
farming parlance. We are used to 
conservation agriculture and organic 
farming, but new terms which are 
becoming increasingly prominent 
are agroecological and regenerative 
farming, together with heightened 
interest in the ability to verify, certify or 
label production from farms which are 
following these newly coined farming 
systems.

What is agroecology? - Agroecology 
is not well understood. Put simply 
agroecological farming systems take 

Written by Liz Bowles from the Soil Association
The role of verification, certification and labelling to drive meaningful positive impact on our food production systems

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

Source: Output from farm PG Tool use 2020
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Proving to be the most reliable establishment 
method, the Mzuri system produces perfect seed  
to soil contact. With better establishment, direct 
into residue, soil structure and organic matter  
is improved to support vigorous root growth –  
all resulting in a significant and consistent  
uplift in yield. 

Stop pouring money down the drain... 

* Based on our 2019 customer survey of users converting from conventional plough based systems.

Take a look at our  
establishment system
    

ESTABLISHMENT 

SYSTEM  
SAVINGS*

on average  

£107/ha

SEEDBED 
FERTILISER 

SAVINGS*

£36/ha 
with band placement

LABOUR  
SAVINGS*

on average  

81 mins/ha

FUTURE PROOF FARMING
tel: 01905 841123     web: www.mzuri.eu
Mzuri Limited, Peopleton, Worcestershire, WR10 2BF

Call us today  for a no obligation  
chat about the future of farming. UK MADE

With Mzuri you could benefit from:

DON’T LET 
ESTABLISHMENT 
BECOME A DRAIN ON  
YOUR BUSINESS
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a whole-farm approach that works 
with nature, rather than against it, 
benefitting the environment, food 
quality and human health. Organic 
farming is the best known and the only 
accredited example of agroecological 
farming.

Alongside farming systems 
agroecology also involves 
us in looking at our food 
systems – what we eat, 
how we use food waste 
and how we as consumers 
interact with food producers 
focussing on more local 
and hyperlocal food 
supply chains. Maximising 
diversity in all things is a key 
component of agroecological 
farming systems including 
the integration of trees into 
the farmed landscape.

A farm following an agroecological 
farming system would typically do 
all of the following - reducing inputs, 
non-chemical pest control, harnessing 
ecosystem services instead; promote 
healthy, living soils  through soil 
nutrient cycling, high carbon soils, 
biodiverse soils,  use of green manures; 
farming with trees ; rotating and 
integrating crops, encouraging diversity 
and recycling nutrients rather than 
introducing external inputs.

Regenerative agriculture is a holistic 
philosophy that aims at positively 
influencing bio sequestration, biodiversity, 
ecotoxicity, climate resilience, water 
systems, micronutrients, and ecosystem 
services. Standard practices include no 
or min till, cover cropping, multi-use 
systems, agroforestry, rotational farming, 
precision agriculture, integrated pest 
management, and intentional use of 
inputs that are landscape specific. 
Again, the best-known UK example 
of such systems which has specific 
standards which are inspected against 
is organic farming.

Regenerative agriculture is not a ‘one 
size fits all’ prescriptive practice, instead 
it looks at the combination of methods 

that support resilience as well as build 
and nourish our ecosystem. Over 
time, regenerative practices are said 
to be able to increase production and 
naturally reduce the need for external 
inputs. When these regenerative 
practices are implemented successfully, 
the health of the agriculture ecosystem 
and farmer economic stability can be 
improved. 

Labels, verification and 
certification
Alongside these new terms for farming 
practice there is also focus on how 
possibly value can be added for 
farmgate produce from such systems. 
Mechanisms include certification 
against standards, verification of 
farming practices and use of labels for 
qualifying farms and products. There 
is also debate on how best to deliver 
improvement in farming practice to 
address the climate, nature and health 
crises we face. It may well be that 
supporting farmers to benchmark 
performance in relevant areas and 
to seek rewards from new sources 
such as for carbon or biodiversity 
offsetting might be more helpful, 
driving  cross sector collaboration to 
draw farmers into a new approach 
for land and livestock management. 
The need to establish a common 
language and a standardised approach 
to demonstrating farm environmental 
performance is becoming clear. There 
is also an increasing appetite for pre-
competitive industry collaboration to 
avoid both duplication of effort and 
unnecessary resulting confusion which 
could create barriers for farmer buy-
in and the system change which is 
needed.

Alongside this debate there are 
several new initiatives starting to 
emerge in this space:

The Regenerative Organic Alliance 
has defined regenerative agriculture 
into a set of standards which must be 
met in order to become ‘regenerative 
organic certified’ (ROC). ROC starts 
with organic as a baseline then builds on 
the US organic legislation and consists 
of three pillars: Soil Health and Land 
Management, Animal Welfare, and 
Farmer & Worker Fairness. ROC has 
just completed its first pilot phase and 
is set to launch as a global certification 
scheme soon.

The Regenagri platform was 
launched in June this year 
to promote holistic farming 
techniques that increase soil 
organic matter, encourage 
biodiversity, sequester CO2 
from the atmosphere and 
improve water management. 
This initiative is led by 
international agriculture 
and food chain auditing and 
certification body Control 
Union.

To help develop this initiative in 
the UK, a governance group has been 
established to advise on models to 
measure the impact and benefits of 
implementing regenerative systems 
through soil health, biodiversity, 
value systems and carbon footprints. 
Agrimetrics are the software partner 
for the initiative. Other governance 
members include the Cool Farm Alliance, 
FWAG, the Soil Association organic 
group and the Sustainable Food Trust. 
The Soil Association joined this group in 
the spirit of collaboration to see if it is 
possible to agree common frameworks 
for the metrics for assessing natural and 
social capital. 

The Soil Association is building on the 
‘Innovative Farmers’  approach that has 
been so successful in supporting farmer 
led research, and is developing a largely 
digital hub to enable farmers to share 
their improvements in the delivery of 
public goods…what’s working well’, and 
to benefit financially from doing so. This 
hub will focus on a set of practical iceberg 
indicators which farmers can report 
against periodically and which will allow 
them to identify how best to improve 
their performance against these metrics. 
We have made a start on this with a 
project we started in the summer called 
Carbon Assets for Soil Health (CASH) 
which will improve our understanding 
of how farming practices contribute to 
soil carbon stocks. We are still keen to 
hear from all farmers interested in being 
involved and who have historic soil 
analysis information. You can contact us 
on producer.support@soilassociation.
org to find out more.
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Regenerative Agriculture is becoming 
a buzzword in the non-agricultural 
business community, sustainability 
and the circular economy will become 
more impactful in the coming years. 
Consumers are now aware of the eco 
credentials of the businesses they 
are spending their money with. This is 
driving businesses across the country 
to consider their own environmental 
impacts. Major companies are 
committing to achieving net zero in the 
coming decades. 

UK farming and food production 
has a significant opportunity to play an 
important role in this. 

I am Thomas Gent, we have a 
family farm in South Lincolnshire and 
have been farming regeneratively 
for around 12 years. I have founded 
Gentle Farming. Gentle farming is 
an organisation looking into this 
opportunity and how we can connect 
farmers with businesses who are 
interested in supporting regenerative 
farming. The health of our soils directly 
impacts the health of society.

We began by focusing on soil carbon 
and soil testing but quickly realised 
this is a complex problem and there 
are currently no concrete answers. Soil 
testing is notoriously inconsistent and 
volatile. However, it will be a crucial part 
of the picture as methods develop.

This led to the thinking of regenerative 
agriculture as a whole farm system.

Using the regenerative agricultural 
principles, we are creating a brand 
and giving business the opportunity to 
invest and play a part in this important 
work. 

We are offering businesses the 
opportunity to work with a group of 
the most innovative and prominent UK 
farmers leading the way in regenerative 
practices. 

Using online calculators, research 
and previous soil testing we can build 
a picture of the amount of carbon our 
farms are storing and sequestering each 
year. 

I believe carbon offsetting money 
from the private sector will become a 
major part of the payments farmers will 
be able to receive in the future.

We are working with several 
organisations including a 
group of leading universities 
and UN climate change 
international partners to 
find a certified solution 
to carbon offsetting. It is 
looking very likely that this 
may be certified within the 
year. As soon as these pilot 
schemes come into action, 
we will be in the position 
to sell certified soil carbon 
credits. 

But until this happens we are 
focusing on the corporate social 
responsibility sector allowing us to 
build a system and a brand for working 

with farmers championing regenerative 
agricultural practices. Corporate social 
responsibility will also play a large part 
in the potential payments farmers could 
receive for farming regeneratively. 
With subsidies coming to an end this 
could be an opportunity for farmers to 
access funding.

Businesses will want to be able to 
work with an established credible 
community of farmers. Our potential 
group of farms are spread across the 
country and so can be local to any 
business. We plan to facilitate the 
opportunity for clients to visit farms to 
learn hands-on what we are doing day 
in and day out and to share our values.

This is a huge opportunity for 
UK farming and if we act decisively 
and quickly we can become actively 
involved in the market and the 
conversation around pricing. Through 
this opportunity farmers can have a 
significant impact in mitigating climate 
change, working towards net zero 
and providing many environmental 
benefits. The possible funding streams 
are an incentive for farmers across 
the country to implement sustainable 
farming practices to the benefit of all.

Written by Thomas Gent from Gentle Farming

PUTTING A PRICE ON 
REGENERATIVE FARMING

Find out 
more here:
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS
IN FOCUS...

MORE MECHANICAL WEED CONTROL 
OPTIONS FROM OPICO

OPICO has widened its mechanical 
weed control line-up to include a new 
range of inter- and intra-row hoes.

Joining Hatzenbichler comb harrows 
and hoes, German-built KULT machines 
add to the Bourne-based company’s 
offering with specialist cultivators 
designed for high-value vegetable 
and salad crops. In addition, the 
firm’s steerable headstocks provide a 
simpler, lighter, lower-cost option for 
implements with narrower working 
widths.

KULT’s inter-row hoes can be 
equipped with a wide range of working 
tools from A-shares to L-blades with 
tines positioned to suit the narrowest 
10cm spacings in wheat to row crops 
like pumpkins set up to 1m apart. 

While dealing with weeds between 
the rows of crop is critical in maximising 
yield, in these high-value specialist 
crops it’s equally important to manage 
those in amongst the rows of plants. 
That’s where KULT’s innovative intra-
row finger weeder comes in.

A much simpler approach than other 
solutions on the market, pairs of plastic 
tined wheels either side of the row work 
in tandem to pluck weed seedlings out 
from between the crop plants. This 
intra-row weed control option is also 

available on Hatzenbichler’s line-up of 
inter-row hoes.

“With its success firmly rooted in the 
vegetable industry, KULT’s philosophy 
is very much about building bespoke 
machines to suit the customers’ 
requirements,” explains OPICO 
managing director James Woolway.

“Its weeders can be made to suit any 
bed size or working width and can be 
equipped with a wide range of tools 
to deal with different crops, soil types 
and weeds. That concept of configuring 
bespoke machines is exactly how we 
at OPICO are handling our mechanical 
weed control offering here in the UK. 
Our product specialists will work with 
growers to build exactly the right 
specification implement for the job.”

To that end, there is a range of options 
for the KULT’s steerable toolbars. At 
the most basic level customers can opt 
for manual guidance with an operator 
seated on the frame steering the unit 
either mechanically or hydraulically. 
This is often chosen where there is less Specialist weeding lettuce: 25cm row width. 2m Kult headstock with manual guidance, fitted with inter-row 

standard spring tines & shares and 250mm intra-row finger weeders. 

Specialist weeding wheat: 25cm row width:  3m Kult headstock with Tillett and Hague guidance, fitted with inter 
row vibro spring tines and standard shares 
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of an emphasis on covering the ground 
at high speed.

Moving to the next level of 
automation, growers can opt for 
camera guidance. Like Hatzenbichler 
machines, KULT weeders employ the 
British-made Tillett and Hague system. 
These camera-guided machines work 
closer to the crop and hence provide 
improved weed control at higher work 
rates.

While Hatzenbichler comb harrows 
and inter-row hoes provide herbicide-
free weed control options for broadacre 
crops, the KULT line-up is a much more 
bespoke offering to cater for a wide-
range of specialist crops. 

“Although we’ve been selling 
Hatzenbichler comb harrows for weed 
control in organic arable crops for some 
25 years, it was only last year that we 
introduced the Austrian firm’s inter-row 
hoes to the UK,” says James Woolway.

“Since then we’ve had enquiries 
coming from all sectors of both 
agriculture and horticulture. That 

demand prompted us to look at 
widening our offering. With a strong 
established following in vegetable and 
salad production, KULT was the natural 

solution. The company’s product line 
gives us a full armoury to deal with the 
increasing demand for chemical-free 
weed management.”

Specialist weeding spinach on raised beds: 2m Kult headstock with manual guidance, fitted with duo solo, inter-row 
weeding units and ridging discs 
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fodder beet / potato chopper
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Above: Fodder beet chopper has useful hopper size and space 

Right and far 

right: In use - the 

rotor turns anti-

clockwise with the 

static cleaners 

on the right and 

chopping blades on 

the spring loaded 

panel on left

Far left: Shows 

the covered drive 

and sheet metal put 

around. Also shows 

the 80 x 80mm 

ladder frame

Left: Chain drive 

uses 44 and 10 tooth 

sprockets

the rotor having the end cut at an angle.

Some 110mm round tubing was used as a guard to protect 

anyone from getting caught in the shaft between the sprocket 

and the hopper. The tubing sits inside the two bearing housings 

snuggly and can only be removed when the bearing housing 

is unbolted. The chain and sprockets are also covered by 2mm 

sheet made into a box. It’s good to see that user safety was high 

priority in the design and manufacture of the beet chopper 

as this can often be overlooked on home builds. If he were 

building again he would make the legs 1ft longer to give space 

for a bigger bucket. 

Followup: Thomas Tiernan, Co. Armagh, Ireland

Story from Niall Murphy
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DOES YOUR DIGGER HAVE A THUMB?You can call them power clamps, grippers or whatever, and there are commercial ones as well as those from the 

workshop. They are gaining popularity in the US.

Above left: The Amulet Powerbrute Excavator thumb for 1 - 3 ton machines is low profile when in the storage position and measures 7” wide x 20” 

long for pin style buckets and is 25” long for quick couplers. The base plate is 4” wide x 31.5” long to weld to the boom. 

Above centre: The Amulet Powerclamp is built for 5 - 6 ton machines and increases excavator’s versatility. They make the whole machine with high 

strength steel alloy and heavy duty hydraulic rams and the machine is regularly fitted to machines doing demolition work, and separating recyclables - 

high duty cycle operations. 
Above right: A neat way to hold timber for chainsaw work which adds to safety and work effort with the timber never pinching

Excavator digger buckets are great for digging, but get used for 
other jobs. Adding a hydraulic thumb allows the excavator to grip 
objects, making it an indispensable tool for  loading brush, logs or 
debris.

Picking up slabs of concrete, awkward stones and so on is made 
a whole lot easier when it is held in a jaw instead of resting on one 
side. 

Digger thumbs fit on the arm in a variety of ways, and much 
depends on the arm. Some arms already have mountings for a pin 
on the underside which is in the right place for a thumb to swivel. 
Most don’t so a bracket will need to be welded on.Likewise at the other end of the arm on which the ram is 
mounted for the second pin. 

Added safety
Using the back-hoe bucket as a handler rather than a digger is 
always a temptation and is often done. Things can drop off the 
bucket and this is when they hit somebody. Holding the item tight 
increases the speed the work is done, and prevents accidents. Fixed thumbs

Users say they certainly make some moves a lot easier, and are 
a cheaper and easier workshop project. They do of course get in 
the way when using the bucket, but can be designed to fold away. 
With no extra hydraulics and less weight on the arm they make a 
useful halfway house for the farm digger which is not in regular 
daily use. 

Followup: www.everythingattachments.com 

Above left: This fixed thumb hinges on the frame which is bolted to the digger arm, allowing the angle to be altered by changing the position of the 

pin. It can then fold away using a second hole in the support part of the attachment.
Above centre: A small ‘Tom Thumb’ design has a double curve on the gripper blades and fits neatly on the short length digger arm

Above right: A more complex design with the ram located on the inside of the clamp arm. 
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      twitter.com/farmideas         www.facebook.com/practicalfarmideas

Saving farmers ££thousands since 1992
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We didn’t think we would get a wetter autumn than last 
year……we were wrong.

I definitely remember farmers telling me that last autumns 
rain was only a freak occurrence and it wouldn’t occur twice 
in as many years. Well nature had other ideas and it has 
meant that after 130mm of rain over the first weekend of 
October we again have very little winter crop in the ground. 
Once we have that much rainfall on our clay soils its pretty 
much game over when it comes to drilling a profitable crop.

Most of the farm bar a little bit of winter barley and a 
little winter wheat will again be going into spring crop. This 
in the past would be rather devastating for us but since 
changing to zero till we have managed to turn a half decent 
profit from spring cropping. With little if any pre emergent 
herbicides needed, plenty of composted manure to reduce 
our nitrogen use and the ability to put some fields down to 
whole crop for our cattle has shown that spring cropping 
can work very well under our new system. It will also be a 
great benefit in terms of blackgrass control to have fields 
that have only known a spring crop for the last 3 years.

Having said that I do want to continue growing good 
winter crops so we have had to look at what we can do to 
prevent the rainfall from stopping us. We have come up 
with a four point plan.

Drainage
The current wet autumn has made us realise that our 
drainage needs to be better. Ill be the first to admit that in 
the past our drainage systems have not been adequately 
maintained. Ditches have been left too silt up and drains 
have steadily blocked up. All these things are great for the 
wildlife and biodiversity on the farm but not so great for 
our bottom line. Under cultivation we probably got away 
with our badly maintained drains, but since we changed 
our system we have realised that we need an efficient 
way of allowing the clay too get excess water away. 

We are currently partaking in a large amount of ditching 
and finding tile drains we didn’t even know we had. We 
purchased a small drain jetter to clear our outfalls and are 
making great progress. I think we will see the benefits of 
this for years to come and am sort of kicking myself we 
didn’t do this work before.  The whole process has shown 
me that the chaps who put these drains in many years 
ago really knew what they were doing and that we will be 
maintaining the fantastic system they put in place properly 
from now on. 

Green cover before autumn drilling
Until now I have always thought that there is no point in 
growing a cover crop in front of winter crops. After speaking 

to a few other more knowledgeable individuals I’ve come 
to the conclusion that actually a fast-growing cover can 
keep the drill rolling in the autumn and prevent soil from 
sticking to press wheels, openers and every other part of 
our drills it feels like connecting itself too. On top of this, 
if we still can’t get it drilled, it can stay in place and reap all 
the benefits of a cover crop until we return in the spring.

Continue to increase our infiltration rate
We have already noticed that our infiltration rates are 
getting better under zero till but we need to get even 
better. To do this we will keep on growing cover crops, use 
grazed perennial in the rotation, keep adding carbon back 
to the soil through manure, and try to keep off the soil when 
condition aren’t right. The last one of these isn’t always 
possible, so we have purchased a small low disturbance 
subsoiler. I don’t intend to use it a huge amount. But if we 
do cause more compaction than can be taken out through 
using a cover crop we need a way to get oxygen back into 
the soil to enable the microbes and worms to repopulate.

Bring our drilling date forward
We have always delayed drilling here until mid October due 
to blackgrass. We are now getting on top of the dreaded 
weed and I think its time to gradually bring the drill date 
earlier. All the seed that comes through now should have 
germinated at the surface so should get hit pretty hard by 
our pre ems as well as showing a green leaf earlier than 
a buried seed. On top of this ive been thinking about 
bringing OSR back into the rotation. We haven’t grown it 
for 6 years now due to flea beetle pressure. If we can grow 
it with very little cost until we actually know we have a 
viable crop then it will be back for us. It offers an early 
drill date, different set of chemistry and if it fails we will 
pretend it’s a cover crop. I think the main down side will 
be the slugs, I’ve enjoyed not using slug pellets since we 
last grew it.

On a more positive note our whole cropped oats (under 
sown with grazing leys and herbs) are proving a favourite 
for the cattle. The intakes are up and the silage has 
analysed really well. The only thing it was lacking in was 
protein. This year we are planning on companion cropping 
the oats with either vetch or peas to help increase this. 
I’m hoping to grow this using only a predrilling dose of 
round up and an application of FYM, it will be interesting 
to see whether the oats gets enough nutrient from the 
manure, legumes and our soil biology.

Stay safe, keep smiling and hopefully we can start 
meeting each other again in the near future. Im certainly 
looking forward to the first agricultural show I can get too 
when this bloody virus gets the message and does one.

FARMER FOCUS 
STEVE LEAR
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Cross out the past 
and let the worms work for you
Some direct drills from around the world may have 
been a good idea when they were invented. But times 
have changed – so keep up with the future.
With a Novag drill you’re not only investing in the world’s 
most innovative no-tillage drill, but you’ll also receive healthy 
soils that will make the next generation’s farming a success. 

Cut your costs and working hours and let the worms, fungi 
and bacteria do the job for you. Enjoy increasing carbon 
sequestration, water storage and nutritional quality –
all while increasing yields and revenues! It even helps 
you to restore thriving ecosystems. This may sound like 
a fairytale, but it works.

Novag  \ www.novagsas.com

NOVAG-DV-Full 190w.pdf   1   23/03/2020   10:37
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Scientists from the UK’s foremost 
agricultural research institutes have 
teamed up to create a new UK Crop 
Microbiome Cryobank (UK-CMCB) to 
safeguard future research and facilitate 
the sustainable yield improvement of 
the UK’s six major food crops including 
barley, oats, oil seed rape, potato, sugar 
beet and wheat.

CABI, who is leading the BBSRC 
project, joins researchers from 
Rothamsted Research, Scotland’s Rural 
College (SRUC) and the John Innes 
Centre, in developing a ‘Noah’s Ark’ of 
UK microbes from crop systems that will 
form the first publicly available resource 
of its kind anywhere in the world.

Scientists from the University of East 
Anglia (UEA) and the James Hutton 
Institute will also be collaborating on the 
initiative which will use state-of-the art 
cryo research techniques to preserve 
important crop microbiome samples 
from different soil types across the UK.

The UK-CMCB will provide a facility 
for researchers to source data and 

samples for their work, including living 
microbial material as well as genomic and 
metagenomic sequences (DNA) from 
different microbiome environments, 
including the rhizoplane.

Microbiomes are all the microbes 
present in any one ecosystem, in 
this case those associated with 
the crop plant, whether they 
are present in the leaves, seeds 
and stems or in the bulk soil 
around the roots. A beneficial 
microbiome results in a healthy 
plant and an improved crop yield 
and better-quality food.

Dr Matthew Ryan, Curator, Genetic 
Resource Collection at CABI, said, “By 
preserving these valuable crop microbial 
samples, from a ‘unique snapshot in 
time,’ we will generate a representative, 
very valuable and unique resource from 
key UK crop systems that will become 
a vital resource for scientific researchers 

for generations to come.

“We will be using UK-developed 
cryotechnology that uses liquid nitrogen 
to keep the samples secure at very cold 
temperatures. If you like, it is a ‘Noah’s 
Ark’ of UK microbes from crop systems 
and one that has many potential exciting 
uses.”

All of the project resources will be 
fully characterised using advanced 
DNA sequencing techniques in order 
for scientists to discover what microbes 
– fungi, bacteria, archaea (single-celled 
microorganisms with structure similar to 
bacteria) and viruses – are there, what 
they are doing in the microbiome and 
what role they play in enhancing crop 
growth. The UK-CMCB will create a 
curated database of sample information 
associated with annotated sequences, 
meta-data and analytical tools for end-
users.

This will be the first synchronised 
resource covering the total microbiome 
of a variety of crops in standardised 
soil types, supported by bioinformatics, 
microbiologists, plant health experts and 
world class storage facilities.

Dr Tim Mauchline, Plant and Soil 
Microbiologist at Rothamsted Research, 
said, “Soil health is particularly important. 
If we can better understand the function 
of microbes present in our soils we can 
use this information to help farmers 
produce sustainable crops. There is a 
clear need to increase food production 
and reduce our reliance on chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides. It is imperative 
that biological solutions are found to 
help ensure the UK’s food security.”

Dr Nicola Holden, leading the 
genomics and bioinformatics team at 
SRUC and James Hutton Institute, said, 

Written by Wayne Coles at CABI

FOR WHEN THE 
CHIPS ARE DOWN

PRESERVING UK SOIL MICROBIAL BIODIVERSITY 
FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

A UK wheat crop – one of the six to have its microbiome held and curated as part of the UK Crop Microbiome 
Cryobank (Credit: Pixabay).
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“We are at a very exciting time in our 
understanding of microbiomes because 
of advances in deep sequencing 
capabilities, telling us not just about 
the composition of the microbiomes, 
but also informing on their functions. 
This resource will provide base-line 
data for how different crop types and 
the soils they are grown in impact the 
microbiome. Our ambition is to provide 
a comprehensive resource that will 
be used to optimise crop production 
systems.”

A further work package will be 

focussed on demonstrating the utility 
of the UK-CMCB for isolation of plant 
growth promoting bacteria and synthetic 
community construction.

This will involve characterisation of 
the culturable microbiota associated 
with crop plants and the generation 
of crop-associated synthetic microbial 
communities (SynComs) and testing for 
their positive impact on plant growth. 
The microbial consortia generated 
through this work package will be added 
to the CryoBank and made available to 
the public.

Dr Jacob Malone, Group Leader, 
Molecular Microbiology at the John 
Innes Centre, who will be leading the 
SynCom construction and testing work 
said, “The UK-CMCB will provide a 
comprehensive platform to enable 
research towards optimising plant yield 
and providing sustainable alternatives 
to environmentally damaging 
agrochemicals.”

The 5-year project starts in October 
2020 and will engage with CHAP, the 
UK’s Agritech centre for crop health and 

protection, academic researches and 
industry.

About CABI
CABI is an international not-for-profit 
organization that improves people’s lives 
by providing information and applying 
scientific expertise to solve problems in 
agriculture and the environment.

Through knowledge sharing and 
science, CABI helps address issues 
of global concern such as improving 
global food security and safeguarding 
the environment. We do this by helping 
farmers grow more and lose less of 
what they produce, combating threats 
to agriculture and the environment 
from pests and diseases, protecting 
biodiversity from invasive species, and 
improving access to agricultural and 
environmental scientific knowledge. 
Our 50 member countries guide and 
influence our core areas of work, 
which include development and 
research projects, scientific publishing 
and microbial 
services.

The culture collection at CABI where the microbiomes 
of the UK’s major crops will be held and curated as 
part of the UK Crop Microbiome Cryobank (Credit: 
Tom Swindley/CABI).

Are your soils 
working for you?
The SSM analysis can identify your soil type,  
traits, strengths and weaknesses.
WHAT IS INCLUDED:

• Understanding of soils’ biological, chemical and physical aspects and how  
 to balance them for increased productive potential
• Soil nutrient properties calculated in Kg/Ha
• Integration with precision farming systems
• Comprehensible results and practical advice for direct action and solutions  
 We transform statements about your soil into strategies for your business.

Be more  
informed 

about your soil
soiladvice.com

+44 (0)7970 286420
ian@soiladvice.com

Twitter: @ssmsoilhealth
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A broken System
My interest in sustainable food began somewhere in the mid 
2000’s when, working for a UK farming group, we ended up 
importing lettuce into the UK, by air, in spring, to satisfy the 
demands of a major customer. I was shocked that no one 
seemed to be particularly concerned about the impact that 
sort of practice had.  

Two generations of shoppers have been taught to expect 
a 12-month supply of everything, from Strawberries to 
Cauliflower, for it to look perfect across the board and, 
worst of all, to pay as little as possible for it.

You cannot fault the service given to the consumer 
because of this model but what about the producer and 
the planet both of whom get left behind in the race to the 
bottom?

About COOK
Luckily enough, just as I was about to go and become a beach 
bum, (until I found out that the pay wasn’t great), almost by 
accident, I landed a job at this fledgling, ready meal business 
that had a heart and was open to an alternative view.

COOK has always had purpose at its core, back then the 
business was focused on quality above all else however it 
was already working hard to establish links to good local 
businesses and to put down a marker to determine what 
“purpose” actually meant.

The business has always been focused on people, 
community, and quality because it’s the right thing to do 
rather than as a result of a strategic approach. Becoming 
a founding UK BCorp in 2014 really helped to cement our 
purpose into something tangible. 

Protein is, and always was, by far our biggest single 
ingredient spend area. So naturally this is where we started 
focusing our efforts to effect change and animal welfare 
was the obvious starting point. We knew that this wasn’t 
the whole answer and that actually the problem was a 
much bigger multi- faceted one. One that required a focus 
not just on welfare or carbon but on other outputs like soil 
health, biodiversity, water quality etc. but we needed to start 
somewhere.

We have now achieved five compassion in world farming 
awards and begun to work closely with a number of suppliers 
on how we can help improve in other areas and reduce our 
scope 3 emissions as well.

The Crisis
Of course, we are all fully aware of the climate crisis and 
the very real need to take bold and urgent action. We have 
set science-based targets and pledged net zero by 2030, in 
common with many other businesses. However, there are 
thousands who haven’t made any commitments at all, as of 
yet.

We are also fully aware that agriculture gets a lot of the 

Written by Richard Pike from COOK

DOES REGEN AG MATTER? 
A Food Processor's View...
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blame and that the work done to enhance and protect food 
security, safety standards and quality goes unsung in the 
face of environmental pressure. It is incumbent on us to help 
shepherd a change in perception and to educate consumers 
in order to improve.

It’s also no longer enough anymore just to be sustainable, 
if we really want to change things, we have to put something 
back.

Commercial reality
People expect brands that they trust to be “doing the 
right thing” but what does that mean in reality? Someone, 
somewhere, must pay for doing business this way to 
understand and realize the true value of food.

Sometimes it’s difficult for us in the industry to work 
out what good looks like so how on earth can we expect 
a consumer to differentiate between the provenance of a 
collection of shiny packs covered in claims in a supermarket 
aisle or to understand that just because it has a union flag all 
over it does not necessarily mean it’s the best option?

Legal minimum country standards never go far enough 
and although there is a plethora of private standards in 
operation, all of whom perform a great service, many are 
focused on a single element of a complicated system.

We are not experts in this space, we need to rely on those 
who are. We need a set of established and agreed guidelines 
or outcomes that allow us to work out equivalence and more 
importantly communicate that, in a simple way, to every 
stakeholder to uncover the true value.

The future
Any food business not truly active in the regenerative space 
within five years will risk being left behind and on the road 
to obsolescence. Getting behind efforts to put something 
back, we hope to be able to help influence and support all 
those we work with, to ensure that they are still viable and 
successful in the future. 

One of the key aspects of our business philosophy is 
relationships and we believe that they are the most important 
aspect of any partnership. The willingness to provide long 
term support and share the challenges is paramount to the 
success of both the producer and the customer if we are 
going to make any real difference. 

We always invite our suppliers to come and visit us to see 
how we use their product for two reasons.

Firstly, it connects the producer with the reason we are 
asking for the very specific things we ask for and how those 
things fit into our process. But more importantly to connect 
the people handling the product with the reality, that what’s 
before them is the result of someone else’s blood sweat 
and tears, whose livelihood depends on it and is not just 
something to necessarily cast aside because it doesn’t meet 
the expectation on the day.

Where we can, we showcase the people who work with 
us to create a true connection from end to end and that’s 
what tells the story.

Someone once told me that we, as a retailer, needed to 
give the customer what they wanted but I disagree with the 
sentiment. It may be a little arrogant but it’s now time for us, 
as producers, to give people what they need and to tell them 
why they need it. We can’t turn the clock back 50 years, nor 
should we, but we can learn a lot from the experiences of 
our forefathers in realizing the true value of both food and 
the land that provides it to us. We need to play our part in 
educating our consumers to that effect.

There is no silver bullet of course and no one size fits all 
solution but a truly sustainable future is ours for the taking 
if we are brave enough and I want to be able to tell my 
kids that we did our best to right the 
wrongs. 

The system is truly broken but 
Regenerating Agriculture is part of the 
solution………….
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS
IN FOCUS...

CELEBRATING 10  
YEARS OF MZURI

On these pages you may be more 
familiar with Mzuri’s Trial Farm Manager 
Ben Knight, but in this feature, the 
man behind the machine Martin Lole, 
recounts the company’s history as they 
celebrate ten years of Mzuri strip tillage. 

Developed in Worcestershire
2021 is a very special year for us at 
Mzuri, not only does it mark ten years 
since the launch of the first Mzuri Pro-
Til drill at Cereals 2011, but it marks ten 
years since we started our journey into 
bringing environmental and commercial 
benefits to farmers far and wide. 

The story starts in Worcestershire in 
2005 after I purchased Springfield Farm. 

Picking up from where the last 
occupant left off, I purchased an array 
of heavy cultivation equipment and an 
ample supply of horsepower to continue 
the conventional cultivations in earnest. 
It wasn’t long however, that I soon 
realised I was spending more time in the 
tractor seat and less time with my two 
young daughters, all whilst watching my 
input costs rise (from the farm that is!). 

After years of repeated attempts, it was 
becoming clear that farming in the way 
that I had known, as was typical for the 
area, simply was not going to be viable in 
the future. With the farm productivity at 
a low, I knew that if I wanted to continue, I 
needed to radically change my approach. 

My biggest concern was the sheer cost 
of establishment coupled with insufficient 
yields to support the enterprise. Early 

on, I identified that my biggest source 
of costs came from the machinery and 
horsepower that I was so eager to buy 
in 2005, which in actual fact had done 
nothing more than drain my resources 
and limit the farms potential ever since. 

So that’s where I started, with a 
background in engineering from my 
Spearhead days. I developed the Mzuri 
Pro-Til to consolidate the passes of 
my conventional system to produce a 
seedbed direct into stubble, in one pass, 
and at a fraction of the cost. The results 
were astounding, and the sheer scope of 
the benefits were even a shock to me. 

In fact, the impact on our finances were 
so stark that even the accountant raised 
a query with what he believed to be an 
oversight in the farm bookkeeping, but 

the reality was that we were consuming 
far less diesel, labour and machinery.

From there, with the reduced 
cultivations of the strip tillage system, 
our soil health improved, our crops 
established better, and we retained 
moisture and structure which supported 
higher yielding crops. The difference 
really was night and day and remains 
consistent with what our customers 
report when converting from similar 
plough-based systems. 

Expanding the sales network
Since the Pro-Til’s first outing at Boothby 
Graffoe,  we have gone on to build a 
network of customers and dealers across 
the UK, many of whom are still with us 
today. In 2013 we expanded our export 
market into Europe and from there the 
Mzuri system is now sold in more than 
20 countries, spanning four continents. 

I believe it is the Mzuri system’s 
universally resilient approach that has 
gained it notoriety across the world. From 
the harsh winters of Eastern Europe, the 
short growing season of Scandinavia 
to the moisture deficit in Africa and 
challenges faced by New Zealand and the 
UK, the Pro-Til’s design and agronomic 
merits produce unparalleled seedbeds in 
a range of climates.

The mounted Pro-Til was first launched at Cereals in 2011

An early example of the trailed Pro-Til  

Our trial farm is the hub from which we share and 
exchange knowledge with our customers and industry 
experts.   
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In 2017 we announced the opening of 
a manufacturing facility in Poland to meet 
the rapidly growing demand in export 
markets as a joint venture with Polish 
company AN-AGRO. The new factory 
was built in the Bydgoszcz region in 
Poland to service the Eastern and Central 
European customer base with interest 
being particularly strong in Poland, Russia 
and Ukraine. With production continuing 
in Worcestershire to service the UK and 
Scandinavia, the new site allowed us to 
free up some of our production in the 
UK to be more responsive to the rapidly 
expanding UK market.

Did you know?
In 2017, with an itch to get back into 
vegetation management from my 
Spearhead days, we launched a self-
levelling hedge cutter and marketed 
it under the sub brand Razorback. 
Initially in Mzuri orange, we split the 
range into its own brand and sister 
company which you may have seen 
with its striking green livery!

Like Mzuri though, our Razorback 
brand focuses on quality and 
innovation, with machines designed 
and built in the UK and built to last. 
Since then we have added a range of 
rotary mowers and grass and stubble 
harrows to the range which is used 
alongside the strip tillage system on 
our trial farm. 

 

The Greatest Accolade
We have been very fortunate over the 
years that Mzuri has been recognised 
across multiple platforms for our 
innovation, service and impact on the 
environment, and have been in receipt 
of awards both in the UK and further 
afield.  

From the IAgrE Ivel Award, presented 
to the Pro-Til Xzact as the best new 

innovation at LAMMA 2018 for 
demonstrating the most positive 
contribution to the environment, to 
the award presented to our service 
team for their excellent back up and 
support of our customers. We are 
proud of each and every one of them 
and I was delighted to be awarded the 
Blue-Ribbon award for Outstanding 
Contribution to Agricultural Machinery 
in 2019. 

Mzuri’s biggest award however 
doesn’t come with a white glove or 
awarded at a star-studded ceremony. 
Our most valued award is the feedback 
we receive from our customers, and 
their experiences shared of a system 
that often yields transformative effect.  
From those who have been with us 
the full ten years to those who are just 
starting out, we are proud to work with 
each and every one. 

Mzuri: Future Proof Farming
With ten years under our belt, we have 
a firm eye on the future. 

As attitudes to soil management 
evolve and attract mainstream 
attention, I am pleased that Mzuri is 
well placed to deliver reliable solutions 

to the many questions now faced by 
growers. Through ‘boots on the ground’ 
trial and error, we have refined our 
system and captured useful information 
which helps us to inform our future 
practice and ensure our products meet 
the challenges faced not only today, but 
tomorrow.

Our continuing goal is focused 
around supporting our customers to 
achieve their sustainability goals in 
light of changing agricultural policy and 
regulation, extreme weather patterns 
and market volatility - through a 
combination of soil health, productivity, 
and cost saving principles.

One thing is for sure, we are looking 
to 2021 with excitement. It’s going to 
be big. 

In 2017 our manufacturing capabilities expanded through a joint venture with AN-AGRO, opening a factory in 
Poland to service the Eastern Europe markets.

Receiving the IAgrE Ivel Award for the Mzuri Pro-Til 
Xzact at LAMMA 2018

In 2017 we launched the orange Auto-Level hedge 
cutter but later split the brand to the striking green 
livery seen today

With ten years under our belt, we are looking to the 
future
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PASTURE FOR LIFE GOES FROM 
STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

Ten years ago The Pasture-Fed Livestock Association (PFLA) was formed by four farmers in the back room of a pub. Now, 
with more than 600 members and almost 2,000 consumer supporters, the organisation is looking ahead with confidence 

and excitement. Sara Gregson reports… 
The PFLA is a diverse and growing 
community of farmers, butchers, food 
retailers, academics and consumers, 
who all champion the regenerative use 
of grazing animals to produce 100% 
pasture-fed meat and dairy. 

More than 100 members are certified 
‘Pasture for Life’, which means they 
can use the Pasture for Life rosette in 
the promotion of their food products. 
Consumers can be sure the animals 
their meat and dairy came from only 
ever ate grass and pasture, no grains. 

This year has seen the publication 
of a new mission and strategy in 
which the PFLA seeks to encourage 
more agroecological farming methods, 
promoting higher environmental 
outcomes and animal welfare and the 
production of nutritionally dense food.

The PFLA aims to achieve its mission 
through three strategic pillars:

•  Culture – spreading awareness 
of the benefits of 100% pasture-
fed farming systems, through 
education, marketing and events, 
which will bring more people into 

the network

•  Certification – providing a set of 
standards that act as a benchmark 
and developing market mechanisms 
so that certified products achieve 
premium prices and certified supply 
chains are suitable assured

•  Collaboration – working with the 
UK farming community to ensure 
that pasture-fed principles are at 
the forefront of agricultural thinking 
and the PFLA benefits from strong 
networks with funders and other 
like-minded organisations.

Regional groups
Building on a number of existing groups, 
the PFLA is now seeking to support its 
membership at a more local level. The 
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation has granted 
the association significant £250,000 
seed-funding to help do this over the 
next three years.

“As the PFLA has grown the collegiate 
culture of the organisation which 
developed naturally from the start, will 
be served better by a regional structure,” 
says the PFLA’s Jimmy Woodrow. 

“We shall nurture existing groups like 
those in the South East and Cotswolds 
and seek to establish additional groups 
around the country including in the 
lowlands of Scotland, South Wales, 
Cumbria, Herefordshire, Wessex, Devon 
and Cornwall.

“Working locally will deliver many 
benefits, including being able to deliver 
more farmer-to farmer education, 
which acknowledges the variations in 
local traditions, soils, terrain, breeds and 
climate.

“Certified producers will be 
encouraged to work together to 
develop local supply chains, identify 
regional processing hubs and work 
with butchers and retailers to promote 
Pasture for Life branded food.

“The groups will also be encouraged to 
develop relationships with like-minded 
partner organisations spanning the 
farming, food and conservation sectors 
in their areas, such as the Wildlife Trusts 
and the RSPB.”

For more information visit  
www.pastureforlife.org

Pasture for Life farmer - Case Study
Ollie White, Somerset
Pasture-farming from scratch
Somerset born Ollie White always knew he wanted to farm, 
but it had to be low cost and low-input as he was working 
full time out of agriculture and had next to no money.

“I did a lot of reading and came across Joel Salatin’s ‘You can 
farm’,” Ollie explains. “I was excited about the opportunities 
for grass-fed meats, stacking enterprises to maximise returns 
from the land and direct retailing to consumers.”

A UK agricultural costings notebook stated the most 
profitable pasture-based enterprise to run was geese. So, 
in 2010 Ollie bought 57 goslings, which he set up on an 
original 1.6 hectares. He quickly set up a website and with 
the help of a Google Ads campaign, managed to sell all the 
birds. 

Ollie slowly added 7.3 more hectares and in 2014 he 
applied for, and was awarded, a 51-hectare Somerset 

County Council farm on a ten-year tenancy, on the outskirts 
of Ilminster.

After a lot of remedial work and 14km of fencing, Ollie 
moved his 11 beef cattle, 30 ewes and 250 goslings to 
Greenway Farm. The predominantly Aberdeen Angus beef 
cattle are bought as weaned calves to raise and finish on 

Ollie White with his girlfriend
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grass, and the ewes are Poll Dorset x New Zealand Romney. 
The livestock is outwintered on stockpiled pasture and hay.

He set up the Farm2Fork brand and started to build up 
his customer base. Apart from the geese, the meat is all 
sold frozen. This is a critical element of his business model, 
allowing him to sell meat all year around and not having to 
fatten and finish animals out of season.

Nuffield scholarship
In 2015 Ollie won a Nuffield Farming Trust Scholarship and 
went to see many grass-fed businesses in America including 
Joel Salatin at Polyface Farm. 

On his return, he created a new enterprise of pastured 
chickens using mobile pens, rearing and selling 225 chickens 
that year. Now, demand has pushed chicken numbers up to 
5,000 birds. This year has also seen the launch of a pastured 
turkey enterprise using the Salatin-inspired Gobblygo mobile 
turkey roost.

Having developed a successful mail-order model with 
customers nationwide, last year Ollie set up an on-farm shop 
with a self-checkout and collection point. This takes away 
the cost of delivery – but also brings the public to the shop 
where they can better connect with the farm and the food 
journey.

In 2019, Ollie ran 65 beef cattle, 120 breeding sheep, 
500 geese, as well as the 5,000 chickens. Greenway Farm 
is currently converting to organic status and Ollie is also a 
member of the Pasture-Fed Livestock Association – selling 
his sheep under the Pasture for Life accreditation. 

“Online consumers are looking for labels they can trust,” 
says Ollie. “Covid-19 has really boosted online sales.”

While Ollie’s business is doing really well, he admits that 
the financial realities of developing a food business from 
scratch, do worry him.

“I had to take on debt early on in the business and having 
adequate cash flow has always been a challenge,” says Ollie. 

“We have been increasing farm productivity and sales, 
with annual turnover doubling in some years since 2014. 
UK consumers are definitely now looking for pastured food 
products and I do believe I am going in the right direction.”

Ollie’s website can be viewed at www.farm2fork.co.uk

Ollie White's sheep with his two guardian dogs
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Pasture for Life farmer - Case Study
Andy Rumming - Wiltshire/Gloucestershire

Grazing cattle bring multiple benefits
The Rumming brothers work with their father and uncle 
on their integrated beef business, which has seen financial 
returns per animal more than double after just four years. 

The farm business supports six partners and three 
generations at two farms, eight miles apart covering 153ha. 
The River Thames runs through the farm and the soils are 
predominantly heavy clay overlaying gravels. 

While not certified organic, no artificial fertiliser has been 
applied for 15 years. The grassland ranges from highly 
species-rich hay meadows to ‘improved’ pasture. 

“I used to be disappointed that our 100% grass-fed 
cattle were selling as heavy stores for as low as £700 at 
the livestock market at 30 months of age,” says Andy. “This 
seemed such a waste.” 

Andy and his brother Chris, already had experience of 
producing, processing and direct marketing free-range 
turkeys at Christmas. For this they had built a basic butchery 
and installed fridges in the old milking parlour, but these 
were only used for two weeks in December.

“In June last year we started to age, cut and pack beef 
animals in-house. We are lucky to live near to an affluent 
customer base and 80% come to the farm to collect freshly 
packed meat. Using a Mailchimp email is our key route for 
generating sales with most beef pre-ordered.”

Four years ago, Andy joined the Pasture-Fed Livestock 
Association (he says this is the best thing he ever did) and 

benefited from attending study group tours and taking part 
in the on-line forum.

Cattle and data
Eighty-five cross-bred cows are put to a pure-bred Stabiliser 
bull or a pedigree Hereford bull. The cows calve in two 
groups in spring and summer and are super fertile with 
100% regularly scanned in-calf. The aim is for 96% of calves 
to be weaned per cows and heifers put to the bull and this 
is often achieved. Calving is at two years of age. 

“I like data and my favourite metric is looking at percentage 
of bodyweight weaned standardised to weaning at 200 
days,” says Andy. “The target is 50%. Neither herd has 
achieved this as a group, although individual cows have. No 
creep feed is fed and the animals are sold as 100% grass-fed 
under the Pasture for Life logo.”

The spring and summer calvers are cell grazed, moving 
completely every day with mobile water and Kiwitech semi-
permanent lanes and temporary dividing fences. The heavy 
soils mean animals are housed from November or December 
to the beginning of April and fed just on silage and hay.

Straight after weaning, all youngstock is moved to Andy’s 
brother’s farm where Chris runs a rotational grazing system 
with 80 to 100 cattle at any one time. Finished cattle are 
now slaughtered at 18 months to two years at a carcase size 
of approximately 305kg for heifers and 335kg for steers. 

“Direct retailing is not easy and we have to employ a 
butcher to break the carcasses down,” says Andy. “But the 
returns are much better than the £700-£1100 for stores we 
get. We are adding value with retail income of up to £2,500 
or more per animal.” 

Visit Andy’s website at www.andyrummingbeef.co.uk

Andy and Richard Rumming

Andy Rumming's cattle mob grazing

Regional groups will deliver locally based farmer to farmer learning
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LG DIABLO 
SPRING MALTING BARLEY

NOW 
DUAL 

USE!

Tel: 01472 371471   
enquiries@limagrain.co.uk 

lgseeds.co.uk/lg-diablo
@LGSeedsUK

LG DIABLO The Highest Yielding Recommended Spring Barley with Full Approval 
for Malt Distilling and Brewing by the Malting Barley Committee
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HOW TO CREATE THE MOST 
EFFECTIVE SOIL SAMPLING 

PROGRAM
Written By Laura Barrera and first published on Agfuse

With harvest either underway or on the 
horizon for most growers in the U.S., 
now is a good time to prepare for your 
soil sampling program.

Most universities and the NRCS 
recommend taking soil samples in the 
off-season, after the last crop harvest, 
and before the next cash crop is 
planted. Mississippi State University 
Extension advises collecting samples 
3-6 months before planting, to allow 
any lime recommendations to react and 
change the pH.

But before you can grab your soil 
probe and head out to the field, you 
need to understand best soil sampling 
practices and have a plan of action for 
collecting your samples, so you can 
accurately capture the soil chemistry 
and variability of your fields. Poor 
soil sampling practices can result 
in incorrect data, which can end up 
costing you in either inputs or yield.

“The foundation of understanding or 
making an appropriate recommendation 
comes from having a representative 
soil sample,” says Jason Ackerson, a 
Purdue University soil scientist. “That 
comes down to having a sample that’s 
demonstrative of the types of soil you 
see in that field.”

In short: The better your soil sampling 
program is, the more likely you are to 
see a return on investment from your 
soil and crop inputs while also producing 
healthier, higher-yielding crops.

Choose Your Lab
In his Soil Sampling Guidelines paper, 
Ackerson advises farmers to use the 
same lab for analysis every time they 
take soil samples because labs can use 
different methods, which may lead to 
different results. Using the same lab 
every time will ensure any changes you 
see are because of changes in the soil, 
rather than the testing.

If you’re new to soil sampling, it 

can help to pick out a lab before you 
start collecting samples, primarily for 
budgeting purposes. While Ackerson 
would never advise picking a lab solely 
on cost, knowing the price upfront 
can be helpful when considering the 
number of samples you plan to take 
and how you’re going to collect them.

“If a farmer comes to me and has 
a limited budget for soil sampling, 
it’s probably not feasible for us to 
recommend a high-resolution grid 
sample when they don’t have the 
resources to pay for that analysis,” he 
says.

In addition to price, consider whether 
you want just the soil test results or if 
you’d like additional information, such 
as fertilizer recommendations, as not 
labs will provide this. You’ll also want 
to make sure the lab is accredited, 
which should be available on the lab’s 
website. While most states have an 
accreditation system, there’s also a 
national accrediting laboratory body.

Finally, consider whether the lab’s 
testing methods are relevant to your 
soil’s environment.

There are a couple of different ways 
labs can do extractions for nutrient 
testing, Ackerson says, and there’s 
usually one method they’re more 
comfortable with. You want to make 
sure those methods apply to your soil 
environment.

For example, there are different 
methods for extracting phosphorus: the 
Bray-1 method and the Olsen method. 
The Olsen method is optimized for soils 
in more arid environments with high 
levels of carbonates, so it wouldn’t be 
ideal for a farmer in a region like Indiana 
to send his samples to a lab that uses it.

Determine Where You’re 
Going to Collect Samples
Whole-Field vs. Spatially Explicit 
Sampling

There are two primary strategies 
for choosing your sampling locations: 
whole field and spatially explicit. With 
the whole-field approach, you’ll collect 
several samples across the field, known 
as subsamples, which will then be 
mixed to create one composite sample. 
As Ackerson explains in “Soil Sampling 
Guidelines,” composite samples reduce 
the effects of soil variability and are 
less sensitive to unusually high or low 
soil test values that might occur due to 
concentrated fertilizer applications or 
natural soil variation.

Jason Ackerson recommends growers 
who are doing whole-field sampling to 
follow a zig-zag pattern and collecting 
subsamples at each dot. This should 
help capture every soil type equally. 
Photo from "Soil Sampling Guidelines" 
published by Purdue University.

Whole-field sampling is most 
appropriate for farmers who only 
plan to make blanket applications in 
their fields. While long-term uniform 
applications can lead to inconsistencies, 
Ackerson says growers can find other 
ways of identifying those areas without 
moving to spatially explicit sampling. In 
some cases, they may take soil samples 
from specific problem areas to confirm 
any soil issues.

“Often a good crop scouter or 
agronomist can identify nutrient 
deficiencies based on scouting crops in 

Jason Ackerson recommends growers who are doing 
whole-field sampling to follow a zig-zag pattern and 
collecting subsamples at each dot. This should help 
capture every soil type equally. Photo from "Soil 
Sampling Guidelines" published by Purdue University.
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the field,” Ackerson says, “but it’s good 
to have a soil sample there to double-
check those symptoms are truly the 
result of a nutrient deficiency.”

Grids vs. Zones
If you want to make any precision 
applications, you’ll need to choose 
between grid and zone sampling.

With grid sampling, you’ll lay a “grid” 
over the field and pull soil samples 
from the points in that grid, while zone 
sampling decides where samples should 
be taken based on a field’s uniform 
areas. So if a field has places that are 
heavier in clay or higher fertility, those 
could be separate zones.

An example of where a grower would 
take subsamples if they're following the 
grid sampling method. This example 
illustrates the bias that can occur 
with grid sampling — the orange zone 
is sampled in 30% of the grid points 
but only represents 22% of the field. 
Photo from "Soil Sampling Guidelines" 
published by Purdue University.

In this example, the orange zone 
is sampled in 30% of the grid points 
(white points) but the orange zone 
only represents 22% of the total field. 
In this case, the resulting soil sample 
is highly biased to the soil conditions 
represented by the orange zone.

Zone sampling is the preferred 
option because grid sampling can be 
inefficient. Ackerson says this is due to 
the typical grid size of 2.5 acres, which 
means subsamples are often spread 
too far apart to capture enough field 
variation.

“There can often be a lot of point-to-
point variabilities that can be missed 
in that course of a grid sample,” he 
explains. “To get really good spatially 
informed data from a grid sample, you 
need to sample more than most people 

would think about when it comes to 
grid resolution.”

This image represents the sampling 
approach for zone sampling. The dots 
represent the subsamples to be taken 
from the orange zone, which will be 
compiled into one composite sample. 
Photo from "Soil Sampling Guidelines" 
published by Purdue University.

Grid sampling can also be 
unintentionally biased, he adds, 
because there may be areas that might 
require a different zone that could be 
missed in grid sampling. For example, 
you may create a zone in your end rows 
because they tend to have a higher 
accumulation of chemicals caused by 

An example of where a grower would take subsamples if 
they're following the grid sampling method. This example 
illustrates the bias that can occur with grid sampling — 
the orange zone is sampled in 30% of the grid points 
but only represents 22% of the field. Photo from "Soil 
Sampling Guidelines" published by Purdue University.

This image represents the sampling approach for zone 
sampling. The dots represent the subsamples to be taken 
from the orange zone, which will be compiled into one 
composite sample. Photo from "Soil Sampling Guidelines" 
published by Purdue University.

Calcifert LimeCalcifert Lime is a granulated calcium lime proven to neutralise soil acidity.
Apply Calcifert Lime to optimise soil pH and ensure the availability and 
efficiency of nutrients in the soil and applied fertiliser.
Give your crops the best start by applying a quality liming product.

Visit www.lkabminerals.com/calcifert to find out more.

LKAB Minerals is an international industrial minerals group with a leading position in a number of product applications. We develop sustainable mineral solutions in 
partnership with our customers, supplying natural minerals engineered for functionality and usability. LKAB Minerals is part of the Swedish company LKAB, one of the 
world’s leading producers of highly upgraded iron ore products. www.lkabminerals.com
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reloading inputs on vehicles. But the 
sampling points in a grid may miss 
those differences.

Keep Your Data Consistent
While zone sampling is the better 
strategy if you’re making precision 
applications, Ackerson doesn’t 
recommend changing your practice if 
it’s going to conflict with the data you 
already have.

“Someone who has been doing 
grid sampling may have been an early 
adopter of precision ag and may have 
15 or 20 years of grid sampling data 
on their farm,” he says. “That historical 
record is incredibly useful when 
mapping the trajectory of those fields 
and understanding whether you see 
improvements in soil fertility over time.”

That historical record is often more 
valuable than switching to any new 
best practice, he adds, especially if 
you’ve been following best practices 
with that strategy. The key to good 
historical data is staying consistent 
with your program, from the location 
strategy you’re using to the time of year 
you take the samples.

The times to implement a new soil 
sampling strategy are when you’ve 
acquired new land or new equipment 
that can make precision applications, 
Ackerson says.

But What if You Haven’t Been 
Sampling Properly?
If you learn your soil sampling program 
hasn’t been following best practices, 
should you scrap the data you already 
have and move to something different?

It depends. One of the most common 
mistakes Ackerson sees in soil sampling 
is underestimating how variable the 
soils can be, even in small spatial scales, 
which leads to not collecting enough 
subsamples for a composite.

“When we start thinking about it 
from a statistical perspective, the 
number of subsamples that you need to 
get an accurate representation is a lot 
more than I think most people realize at 
first blush,” he explains. “Because to us 
taking a soil sample — you could take 
eight composites one year in a square 
area, and they’re all going to look 
identical. But chemically they could be 
vastly different.”

If not taking enough subsamples is 
the mistake you’ve been making with 
your soil sampling program, but you’ve 
been collecting on a good distributed 
grid and have had success managing it, 
you’re probably better off sticking with 
that program to stay consistent with 
your data.

“If you’ve been doing grid sampling 
but only collecting only one soil 
sample at each point (i.e. not 
collecting composite samples), any 
individual point may be unreliable, 
but take on average, there is probably 
useful information on the whole field,” 
he says. “If you start increasing the 
number of composites, as long as 
you haven’t completely changed your 
sampling program, it’s not necessarily 
going to invalidate that historical data. 
The data will still be useful; it’s just a 
matter of how reliable it is.”

Focus on Capturing pH
If you’ve been doing whole-field 
sampling and you’re not happy with 
the results or looking to improve your 
spatially explicit sampling program, 
consider precision sampling for pH. 
Ackerson has heard ag retailers say this 
is often the No. 1 thing growers can do 
to improve their soil sampling because it 
provides a great return-on-investment. 
The reason for this is two-fold:

1.  Nutrient availability and plant 
health

   Ackerson says these often come 
down to proper soil pH. If your 
pH is not correct, macro- and 
micronutrients’ availability can be 
out of balance. “Something like 
phosphorus might be in precision 
quantities for the crop, but if the 
pH is wrong, it would be unavailable 
to the crop,” he says. “Fixing a lot 
of fertility issues first starts with 
making sure the pH is correct.”

2.  Soil tests related to pH are 
consistent

  Ackerson explains that while 
nutrients like potassium can be 
variable year-to-year — even 
throughout the season — the liming 
recommendations of pH tests are 
more stable, so they provide reliable 
data. “The spatial data that comes 
from a precision-style soil sampling 
map related to pH is often really 
reliable because the underlying data 

are so good.”

Best Practices for Pulling 
Samples
Once you’ve picked your lab and your 
soil sampling strategy, you’re ready to 
pull soil samples. Now you must decide 
who is going to collect them.

While there is no downside to taking 
the soil samples yourself if you have 
the time, Ackerson says that hiring it 
out will be a lot more efficient.

“If I were running a farm, I would 
farm it out, even as someone with 
a Ph.D. in soil science,” he says. “The 
efficiencies of having somebody do it 
are tremendous.”.

If you decide to hire it out, look for a 
certified CCA you trust. If you choose 
to do it yourself, see Ackeron’s step-by-
step instructions for pulling samples in 
the “Soil Sampling Guidelines,” and keep 
the following best practices in mind:

Pull Different Depths Under 
Conservation Tillage
Nutrients tend to stratify in no-till and 
reduced-tillage fields, which can lead 
to overapplication of inputs if we don’t 
sample at different depths, Ackerson 
explains. It’s not uncommon to see 
very low pHs in the soil’s surface layer 
because of continuous anhydrous 
ammonia applications that aren’t 
incorporated, while underneath the pH 
is fine.

If you have less than 50% of your crop 
residue incorporated, take samples up 
to 4 inches deep for pH and lime, then 
up to 8 inches for fertility.

Avoid Small Areas That 
Misrepresent the Soil
While you want to tease out the 
differences in soil between the zones or 
any areas you’re managing separately, 
you don’t want to pull samples from 
small spots that may be inconsistent 
with that zone or area.

Ackerson explains that these tiny, 
localized spots — such as wet spots 
or highly eroded hillsides — may have 
different soil chemistries that can throw 
off the composite sample because they 
only represent a minimal area.

“Make sure the soil samples are 
representative of what we expect to 
see in the field,” Ackerson says.
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PUTTING COVERS 
INTO CONTEXT WITH 

UNDERSTANDING
Cover and catch cropping may work well for many managing lighter and erosion-prone soils but for those on heavier and 

more difficult ground they remain very far from the answer to any sort of maiden’s prayer. 

The right covers managed in the right 
way can help structure even the most 
challenging soils. However, in many 
cases they are unlikely to repay their 
investment in the medium term, if at 
all. They can also get in the way of both 
grassweed control and subsequent 
crop performance.

This is clear from six years of field 
scale research involving more than 600 
separate plots and detailed soil and crop 
record-keeping at Agrii’s Stow Longa 
Technology Centre near Huntingdon 
on the Cambridgeshire, Bedfordshire, 
Northamptonshire border.

“Cover cropping, in particular, makes 
a lot of sense and can be a valuable 
addition to the soil management tool 
box in some cases,” reflects trials 
manager, Steve Corbett who has 
been running the investigations on 
the silt-over-clay soil since 2014. “But 
our experience here is that biology 

alone is still not measuring-up to the 
performance we get from cultivations.

“Our work with growers across the 
country, indeed, suggests that over 
two-thirds of cover cropping may be a 
waste of time and money. On heavier 
land, in particular, it’s amazing how 
often the very soil problems people 
seek to address with the practice are 
the main reasons for its failure.

“More than anything else, 
we find the primary keys 
to success with cover or 
catch cropping are knowing 
what you want to achieve, 
then integrating the right 
approach effectively into the 
rotation to do so. “

Aimed at understanding these critical 
building blocks, Agrii’s long-term Stow 
Longa studies are providing much-
needed clarity into the whole ‘metal vs 
roots’ debate.

To date they have involved successive 
cereals – winter wheat followed by 
three spring barleys and two winter 
wheats – grown in adjacent 24m strips. 

Seven different establishment regimes 
have been maintained throughout 
– two employing varying degrees of 
cultivation, one with a straw rake and 
direct drill alone, and four with different 
catch and cover crops ahead of direct 
drilling.

In margin over input and establishment 
cost terms, the cultivated strips 
continued to out-perform all other 
treatments in 2020. And, over the six 
years the ‘metal’ treatments show an 
average annual advantage of more than 
£125/ha over the ‘roots’.

“As catch crops are in the ground for 
such a short time, we would expect 
the best performance from roots to 
come with cover cropping ahead of 
spring barley,” reasons Mr Corbett. 
“But when we only look at the spring-
cropping situations, the metal-over-
roots advantage remains an average of 
almost £120/ha/year.

“We see exactly the same thing across 
our rotational blackgrass management 
trials where we have maintained a 
dedicated catch/cover crop regime 
alongside both plough and deep one 
pass cultivation strategies since 2017. 
Roots simply aren’t matching the yields 
we get from cultivations on this soil 

Steve Corbett examines soil structure after cover 
cropping

Well grown misxed cover
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type. The extra seed and sowing costs 
involved mean annual margins are well 
adrift. And blackgrass control is sadly 
lacking in many cases.”

Despite the discouraging immediate 
economics, detailed soil investigations 
at Stow Longa are suggesting longer 
term benefits from catch and cover 
cropping that may be worth paying for.

The most recent broad spectrum soil 
analyses, for instance, show organic 
matter levels of up to 4.4% under 
some of the ‘root-only’ regimes against 
an average of 3.8% for the cultivated 
strips. Solvita testing also reveals 
noticeably higher microbial biomass 
levels, potentially mineralizable N 
contents and soil assessment scores 
here too. What’s more, advanced DNA 
sequencing at the Centre for Ecology 
and Hydrology (CEH) highlights clear 
differences in microbial communities 
between the areas, with several years of 
cover cropping associated with higher 
populations of potentially beneficial 
indicator micro-organisms and lower 

populations of potentially harmful ones 
than cultivations.

“It’s early days yet in our detailed 
investigations,” Mr Corbett insists. 
“However, both they and the obvious 
improvements in soil condition we have 
seen with the best covers are certainly 
encouraging.  The CEH findings also 
underline the complex interactions that 
need to be understood if we are to best 
balance economics, grassweed control, 
soil structural improvement and carbon 
capture, to name but a few priorities.”

“Perhaps the most important 
practical lesson to come out 
of our studies here, on iFarms 
and with commercial growers 
across the country is that we 
have to see catch and cover 
cropping as parts of integrated 
soil management rather than 
means in themselves,” insists 
Agrii regional technical adviser, 
David Felce who works closely 
with Steve Corbett.

“Well-rooted covers will help hold 
a good soil structure over winter, 
increasing its resilience and supporting 
quality spring seedbed creation. On 
heavy land at least, though, we cannot 
expect them to correct soil structural 
failures. This means we have to get 
the fundamentals of drainage right in 
the first place. Nor must we be afraid 
of continuing to use metal strategically 
wherever it’s needed.  Our challenge 
is to make sure roots and metal work 
together in soil management.

“Just like any small-seeded crop, 
setting the soil-up correctly ahead of 

a cover and putting it in with the best 
seed/soil/moisture contact is crucial for 
the effective establishment  without 
which it cannot do any sort of job.  It 
should also be seen as the first step 
in enabling the following cash crop to 
be drilled into a decent seedbed with 
minimum soil movement to preserve 
soil moisture and limit grassweed 
germination.

“Whether short or longer term, 
covers need to be carefully planned 
into the rotation,” he warns. “On most 
heavy ground an August-sown catch 
crop simply doesn’t have enough 
thermal time to do much, if any, good 
ahead of wheat sown in October. A 
summer cover on uncropped land or a 
catch crop after July-harvested forage 
rye, though, is a different story.

“Over-wintered covers ahead of 
spring crops clearly offer the greatest 
value. But even these need to be 
chosen carefully both for the job we 
want them to do and where they are in 
the rotation.

“If drying the soil and improving its 
friability near the surface are the main 
priorities we find phacelia or mustard 
are some of the best bets, while for soil 
conditioning to a greater depth black 
oats or vetches are likely to be much 
better.  

“Rotational care is equally important 
to avoid covers providing a green 
bridge for aphids, slugs, flea beetles or 
an array of diseases,” Mr Felce adds. 
“And in our experience, they need to be 
destroyed six weeks ahead of sowing to 
avoid compromising the performance 
of the next crop. Compared to this, 
drilling spring barley ‘on the green’ in 
our rotational trials at Stow Longa last 
season cost us an average of 0.5t/ha.”

So what approach do Steve Corbett 

David Felce White mustard

Straw rake soil structure
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and David Felce suggest with catch and cover cropping, 
in general, and on heavy or difficult ground, in particular?

Caution is their clear watchword; and they are 
adamant that everyone needs to set out with clear – 
and achievable – objectives, then plan and manage their 
covers to achieve it. 

They warn against spreading resources too thinly across 
too large an area at the outset. Instead, they recommend 
focusing sufficient resource on a limited area of ground 
most likely to benefit initially; only moving ahead more 
widely on the basis of experience. Above all, they stress 
that soil improvement with biology can never be a quick 
fix so the rewards will only come with time.

“In their place, we see cover crops having the potential 
to play a valuable part in soil improvement efforts,” Mr 
Corbett concludes. “But we still don’t understand enough 
about the complexities of the biology involved to be sure 
exactly where this place is in many cases.

“We do know that what’s right for one situation may be 
completely wrong for another. The greater understanding 
of the essential cover and catch cropping building blocks 
we are achieving with our long-term work is essential if 
we are to put them together in the right way for the most 
consistent value.  

“The financial penalties we continue to see at Stow 
Longa mean the immediate cost of replacing metal with 
roots as a key establishment tool across a large part of 
the country’s arable area is likely to be too great for 
many unless they can be sure of substantial long-term 
soil sustainability benefits.”

Phacelia soil structure

Black oat and vetch soil structure
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NEW ANALYSIS AIMS TO 
UNLOCK SOIL HEALTH

Written by Dan Robinson from Eurofins

We have created new soil tests that 
will help farmers and agronomists 
understand their soil in a more detailed 
way than ever before. The tests have 
been launched in the UK and Ireland to 
provide chemical, physical, and biological 
insight, offering farmers a better way to 
monitor, manage and improve the health 
and fertility of their soil.

Three new products are now available 
to UK and Irish agriculture. Fertilisation 
Manager®, Soil Crop Monitor® and 
Soil Life Monitor® offer the most 
comprehensive way to analyse and 
improve soil health. Fertilisation Manager 
measures soil fertility. This includes 
the chemical values of macro and 
micronutrients. Soil pH and the overall 
structure of the soil is also analysed in 
conjunction with biological components 
such as fungi and bacteria.

The microbial biomass from the 
sample will help farmers to understand 
the sensitivity of the soil to conventional 
farming methods such as ploughing. 
The number and nature of the bacteria 
present in a soil sample will also facilitate 
the accurate calculation of what nutrients 
need to be added to the soil to optimise 
plant health and growth.

Soil Crop Monitor will provide the most 
accurate means of testing soil during a 
growing season. Unlike some tests, Soil 
Crop Monitor analyses both the soil 
and the plant. This measures the plant 
available nutrients and the nutrients 
absorbed by the crop.

Soil Life Monitor
Soil Life Monitor determines the total 
microbial biomass, fungi, bacteria 
and protozoa. It also identifies some 
physical characteristics such as pH 
and the quality of organic matter. PLFA 
(phospholipid fatty acids) found in soil 
can be measured to provide a fingerprint 
of the soil content. PLFAs are degraded 
quickly in the soil, so the analysis gives 
an indication of the amount of living 
biomass. This is the most detailed routine 
analysis of soil life available and has 

countless applications for agriculture. 
We are therefore excited to make all 
of these tests available to farmers and 
growers across the UK and Ireland.

The details behind Soil Life 
Monitoring
The biological parameters are based on 
the phospholipid fatty acids (PLFAs) that 
are present. PLFAs occur in the cell walls 
of living organisms. Different functional 
groups have a unique composition of 
PLFAs. By measuring the composition of 
the PLFAs, a fingerprint of the microbial 
community can be given. The target 
values are corrected based on the 
organic matter percentage. 

Total microbial biomass 
The sum of all PLFAs is an indication 
of the amount of microbes. Because 
PLFAs are rapidly degraded after an 
organism dies, it mainly represents the 
living microbial biomass. The microbial 
biomass can be increased by adding 
effective organic matter such as 
compost, solid manure, green manures 
or cultivating grains (incl. straw). Other 
examples of measures are reduced soil 
tillage, permanently covering the soil, 
temporary grassland or less ploughing 
up of permanent grassland. 

Total bacteria 
Certain groups of bacteria break down 
(simple) organic material, fix nutrients, 
bind atmospheric nitrogen, convert 
ammonium into nitrate nitrogen, form 
stable aggregates, increase disease 
resistance and form breakdown products 
that can weaken or kill pathogens. 
Bacteria are stimulated by easily 
degradable materials with a low C/N 
ratio such as slurry. 

Actinomycetes 
Actinomycetes are a group of Gram(+) 
bacteria that form threads that resemble 
fungal hyphae and are able to break 
down complex materials. Actinomycetes 
are important for disease resistance, 
because some species can excrete 

antibiotics or parasitize pathogens. 
They can also compete with pathogenic 
fungi for space and food. Actinomycetes 
prefer airy conditions and develop poorly 
in compacted soil or acid conditions (pH 
<5).

Total fungi and saprophytes 
Fungi cause degradation of complex 
forms of organic material, form stable 
aggregates, excrete organic acids 
which improve the availability of some 
nutrients and increase disease resistance 
through competition or predation. Fungi 
are stimulated by recalcitrant materials 
with a high C/N ratio such as straw and 
compost. 

Mycorrhiza 
Arbuscular mycorrhizas are a special 
group of fungi. They live in symbiosis 
with plant roots and thereby increase the 
root surface. In exchange for sugars, the 
plant receives water and nutrients such 
as phosphorus and potassium. Crops 
that are not able to form a symbiosis 
with arb. mycorrhiza are crucifers (e.g. 
cabbage and yellow mustard) and the 
goosefoot family (e.g. spinach and beet). 
A high available phosphate content will 
reduce the development of mycorrhizas. 

Protozoa 
Protozoa are single-cell micro-organisms 
that contain a cell nucleus (eukaryotes). 
The most important function of protozoa 
is to make nutrients available to the plant 
by "grazing" on microorganisms (mainly 
bacteria). The activity of protozoa is 
highly dependent on the presence of 
moisture in the soil. The radius of action 
of protozoa is limited to water films and 
water-filled pores. 

Fungi/bacteria ratio 
The fungi/bacteria ratio indicates the 
proportion between the fungal and 
bacterial biomass (expressed in mg C / 
kg). In general, undisturbed ecosystems 
have a higher fungi/bacteria ratio than 
disturbed systems. Organic and low-
input systems have a higher fungi/
bacteria ratio compared to enriched 
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conventional systems. Disturbances 
such as tillage, removal of crop residues 
and grazing can lower the fungi/bacteria 
ratio. 

Gram(-)/Gram(+) ratio 
Grams(+) bacteria are generally larger 
than Gram(-) bacteria and can form 
spores. This makes them more resistant 
to drought and water stress. Gram(+) 
dominant populations (>1) are more 
common at the start of the growing 
season and typically move to a more 
balanced community when the soil 
conditions become more favorable 
throughout the growing season. 

PLFA diversity 
The PLFA diversity (Shannon index) is 
an indicator of the diversity of the soil 
life. However, the diversity of the PLFAs 
is not the same as the actual diversity 
because one unique phospholipid fatty 
acid does not represent one species. 
Higher diversity is often related to better 
stability and resilience. Disturbances, lack 
of diverse input from food sources and 
an intensive crop rotation can decrease 

the diversity. 

Quality of the organic matter 
Organic matter mainly consists of C, 

N, P and S. Dynamic organic matter 
contains relatively many N and S, and is 
easily broken down by microbes. Hereby, 
nutrients are mineralized that become 

Report

This report has been released under the responsibility of Drs.Ing. J. van Benthum, Business Unit
Manager. All our services are covered by our General Conditions. These conditions and/or the
specifications of the analysis methods will be sent to you on request. Eurofins Agro Testing
Wageningen BV is not liable for any adverse consequences resulting from the use of test results
and/or recommendations supplied by us or on our behalf.

Eurofins Agro Testing Wageningen BV is registered in the RvA register for testing laboratories as
described further in the recognition under no. L122 for only the sampling methods and/or the
analysis methods.

Original

Page: 1
Total number of pages: 3
Report-Id:
747311/004983153, 03-04-2020

Analysis Investigation/ordernr:   Date sampling:            Date report:
747311/004983153 03-03-2020 03-04-2020

Results Unit Result    low    rather  average   rather   high
  low              high

Biological
Microbial biomass mg PLFA/kg 13

Total bacteria mg PLFA/kg           12
       Gram positive mg PLFA/kg           4,2

Actinomycetes mg PLFA/kg           0,8
       Gram negative mg PLFA/kg           8
Total fungi mg PLFA/kg           2,0
       Saprophytes mg PLFA/kg           1,0
       Mycorrhiza mg PLFA/kg           1,1
Protozoa mg PLFA/kg           0,34

Fungi/bacteria ratio 1,2
Gram(+)/Gram(-) ratio 0,5
PLFA diversity 3,3

Physical
Acidity (pH) 5,5
C-organic % 2,2
Organic matter % 4,5
C/OS-ratio 0,49

Organic matter   Figure: Quality of the organic matter

Organic carbon held in micro-organisms mg C/kg
Microbial biomass 287
Bacterial biomass 114
Fungal biomass 134

1202 Hutchinsons TerraMap 180x130 P ART.pdf   1   02/06/2020   15:42
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available for the crop. Stable organic matter contains a relatively 
large amount of C, and is broken down less fast by microbes. 
Stable organic matter contributes, among other things, to the 

processability and looseness of the soil. The quality of the 
organic matter can be (gradually) adjusted by paying attention 
to the properties of organic materials (degradability and C/N 
ratio) such as animal manure, compost and crop residues.

Growing insight with soil and crop analyses 
To provide insight into the functioning of the soil, Eurofins Agro 
distinguishes between the various fractions in which nutrients 
are present in the soil: direct available elements, plant available 
elements, (adsorbed) soil stock and total soil stock. Eurofins 
Agro supplies various analyses that provide insights into the 
nutrient reserve in the soil, the condition of the soil and uptake 
by the crop. The analysis report is always accompanied by crop 
and soil specific advice.

About Eurofins 
Agro Eurofins Agro is a leading Agricultural Analytical 
Services Business with almost 100 years of experience. 
Our complete package of innovative analyses and clear, 
tailored advice help you adjust the production process on 
your farm and optimise your systems. In doing so your crops 
get exactly what they really need and you are assured of 
the highest possible yield and quality, at the lowest possible 
cost. In addition to this, the insight we provide allows you 
to farm in ways that are sustainable and with maximum 
environmental benefit. Eurofins Agro is part of Eurofins 
Scientific: a leading global laboratory organisation with 
more than 800 laboratories and 45,000 employees in 47 
countries. We offer over 200,000 analytical methods and 
have a presence in Europe, USA, Asia-Pacific and South 
America . We provide innovative analyses, accurate and up-
to-date data and clear advice. Our products and services 
are the result of practical knowledge, supported by scientific 
research. In short... we provide you with growing insight! 
Insight from which you reap the benefits.
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We have listed a few more books you 
might find interesting, challenge the 
way you currently think and help you 
farm better.

Teaming 
with 
Microbes: 
The 
Organic 
Gardener's 
Guide to 
the Soil 
Food Web

Smart gardeners know that soil is 
anything but an inert substance. 
Healthy soil is teeming with life not 
just earthworms and insects, but a 
staggering multitude of bacteria, fungi, 
and other microorganisms. When we 
use chemical fertilizers, we injure the 
microbial life that sustains healthy 
plants, and thus become increasingly 
dependent on an arsenal of artificial, 
often toxic, substances. But there is 

an alternative to this vicious cycle. We 
can garden in a way that strengthens 
the soil food web the complex world 
of soil-dwelling organisms whose 
interactions create a nurturing 
environment for plants. "Teaming 
with Microbes" extols the benefits of 
cultivating the soil food web. First, 
it clearly explains the activities and 
organisms that make up the web. 
Next, it explains how gardeners can 
cultivate the life of the soil through 
the use of compost, mulches, and 
compost tea. The revised edition 
updates the original text and includes 
two completely new chapters on 
mycorrhizae (beneficial associations 
fungi form with green-leaved plants) 
and archaea (single-celled organisms 
once thought to be allied to bacteria). 
With Jeff Lowenfels' help, everyone 
from devotees of organic gardening 
techniques to weekend gardeners 
who simply want to grow healthy, 
vigorous plants without resorting to 
chemicals can create rich, nurturing, 
living soil.

The 
Omnivore's 
Dilemma: 
A Natural 
History of 
Four Meals

For the past 
twenty years, 
Michael Pollan 

has been writing about the places 
where the human and natural worlds 
intersect: food, agriculture, gardens, 
drugs, and architecture. His book 
The Omnivore's Dilemma, about the 
ethics and ecology of eating, was 
named one of the ten best books of 
2006 by the New York Times and 
the Washington Post. He is also the 
author of In Defence of Food, The 
Botany of Desire, A Place of My Own 
and Second Nature, and the upcoming 
Food Rules: An Eater's Manual.

WHAT DO YOU READ?
If you are like us, then you don’t know where to start when it comes to other reading apart from farming magazines.  

However, there is so much information out there that can help us understand our businesses, farm better and 
understand the position of non-farmers. 
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The Hidden 
Half of 
Nature: The 
Microbial 
Roots of Life 
and Health
The Hidden Half of 
Nature lays out the 
astonishing reality 

we've been missing in the soil beneath 
our feet and right inside our bodies-
our world depends on a foundation of 
invisible life. Montgomery and Bikle share 
a captivating story of the least-loved part 
of nature, taking readers through major 
milestones in agriculture and medicine 
to untangle our uneasy relationship with 
microbes. From the challenge of turning 
their barren Seattle lot into a flourishing 
garden through Bikle's struggle with a 
surprise cancer diagnosis, the authors 
discover the power nature's smallest 
creatures wield over our lives. Stunning 
parallels in the relationships that microbes 
develop with plant roots and the human 
gut reveal ways that farmers can restore 
degraded fields and doctors can reverse 
the modern epidemic of chronic diseases. 
For in cultivating the beneficial microbes 
that make soil fertile and keep us healthy, 
we can suture rifts never meant to be.

The Diet 
Myth: The 
Real Science 
Behind What 
We Eat
Why do most diets 
fail? Why does one 
person eat a certain 
meal and gain 

weight, while another eating the same 
meal loses pounds? Why, despite all the 
advice about what to eat, are we all still 
getting fatter?

The answers are much more surprising 
- and fascinating - than we've been led to 
believe. The key to health and weight loss 
lies not in the latest fad diet, nor even 
in the simple mantra of 'eat less, exercise 
more', but in the microbes already inside 
us.

Drawing on the latest science and 
his own pioneering research, Professor 
Tim Spector demystifies the common 
misconceptions about fat, calories, 
vitamins and nutrients. Only by 

understanding what makes our own 
personal microbes tick can we overcome 
the confusion of modern nutrition, and 
achieve a healthy gut and a healthy body.

Small Is 
Beautiful: 
A Study of 
Economics 
as if People 
Mattered
How does our 
economic system 
impact the way we 

live? Does it really affect what we truly 
care about?

Oxford economist E. F. Schumacher 
provides an enlightening study of our 
economic system and its purpose, 
challenging the current state of excessive 
consumption in our society. Offering a 
crucial message for the modern world 
struggling to balance economic growth 
with the human costs of globalisation, 
Small Is Beautiful puts forward the 
revolutionary yet viable case for building 
our economies around the needs of 
communities, not corporations.

Food in 
History
An enthralling 
world history 
of food from 
prehistoric times 
to the present. 
A favorite of 
gastronomes and 
history buffs alike, 

Food in History is packed with intriguing 
information, lore, and startling insights--
like what cinnamon had to do with the 
discovery of America, and how food has 
influenced population growth and urban 
expansion.

The 
Englishman's 
Food: Five 
Centuries of 
English Diet
Medieval gardens; 
cookshops; spices; 
ale, beer, wine 
and spirits; the 
food of peasants, 

labourers, townspeople, the wealthy, 

the poor and the country gentleman; 
fish, meat and game; the feeding of 
infants, children; dairy products; vitamins, 
proteins, fat and fibre; the adulteration 
of food; the four bottle man; bread; 
poaching; tea, coffee and chocolate; food 
in schools and institutions; sugar and 
sweetmeats; root crops; the agricultural 
revolution; the importance of 'white 
meats', the vegetarian diet; menus and 
recipes. . .

The Englishman's Food was first 
published in 1939, fully revised in 1957 
and now appears with a new updating 
introduction. A ground-breaking book, 
it is a fascinating and authoritative 
survey of food production, consumption, 
fashions and follies over a period of five 
hundred years.

Reprinted with a new introduction by 
food editor Tom Jaine.

Green and 
Prosperous 
Land: A Blueprint 
for Rescuing 
the British 
Countryside
News about Britain’s 

wildlife and ecosystems tends to be 
grim. In Green and Prosperous Land, 
Oxford economist and Natural Capital 
Committee chair Dieter Helm shares 
his radical but tangible plan for positive 
change.

This pragmatic approach to 
environmentalism includes a summary 
of Britain’s green assets, a look towards 
possible futures and an achievable 25-
year plan for a green and prosperous 
country. The bold generational plan 
assesses the environment as a whole, 
explains the necessity of protecting and 
enhancing our green spaces and offers 
a clear, financially sound strategy to put 
Britain on a greener path.

Helm’s arguments expose the economic 
inefficiencies in our environmental 
policies and thus highlight the need 
for change. Leaving behind the current 
sterile and ineffective battle between 
the environment and the economy, 
this revolutionary plan champions 
the integration of the economy and 
the environment together to deliver 
sustainable, eco-friendly economic 
growth. There is hope, and there is time, 
but we must act now.
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A versatile, durable, upgradeable platform for zero till and 
min till drilling. The DSX single disc undercut opener 
can perform in the harshest of conditions, 
with adjustability to allow you optimum 
performance in changing conditions. 

Options:
 

Pneumatically adjustable row cleaners

Seed tabs 

Load sensing downforce

Liquid Fertiliser: Drill or tractor mounted

Width extensions: Upgrade your drill as you farm, 4m to 6m for example

Horizon DSX

Designed and 
Manufactured 
in the UK

Horizon Agriculture . Cliftons Bridge . Fishergate . Spalding . PE12 0EZ . UK

www.horizonagriculture.com                          info@horizonagriculture.com+44 (0) 1945 440999
Contact us for more information:

Widths:              3,4,5,6,6.4,7.2,7.5,8 and 9 metres

Row Spacings:   16.7cm, 18.75cm, 20cm and 25cm

Seed Tanks:        1, 2 or 3
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